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Preface

I did not set out to write a book about Two-Spirit men and social accep-

tance. Rather, the research for this project began as an interest in how

Native peoples were dealing with the HIV/AIDS epidemic. The focus

changed the first evening I went to a meeting of the Green Country

Two-Spirit Society, whose official mission is to design and implement

HIV/AIDS prevention programming for urban Native men who have

sex with men. Besides the discomfort of being an outsider in such a

small community, what struck me the most about that first meeting

was that very few of the men were talking about HIV/AIDS in any di-

rect personal way, nor were they talking openly about their experiences

with the epidemic. Instead, I found a diverse group of men who all

shared several concerns that I thought at the time only peripherally re-

lated to HIV/AIDS – they were all Native, all identified as gay or bi-

sexual, and all felt as if their sexuality had at one time or another pitted

them against their families and their tribal communities. After attend-

ing only a few meetings of the group I realized that these men simply

looked at HIV/AIDS as a part of being gay in America. No doubt for

them HIV/AIDS was a tragic disease and had affected Indians in very

specific ways, but they approached it in a matter-of-fact way that re-

flected its presence in their everyday lives. But what concerned the men

the most was the fact that they felt socially and personally separated

from their families and communities because of their sexuality. They

knew full well, through direct experience or listening to fellow Natives

talk, that their sexuality was a source of shame and disdain. They also

feared homophobia so much that it often kept them from participating

in the social and spiritual practices that their families taught them were

so important to their Native identity. It was not until much later in my

research that I discovered that the alienation the men feel could be

linked to the reasons that Native glbt people put themselves at risk for

HIV/AIDS. In order to address this link I felt that I had to tackle the

issue of alienation and self- and social acceptance first. Therefore, it is
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the relationship between constructions of Two-Spirit identity and so-

cial acceptance with which this book is primarily concerned.

Once I committed to researching Two-Spirit identity, the men of the

Green Country Two-Spirit Society and the Two-Spirit Society of Den-

ver gracefully accepted my continual presence. Besides being grateful to

them for allowing me to participate in their activities, record what they

said, and write about them, I am grateful that they did not hide their

feelings and that they let me into both the good and bad aspects of their

lives. Because I am not a gay man, many of the men felt that they were

taking a risk by allowing me to hang around and write about them. I

know that many of the men in both the Green Country and Denver

societies were apprehensive about my presence. Many of the men

speculated that I was a man “on the down low” (a straight man secretly

participating in gay sex and gay popular culture), that I was just having

trouble admitting that I was gay, or that I was researching “sexual devi-

ance.” Interest in my sexual orientation faded but only after a few in-

tense confrontations. On one occasion I was at a gay bar with members

of the Two-Spirit Society of Denver when one of the members loudly

confronted me, saying “What the hell do you care about gay people?

Why the hell is some straight guy doing research with gay Indian

people? To figure out what’s wrong with us?” I replied with a stock an-

swer about attempting to explain why gay Native American men were

forming alternative communities to deal with their alienation from

tribal society. However, this solicited only more rage from the some-

what intoxicated individual. I do not know that I ever provided satisfac-

tory answers to these kinds of questions, but I hope that the men of

these two societies see the results within this book as worth taking a

chance on me.

Despite my attempts to lessen the issue of my own sexuality in the

writing of this book, it kept resurfacing in comments from colleagues

and those who read the initial manuscript (and in many ways necessi-

tated the writing of this preface). Everyone who looked at the manu-

script demanded that I position myself within the text, which trans-

lated to “Is the author speaking from a gay experiential point of view?”

Once I was identified as not gay within the manuscript, one reader felt
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that it was good that “a straight person” was writing about a topic that

had been marginalized within anthropology and that the positioning

of my sexual orientation would provide a different perspective on the

topic “and give such topics more credibility.” The reader was comment-

ing on the assumptions that many academics hold – that any book writ-

ten about glbt people (or any underrepresented group for that matter)

by a member of that community is more a reflection of personal poli-

tics than scholarship. For this reason, it was not uncommon to have

people I know say “Is there something you need to tell me?” upon hear-

ing my research topic. The assumption in academia often seems to be

that someone who is researching gay topics must be gay and only writ-

ing out of self-interest.

A friend and colleague pointed out that a straight person writing

about glbt people had the potential to challenge the “ghettoization” of

studies on glbt topics. At the same time, she felt it was problematic to

assume that a straight person showing an interest in a glbt topic would

give it more legitimacy. She was troubled by the assumption that glbt

studies would only be legitimate once a non-gay person showed an in-

terest. I agree with my colleague, and I also think it is unfortunate that

in our society issues of sexual orientation lead to the necessity of my

justifying an interest. It was not until I read the introduction of Don

Kulick’s insightful book Travesti that I came to recognize the impor-

tance of “coming out” to the readers of this book. Kulick recognizes that

his sexual orientation gave him a certain legitimacy among his gay male

transgender informants and no doubt added to the level of trust he

enjoyed living among the travesti. I also had to admit that more than

any other aspect of my personhood, sexuality affected my access to cer-

tain aspects of Two-Spirit men’s lives, whether they trusted me or not,

and whether the information in this book would be seen by my peers as

another piece of literature celebrating gayness in America or a serious

ethnographic study. My goal was to produce the latter.

In keeping with my goals as a scholar and ethnographer, this book

focuses on the ways Two-Spirit men see themselves as subject to power-

laden social relationships surrounding their sexual identity. Readers

will notice an emphasis on a particular picture of Two-Spirit identity.
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Adapting to Homopobia among Indians

This emphasis comes from the men represented in the book. I will not

claim that this book represents all glbt Natives or all conceptions of

Two-Spirit identity, nor do I endorse a particular conception of Two-

Spiritedness. Rather, the book is focused on how I witnessed Two-Spirit

men negotiate their identity as gay and Native among the difficulties of

identifying oneself with both of these contested identities.

I have conceptualized the negotiation of the identities gay and In-

dian, as well as their manifestation in Two-Spirit identity, as becoming.

The theme of becoming is something I witnessed over the course of the

four years I actively interviewed and recorded information about Two-

Spirit men and is the inspiration for the title of this book. Becoming, as

I see it, best describes the ways I saw men openly battle with other In-

dian people over their alienation, adapt to racism among non-Indians

and their own people, reconcile with their families, noticeably gain self-

acceptance or continue to destroy themselves, and even a few pass on to

the next world. All these experiences are enfolded into the men’s con-

ceptions of Two-Spirit identity and thus make it not only a term but

also a form of personhood. For many of the men, coming to terms with

life’s difficulties was at the same time becoming Two-Spirit.

Preface
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Any illusions I had about reaching that moment in an ethnographer’s

fieldwork when the host population considers you “one of them” came

crashing down when I was relegated to the “straight men’s room.” I had

been conducting research on Two-Spirit (gay American Indian) men

for not quite a year.1 I was visiting Denver, Colorado, to conduct inter-

views with Two-Spirit men and to attend the Denver March Powwow.

Sheila, a key consultant, traveled with me to Denver to see old friends

and dance in the powwow. The two people we were staying with, Glen

and Pete, were close friends of Sheila’s and had opened their home to

any and all comers who needed a place to stay during the powwow. It

turned out that 15 people ended up staying with Glen and Pete, includ-

ing three Polish exchange students who came with Sheila’s cousin from

the Rosebud Indian Reservation. The three Polish men were on a “trip

of curiosity,” as they put it, visiting various Indian reservations in the

United States, and Sheila’s cousin Greg was their host at Rosebud. Greg

thought it would be beneficial for them to visit the Denver March Pow-

wow, seeing as it is one of the largest and best attended in the West.

When Sheila and I arrived at Glen and Pete’s place, I was told with a

snicker that I was staying in the back room with the “other straight

guys,” the Polish exchange students. Upon opening the door to the

room I was hit with the nauseatingly pungent odor of unwashed hu-

man beings. I turned and walked back to the living room carrying my

luggage with an obvious look of “no way” on my face. Attempting to

contain his laughter, Glen handed me a bottle of Febreze air freshener

and informed me that “only queens” were staying “out here” in the liv-

ing room. I reluctantly went back to the room and placed my sleeping

bag near the open window. Unfortunately, the three Polish men were

fulfilling American stereotypes about the personal hygiene habits of

Europeans. The Two-Spirit men sitting on the couches and the floor

burst out laughing as I emerged from the bedroom. Sheila greeted my

look of obvious disappointment with the living arrangements by telling

me, “You’re one of them, so the smell shouldn’t bother you. All you
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straight men smell the same,” followed by a burst of laughter from the

other men.

I sulked the rest of the evening at the opening night of the powwow.

When we returned to Glen and Pete’s place, the men began getting

ready to go on a circuit of the local gay clubs. As everyone gathered by

the door, I noticed that people were acting weird. Sheila, who was for-

ever cluing me in to cultural hints and appropriate behavior, suggested

that I might want to hang out at the bookstore café down the street,

since they have a “nice Native American book section.” I finally caught

on to Sheila’s direction and opted to hang out around the house instead

of going along. The Polish students actually never went to the powwow,

but instead spent most of the weekend hanging out in the local techno

dance bars. However, the presence of their lingering odor in the room

was a continual point of humor and incited a seemingly endless bout of

teasing me.

During that stay in Denver, all gladly granted me interviews, were

generous with their time, explaining various aspects of their lives, and

invited me to attend a Two-Spirit directed house ceremony and dinner.

But I never quite got over the sting of the segregated sleeping arrange-

ments and being excluded from “the fun.” On the drive back to Okla-

homa, I asked Sheila why I had been kept away. “Not everyone there

knows you, and they don’t know what you’re going to write,” she re-

plied. “Maybe they don’t want you to write about their sex lives or see-

ing them drunk. Maybe they don’t trust you like some of the other Two-

Spirits you know. You know you aren’t one of us, so why would you

want to go out with us anyway?” she continued. “Or maybe,” she said,

“they want you to see what it’s like to not feel totally welcome all the

time. They are testing you.”

Over the course of the five years I spent interviewing, hanging out

with, and becoming friends with Two-Spirit men, I figured out that

they were continually testing me, testing each other, and testing the

boundaries of American Indian identity. Testing boundaries is a con-

stant theme in Two-Spirit men’s efforts to look for and locate self- and

social acceptance amid the potential homophobia among their tribal
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communities, families, and non-gay Indians in general. By examining

the ways Two-Spirit men test the boundaries of two seemingly solidi-

fied identities, gay and Indian, I seek to examine why they confront the

limitations on the expression of individual and group-identity con-

sciousness. Simply put, why do Two-Spirit men so desperately desire to

be accepted by other Native peoples who have little or no tolerance for

gender difference and same-sex relations? This book seeks to answer

the questions of why Two-Spirit men attempt to reconcile a forced di-

vide in their social worlds and how they reach their sense of who they are

amid contemporary ideas about American Indian identity and culture.

Are There Gay Indians?

When I arrived at the gay pride parade and picnic sponsored by the

“Oklahoma Pride Center,” people were setting up tents, tables, and beer

stands around the perimeter of the park. Within an hour a sizeable

crowd accumulated to await the parade that would pass along the street

adjacent to the park. Protestors lined the sidewalk opposite where the

gay pride participants were observing. As floats for various gay social

and political organizations passed, the protestors shouted through

megaphones and held signs stating, “Got AIDS?,” “God killed Sodom

and Gomorrah,” and “Die Fags.” Things were surprisingly calm consid-

ering the atmosphere of conflict the protestors were inspiring. A few

people went over to yell back, but for the most part, participants fo-

cused on the parade and did not give into the temptations of conflict.

Watching the floats pass, we anxiously awaited the Green Country Two-

Spirit Society float, which was one of the many gay organizations par-

ticipating. When they passed, Sheila, in full jingle dance regalia, was

sitting across the back of a Pendleton-blanket-covered red convertible

Mercedes, waving as if she were homecoming queen. The car was fol-

lowed by five other Two-Spirit men in their straight dance regalia, step-

ping to the blaring powwow music resonating from the car. Once the

car and the dancers got close enough to hear, Jimmy and the other men

standing in the street let out a celebratory “lululululu.”2 I watched for
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the expressions on people’s faces and noticed some people were laugh-

ing, some people gazing like tourists at a powwow, and one person,

baffled, asked his friend, “Are there gay Indians?”

The question of the existence of gay Indians came up multiple times

during my fieldwork. While at dinner with a Cherokee family, some of

the guests were inquisitive about my most recent research project.

While I was telling them that I was working with a ceremonial and so-

cial subgroup of American Indians, the host interrupted, “They’re gay,

ya know, Two-Spirits, like berdache.” The other guests, both Indian and

non-Indian, looked surprised at this disclosure. A Cherokee man re-

sponded with many questions about Two-Spirit people and their his-

tory. As in most cases, the Indian people at the dinner had little to no

idea about the respect once given to the gender different in historic

Native societies. The conversation came to a close with his statement,

“You would think that homosexuality wouldn’t have spread into the

Indian community.”

I had known for some time from Two-Spirit people that the gay com-

munity did not recognize racial diversity, and especially not Natives.

Also, I surmised that mainstream Native society did not react positively

toward gay and lesbian Indians. I realized at that moment in the park

that there were also no gay Indians according to gay society, and at the

dinner I further understood that there were no gay Indians according to

Native and mainstream society. What struck me most about this real-

ization is the disjuncture that gay Indians cause in accepted signs and

symbols of what American Indians are thought to represent. I brought

this up later in the year during a discussion with Ben and Mick, two key

men in Two-Spirit society:

— Brian: People have asked me, “Are there gay Indians?”

— Ben: Yeah, that was like down at the gay pride, the protestors were

saying, “Why are you all here?” . . . They couldn’t believe it . . . ya know . . .

and they thought we were degrading the Indian community by marching

in a gay pride parade. See . . . people don’t think . . . they have this thought

in their mind . . . warriors! [laughs]

— Mick: Which we can be . . .
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— Ben: Which we are . . . ya know, but we have different warrior types.

I just love the way we are changing people’s thinking about stereotypes.

Given the identity politics surrounding being Native in the 21st century,

contemporary Two-Spirit men are subject to accepted popular ideas,

positive and negative, about what it means to be an American Indian.

As Craig Womack (1999:280) points out, “I would speculate that a queer

Indian presence fundamentally challenges the American mythos about

Indians in a manner the public will not accept. . . . Further, identifying

an Indian as lesbian or gay makes the Native radically resistant to the

popular tendency to make Indians artifacts from the past, since no one

associates such terms with the warrior days when men were men and

buffalo were scared.”

Inevitably, Two-Spirit identity is subject to the multiple cultural ide-

ologies regulating Indianness, whiteness, gayness, straightness, mascu-

linity, femininity, and authenticity. Emerging from the intersection of

multiple influences is a Two-Spirit identity created and maintained in

relation to dominant ideas about Indian and gay identity. Two-Spirit

identity articulates with and manipulates ideologies of gay and Indian

despite the failure of gay and lesbian culture to recognize Native Ameri-

cans as an important aspect of their society, as well as other Indians’

denial of Two-Spirit existence.

Gender Diversity and the Cultural Crossfire

Two-Spirit men are well aware that at one time in the history of Native

America, mostly before European contact, sexual and gender diversity

was an everyday aspect of life among most indigenous peoples. The fol-

lowing historical overview of Native American gender diversity is in-

tended to help frame the ways contemporary Two-Spirit men are in the

cultural crossfire between contemporary constructions of Native iden-

tity and historical knowledge. As we will see throughout the book, the

history of acceptance of sexuality and gender diversity within Native

communities places Two-Spirit men’s desires at odds with contempo-

rary community expectations.
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What scholars generically refer to as “Native American gender diver-

sity” was a fundamental institution among most tribal peoples. The fact

that there were men among North America’s tribal peoples who pre-

ferred to do women’s work, dressed in a mixture of female and male

clothing, and had sexual and domestic relationships with men is exten-

sively documented in the academic and colonial-era literature.3 How-

ever, among Native societies these male-bodied gender-different peo-

ple, referred to as “berdaches” in the academic and colonial literature,

were in fact not considered men; rather, they were a separate or third

gender (Roscoe 1993:336–349).4 Lang refers to the male-bodied third-

gender person as women-men, which I find a convenient descriptive

term in lieu of the colonial term berdache (1998:xvi). Not to be con-

fused with transvestitism, this third gender often embodied a mixture

of the social, ceremonial, and economic roles of men and women. For

example, among the Zuni there were men, women, and lhamana.

Lhamana was the third gender occupied by a male-bodied person. The

lhamana dressed as women and performed women’s crafts such as

weaving and potting, but also had the physical strength to fulfill certain

male-oriented pursuits such as hunting big game and cutting firewood

(Roscoe 1991:22–28). Roscoe describes the Zuni lhamana We’wha who

lived until 1896:

We’wha could not undergo the rites of passage specific to women because

those depended on biological functions he did not possess. Even so, it is

likely that he learned a certain amount of women’s lore and ritual and

joined female members of his household when they observed domestic

rites. And since he did not give birth he was not subject to the taboos that

required the periodic separation of the women from men. Thus, he could

move freely in both male and female social worlds. The lhamana was, in

functional terms, a nonwarrior or nonaggressive male, a crafts specialist

rather than a primary producer, an individual who combined elements of

male and female social, economic and religious roles. [1991:145]

Accordingly, historical Native ideas about gender did not employ the

gender-binary, bodily-sex-equals-gender view commonly found in Eu-

ropean society. Rather, male- and female-bodied persons had a myriad
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of gender roles that they fulfilled within their society. Genders as social

categories of persons were a malleable part of an individual’s identity

and alterable throughout a person’s lifetime (Lang 1998:59–66; Roscoe

1991:147–168, 195–198; 1993:338–341; 1998:6–16; Williams 1986:65–86).

As a separate category of persons, women-men went through a so-

cialization process distinct to their gender role. In general, families and

the people of a community observed children and noted their behavior

before guiding them toward a particular form of gendered socializa-

tion. For example, if a young boy showed a tendency to “play war,” his

relatives would take notice and guide his education, as well as incorpo-

rate him socially and ritually in the direction of being a warrior. Young

boys who showed a proclivity toward the work of women and same-sex

desires were socialized into the role of the third gender. Women-men

had specific rites of passage through which they passed before becom-

ing a full member of their community. For example, Williams has noted

that every child suspected to be a winkte, the Lakota male-bodied third

gender, was taken to a ceremony to communicate with winkte ancestors

in order to be reassured whether the child was going through “a phase”

or whether his behavior was a “permanent” state of being (1986:54). If

winkte status was confirmed during the ritual, then a child’s path to

becoming an adult, such as being taught to cook and sew, was deter-

mined. Another “test” was to give a child a choice between implements

of work, such as a basket versus a bow (Whitehead 1993:504–505). For

example, among the Northern Paiute, if the male child suspected of

being a tüvasa chose the bow, then it was assumed that he was making a

choice about his future gender socialization as a man, and if they took

the female implements he would be socialized as the third gender (Lang

1998:236).5 Being confirmed as a person who should be socialized as a

third gender determined subsequent rites of passage as well as an in-

dividual’s eventual status as an adult.

Because third-gender people were neither men nor women but their

own gender, they were not bound by the same expectations and respon-

sibilities. In most societies, women-men did not participate in the pres-

tige system of hunting and war honors required of men. Women-men

did not have to earn the respect of their people through acts of bravery,
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because they gained their prestige through the obligation to the people

that was built into their role. Just as men were expected to hunt and go

to war, women-men were expected to help their extended families with

domestic and ritual tasks and care for children. In addition, the role of

the women-men was to make their specific talents available for the bet-

terment of their society. Women-men were specialists whose work in-

cluded taking on special roles in community rituals and producing spe-

cialized crafts (Lang 1998:151). For example, their gender-“neutral”

status allowed them to cook ceremonial meals among peoples with

menstrual taboos surrounding food preparation, such as the Navajo.

Also, women-men were expected to perfect craft traditions. That is,

women-men were given an opportunity to produce highly specialized

forms of crafts, such as pottery or weavings, not intended for everyday

use. Hastiin Klah, the well-known Navajo nadleeh, was recognized as a

talented weaver of Navajo-style rugs. Klah learned weaving from his

mother and sister and by his twenties was a well-known weaver among

collectors of Native arts and crafts. During the increased influx of

manufactured blankets and goods into Native society in the late 1800s,

Klah single-handedly saved the art of Navajo weaving. Eventually, Klah

and his weavings traveled to the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chi-

cago in 1893 (Roscoe 1998:47–48). Klah was unique in his public per-

sona and the acceptance he was given by traders and collectors, no

doubt because he chose to dress as a man instead of mixing gendered

clothing. More importantly, Klah stands as an important example of

the significance of the role of third-gender men in the maintenance of

local culture.

Women-men’s willingness to make sacrifices for the good of the soci-

ety earned them a considerable amount of prestige and veneration.

Women-men’s difference was also seen as the design of the Creator

(God) and therefore women-men were to be approached with rever-

ence. Williams notes, “In a religion like the Lakotas’, ‘berdaches’

[winkte] are seen as magical holders of unique ritual instructions. Since

they are guided by a spirit, they are not bound by normal rules of con-

duct. This unusualness is an indication of their sacredness” (1986:32).

The gender different were possessed of a special relationship with the
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Creator because they were seen as being able to bridge the personal and

spiritual gap between men and women. In this way they were to have

come to the Creator with a “neutral heart.” The neutrality of Cheyenne

hemaneh made them sought out “go-betweens,” providing services in

courtship and marriage, such as bringing gifts from a suitor’s family to

that of the bride (Hoebel 1960:77; Schaeffer 1965:224). Among the

Lakota, the naming of children to ensure they would grow up “without

sickness” was a common role of the winkte (Hassrick 1964:122–123).

Communities called upon the women-men to direct or take part in

particular ceremonies because their gender ambivalence lacked the po-

tentially dangerous extremes of men’s virulence and women’s repro-

ductive capacity. Bowers notes the following about women-men

among the Hidatsa:

Since the “berdaches” were viewed as mystic possessors of unique ritual

instructions secured directly from the mysterious Holy Woman, they were

treated as a special class of religious leaders. When the Sun Dance ceremo-

nies were to be performed, it was the “berdaches” duty to locate the log for

the central post. . . . The “berdaches” comprised the most active ceremonial

class in the village. Their roles in ceremonies were many and exceeded

those of the most distinguished tribal ceremonial leaders. [They were not]

bound as firmly by traditional teachings coming down from the older gen-

erations through the ceremonies, but more as a result of their own indi-

vidual and unique experiences with the supernatural. [1965:106–107]

Accordingly, the institution of the third gender was less about an

individual’s sexuality and more about the ways their special qualities

were incorporated into the social and religious life of their community.

Evidence of important social roles has done little to quiet the contro-

versy and speculation over the sexuality of women-men. It is well docu-

mented that women-men had sexual relations and domestic partner-

ships with other male-bodied persons designated by society as men. It

is further assumed that women-men did not have sexual relations with

other third-gendered men (Callender and Kochems 1983:449). Were

women-men then “homosexual”? If we go by Western definitions of

sexuality and bodily sex, then we could say that most were. Yet the fact
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remains that they were having sexual relations with people in different

sex/gender categories than themselves. But I am also reluctant to call it

heterosexuality, because third-gender people’s sexuality or lifestyle was

not heteronormative in the Western sense. There is evidence that the

alternatively gendered also had sexual relations with both men and

women, thereby being bisexual by contemporary Western definitions.

However we wish to classify their sexuality and sexual behavior, the his-

torical record supports, with little detail, that women-men had sexual

relations with other male-bodied persons.6

It is misleading to examine women-men’s sexuality outside its tribal

cultural context, because women-men were sexually active within a

multitude of social institutions. Furthermore, the scant information on

exactly how women-men’s sexuality was incorporated into tribal peo-

ple’s cultural ideology has led to significant speculation on the part of

scholars. What is apparent, though, is that Native societies had an in-

credibly sophisticated way of viewing sexuality and how it fit into an

individual’s social identity. Women-men had a variety of sexual and

partner relationships in the forms of marriages as well as short trysts

with young single men and married men. Among the Mohaves, the

alyha were courted by men and were considered wives upon marriage.

Devereux interviewed one local Mohave leader who had multiple alyha

wives and gave vivid descriptions of the ways they “imitated menstrua-

tion” and pregnancy. As full members of the man’s household, the alyha

wives had duties and responsibilities the same as the female-bodied

wives but were more difficult to divorce because “they are so strong they

might beat you up” (1937:511–514). Women-men also had occasional

sexual encounters with married men who were following sex-avoid-

ance taboos because their wife was either pregnant or menstruating.

Also, women-men could provide a socially safe sexual alternative in

Native societies where adultery was considered a significant social dis-

ruption and punished severely. Winktes were to have “taken visits” from

young men who did not have socially acceptable outlets for sex, pre-

sumably because they lacked wealth or rank to be married. On other

occasions men may have sought sex with a woman-man in an attempt

to gather spiritual power or good luck in war. Women-men were also to
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have on occasion taken women as marriage and sexual partners (Lang

1998:206–207, 186–198; Williams 1986:100–101). Regardless of actual sex

acts, what remains important to contemporary Two-Spirit men is that

women-men’s sexuality and gender difference were fully incorporated

into tribal cultural ideologies.

Gender diversity, as with other Native cultural practices, however,

had difficulty surviving amid the onslaught of Euro-American aggres-

sion. From the time of first contact with Europeans, gender diversity

and same-sex relations were repressed by religious condemnation and

violence. The Spanish were the most appalled by the acceptance of

same-sex relations among the Native peoples they encountered. In-

deed, “sodomy” and “transvestitism” among indigenous populations

became a central reason to justify the conquest of North America. By

contrasting Native licentiousness against their own virtuous Catholi-

cism, the Spanish convinced themselves of the divine nature of their

violence against Native peoples and the gender different. To Spanish

cultural sensibilities, Indian susceptibility to European diseases was the

rout of God against sodomites rather than a lack of immunity. In an

often-quoted passage, Balboa “saw men dressed like women; [he]

learned that they were sodomites and threw the king and forty others to

be eaten by his dogs, a fine action of an honorable and Catholic Span-

iard” (Roscoe 1991:172; Williams 1986:137).

Little is known about the fate of gender diversity between European

conquest and the sparse mention of the institution in early anthropo-

logical accounts and the documents of Indian agents. Scholars assume

tribal people reacted to Euro-American condemnation of the gender

different by taking the practice underground and removing it from

publicly held ceremonies. As Kroeber observed in 1940, “While the in-

stitution was in full bloom, the Caucasian attitude was one of repug-

nance and condemnation. This attitude quickly became communicated

to the Indians and made subsequent personality inquiry difficult; the

later berdaches [led] repressed or disguised lives” (1940:209). Roscoe

points out that as the Spanish “engine of conquest” in New Mexico was

slowed by changing attitudes within the Spanish government, they no

longer needed moral justifications to dominate local Natives. Women-
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men were to have simply blended into the cultural landscape aided by

the new Spanish indifference (1991:171–176).

However, we again find evidence of outside intervention in Native

sexuality under the American bureaucratic system for dealing with and

“assimilating” Indians on reservations. By 1883 the Indian agents over-

seeing Native populations on reservations and the Christian missionar-

ies they supported were using the Code of Religious Offenses, or Reli-

gious Crimes Code, to aggressively attack Native sexual and marriage

practices. The Code outlawed many of the ceremonial and public gath-

erings that Native people used to maintain their social and religious

organization. The Code also attempted to restrict tribal practices of

polygamy and pressure Natives to adopt Euro-American ideals of mo-

nogamy and lifelong marriage. Tribal peoples who did not abide by the

Code were arrested and punished. Well into the late 1920s “Indians were

jailed, penalized, and denied rations to enforce the Religious Crimes

Code, while individual agents, far from Washington’s supervision, often

devised additional standards of their own” (Dozier 1958:446–447,

1964:97; Roscoe 1991:177).

In the 1890s the Crow boté Osh-Tisch became the target of the Crow

reservation agent’s disgust with the “debased standard of the people

among whom he lives” (Roscoe 1998:35). Anthropologist Robert Lowie

noted that “former agents have repeatedly tried to make him [Osh-

Tisch] don male clothes, but the other Indians themselves protested

against this saying it was against his nature” (1912:226). The agent was to

have cut botés’ hair, made them wear men’s clothing, and force them

into manual labor (Roscoe 1998:35; Williams 1986:179). Williams quotes

a Crow consultant: “When the Baptist missionary Peltotz arrived in

1903, he condemned our traditions, including the badé [boté]. He told

congregation members to stay away from Osh-Tisch and the other

badés. He continued to condemn Osh-Tisch until his death in the late

1920s. That may be the reason why no others took up the badé role after

Osh-Tisch died” (1986:183). Besides direct intervention with adults who

were in women-men roles, children who might be third gender were

swept up in the push to use education as a tool of assimilation in the

boarding schools. Roscoe points out: “The environment in these
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schools was openly hostile to all forms of traditional Indian culture.

‘Berdache’ behaviors were quickly spotted and suppressed” (1991:199–

200). Any women-men children who came to boarding school cross-

dressed were made to wear men’s clothes and join in men’s work. In

some cases women-men children were taken from boarding school to

never be seen again, and winktes began killing themselves because they

could not handle the pressures placed on them by government agencies

and their changing communities (Williams 1986:181–183).

The change from public incorporation to the suppression of women-

men’s public roles is easily located in Native religious and cultural ad-

aptations. As governmental efforts at assimilating Natives grew more

intense, the gender different became an increasingly less visible part of

the public culture of Native society, which occurred in tandem with the

loss of ceremonial traditions and social practices in general. The result

was a decline in the ceremonial use of women-men’s roles and respon-

sibilities. Once Indians began to convert to Christianity en masse, they

also accepted ideologies about the sinfulness of same-sex relations. As a

result, the history of gender diversity in Native North America has gone

largely unnoticed by contemporary Native peoples. Those non-gay In-

dians who are aware of third-gender traditions mostly fail to make the

connections between contemporary glbt (gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans-

gender) Natives and historic forms of sexuality and gender difference.

At the same time, Two-Spirit men consistently look to the example set

by historic women-men, whom they call Two-Spirit ancestors, for inspi-

ration and guidance in the ways they conduct themselves and, more

importantly, construct their identity.

Two Two-Spirit Societies

I witnessed the ways Two-Spirit men test the boundaries of Native and

gay identities through the social relations of the Two-Spirit Society of

Denver and the Green Country Two-Spirit Society. The Denver Society

asked that I use their real name, whereas “Green Country Society”

(gcs) is a moniker for a Two-Spirit organization in Oklahoma. The
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Denver and Green Country societies are two examples of a trend in

North America where glbt Natives are becoming increasingly socially

and politically organized. These organizations provide a safe place for

glbt men to socialize, get services such as counseling, and generally be

themselves. Most men who participate in these organizations do so

anonymously; therefore, at the request of gcs members all the names of

the Two-Spirit men who are described or quoted in this book are

fictitious. While most of the men will recognize themselves and one

another, I sought to disguise them from the general public and from

other Indians in their familial and tribal social circles.

The most recognizable individuals in the book are the men with

whom I had the most contact and were the most forthcoming with in-

formation about their lives. They are also the men who were less wor-

ried about “being found out should some Indian put two and two

together.” One of the challenges in dealing with anonymity was

addressing several people’s desire to be named and dealing with the

paralyzing fear that some men had about “being found out.” Therefore,

in order to protect the people who wished not to be identified, I reached

a compromise with both parties by making certain people “known”

without using their names, and disguising other people by attributing

their comments to multiple fictitious people. Many of the people who

are recognizable are public figures in the Two-Spirit and Native HIV/

AIDS movement, and therefore easily recognizable to insiders.

Ben, Glen, Andy, and Sheila are disproportionately represented in

this book. Ben and I became close friends over the five years that I

worked with the gcs. Ben and I continue to stay in touch and are work-

ing on future projects on HIV/AIDS prevention among Natives. Be-

cause of my friendship with Ben and the frequency with which I spoke

with him, he is quoted the most throughout the book. I also became

close with Sheila, a Lakota man who has lived as a woman since her

early teens. I originally came to know Sheila through the Denver Soci-

ety. Sheila represents something special for Two-Spirit men. She is what

many of the men consider the closest representation to the original

women-men. Sheila’s crossing of genders in dress was not necessarily

what made her special, it was that she embodied all the things that had
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made the gender different special. Sheila is an extremely talented

craftsperson and cook, and has extensive knowledge of ceremonial

practices. The respect that people gave to Sheila and her words also ac-

counts for the frequency with which she is quoted in the book. Glen is

one of the leaders of the Denver Society and is very knowledgeable not

only about Native customs but also about the history of gender diver-

sity in Native America. While I never got to know Glen very well, I had

many informative conversations with him and found him one of the

most quotable men to interview. Andy was the one person who really

scared me during my initial introduction. Andy is the founder of the

Denver Society and is a zealous supporter of indigenous rights and

Two-Spirit social and political goals. He is also a believer in Native cer-

emonialism in its most rigid contemporary forms. Andy’s reputation

for being combative and harsh preceded him, and I did come away

from my initial meeting feeling like I had been interrogated. I eventu-

ally figured out that Andy shares the protectiveness of many Native

people who have grown tired of outsiders’ curiosity and exploitation.

However, through interviewing Andy and spending some time with

him, it became clear that his harshness was a reflection of his passion

for the survival and well-being of Two-Spirit people. I became close

friends with many Two-Spirit men, but most of them were wary of be-

ing identifiable in this book. Therefore, I have divided them into mul-

tiple people and made every effort to disguise details such as tribal

identity and age.

Where are the women? The latter is a question about this book that I

have had to answer multiple times. The absence of women in this book

is more about the structure of the gcs, where I spent most of my time,

and the Denver Society. The gcs is based out of a clinic that relies on

grants for work with men who have sex with men, and therefore they

are limited in the focus of their outreach and activities. The Denver

Society is independent of any funding agency, but the group is divided

along gender lines between male- and female-bodied persons, or be-

tween gays and lesbians. The men and women in the Denver Society

will come together for larger events, but the men and women remain

largely separated and engaged in their own social circles. This mirrors
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divisions in popular gay society between the social and political differ-

ential situatedness of gay men and women. This separation made it dif-

ficult to gain access to Two-Spirit women. Although I did interview and

interact socially with Two-Spirit women, I did not accumulate enough

information to fairly represent their interests or generalize about their

identity in this book.

The reader will also notice a lack of focus on tribal identities. There

are two reasons. First, this is a book about Two-Spirit men and the ways

they deal with social alienation and self-acceptance. Therefore, it was

important to privilege their voices rather than the voices of their tribes

and potentially hostile non-gay Indians. Second, I am careful not to

associate specific individuals with tribes out of an effort to disguise

them. If I mention a tribe it is not the person’s specific tribe, but one

from the same culture area, with comparable social institutions and re-

gional experience. This practice may obscure the importance of specific

tribal interpretations of gender diversity and individual relationships

with their tribes. However, on the whole, the people discussed and

quoted in this book felt that their tribes were hostile to their sexuality

and their gender differences.

The Journey to Cultural Compromise

This book is not only about gay Indians. It is also about the ways in

which individuals find themselves as subjects of social processes and

cultural ideology. I found that the effort given to becoming Two-Spirit,

as a multitribal identity and a community, is on the one hand a reaction

to the dominant Native ideologies that deny Two-Spirit men their place

in tribal communities and Native culture at large. On the other hand,

becoming Two-Spirit is also a path or journey that individuals travel to

find something out about themselves in relation to their felt sense of

racial, sexual, and gender identity. Most of the Two-Spirit men from the

Denver Society and Green Country Society describe becoming Two-

Spirit as a journey. It is a journey undertaken not only by individuals

but by groups of people who together attempt to negotiate the rocky

terrain of contemporary Native identity, tribal identity, and how to
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reconcile what they know non-gay Indians think about their sexuality

and gender difference.

It would be redundant to point out that the path to becoming Two-

Spirit is agentive, especially in light of scholarship that illustrates the

ways people resist domination and alienation in small, everyday ways

(Scott 1985, 1990). More importantly, though, the path to Two-Spirited-

ness is self-critical. Foucault tells us that individuals will come to know

who they are in relation to dominant ideologies supported by systems

of domination (1978, 1986, 1988, 1990). Therefore, individuals come to

“know themselves” through repeated comparisons with the attributes

reinforced by dominant ideology. For example, Two-Spirit men are

aware that their sexuality and gender difference does not qualify as le-

gitimately Indian within the dominant idea that all Indian men are

straight and that contemporary Native society is heteronormative.

Two-Spirit men come to know themselves as individuals who do not fit

within the parameters of Indian identity as set out by their tribal com-

munities, families, and Native society at large. Complementing Fou-

cault, Butler shows us that the dominant ideologies that reinforce what

“Indian” means rely on repetitive use within the social field. She further

shows us that it is within this repetition that the potential for resistance

resides (1990, 1992). Therefore, within the repeated comparisons that

individuals make between dominant ideology and themselves are op-

portunities for variation on dominantly reinforced behaviors and

ideas. That is, within the performance of Native social practices are op-

portunities to modify symbolic content to meet individual and group

goals. The question that goes unanswered in Foucault’s examination of

domination and Butler’s ideas of agency is, Where do individuals ob-

tain the desire to reevaluate their position in the social structure and

take critical action accordingly? Gramsci recognizes, as do Butler and

Foucault, that domination is reliant on ideological assumptions (1971).

The similarity between these three theorists allows us to observe how

symbolic content is used in domination, and also how it is used to resist

in tangible ways. By adding Gramsci’s ideas about resistance, we can

then examine how individuals are dominated by ideology, where open-
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ings for resistance occur, and more importantly, what leads to the criti-

cal redeployment of cultural ideas by subordinates.

Gramsci would call the signs and symbols used to regulate identity

common sense. Common sense is the uncritically accepted ideas and as-

sumptions held by a particular society, otherwise known as the domi-

nant ideology. However, dominant ideology is not something fixed or

immobile; rather, it is fluid and continuous in its absorption of ideas

entering everyday life (Gramsci 1971:323–326). Critical action against

dominant ideology does not transform common sense by brute force,

but rather through the ongoing “war of position” based in that same

ideology. Gramsci states that “it is not a question of introducing from

scratch a scientific form of thought into everyone’s individual life, but

of renovating and making ‘critical’ an already existing activity”

(1971:330–331). Therefore, the dominant discourse about the ideal or the

“common sense” of ideal Indianness is challenged by Two-Spirit men,

not by inventing a new form of Indianness, but rather by using existing

signs from the social field in distinct and novel ways as a critique of

limitations placed on Indian identity. That is, Two-Spirit men make use

of multiple symbolic and social representations of their racial identity

in compromise with multiple representations of their ideas about gen-

der and sexuality. A “critical understanding of self” is instituted

through the social struggle between ideas and discourses that operate to

structure the political, practical, and theoretical aspects of individual

awareness. This understanding becomes a means to action, whereby

awareness of belonging to an individual and collective consciousness

(here it is Two-Spirit) is realized in the practice and ideas associated

with a particular social grouping (Gramsci 1971:333–335).

What I have termed critical self-knowledge is the dialectical relation-

ship between constructions of self-knowledge, as it is influenced by

the dominant ideology, and the critical assessment of a dominant

ideology’s relation to oneself. That is, critical self-knowledge is the pro-

cess by which individuals construct a self-knowledge not by mere re-

flection, but by a critical awareness of the ways dominant ideology po-

sitions them. Individuals construct a self-knowledge, not by mere

reflexivity against dominant ideal types of “Indianness” – albeit hetero-
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normative – but by and through a critical awareness of how they are

positioned by regulations on what qualifies as Indian according to

dominant society. Resistance in the form of variation is then initiated

by individual and collective critical awareness. Inevitably, cultural sym-

bols are modified to this variation, for example, a Two-Spirit man

dressing in female regalia at a powwow.

I draw on the idea of cultural compromise to explain the ways that

Two-Spirit men critically engage the dominant ideologies that ensure

their alienation while they also attempt to find a place for themselves

within Native society and cultural ideology. A conceptual problem oc-

curs when we see that individuals are critically aware of their alienation

(critical self-knowledge) but at the same time wholeheartedly desire to

be accepted by those people and societies that alienate them. That is,

Two-Spirit men are largely opposed to the way that their communities

treat them, yet they desperately want to be accepted as members of their

communities without condition. They want their communities to not

simply accept their sexuality and gender difference, but they want that

difference to be reincorporated as it had been prior to Euro-American

intervention. With this goal in mind, Two-Spirit men have become

adept at finding conciliation between their desires to be full partici-

pants in their tribal communities, and their desire to alter the

heterosexist ideologies that keep them away. In this way, the path to

becoming Two-Spirit, and to agency, does not involve completely turn-

ing away from contemporary Native identity. Instead it involves bridg-

ing Two-Spirit sexuality and gender identity with Two-Spirit Native

identity. Critical self-knowledge does not incite a complete reversal of

dominant Native ideology, but rather it incites individuals to create a

space within dominant ideology for themselves through slight varia-

tion. In this way, Two-Spirit men do not seek the wholesale change of

contemporary Indian identity, but they want their gender diversity and

sexuality to be accepted among the possible ways of being Indian.

Therefore, the act of a man wearing a woman’s buckskin dress and tak-

ing his performance seriously at a powwow is not simply a form of

symbolic resistance, but is a process of reassociating the meaning of

that symbol (the buckskin dress) with gender diversity. The form of
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women’s buckskin dress and dance is not challenged; rather, it is only

the available meanings for “buckskin dress” within the dominant ideol-

ogy that are challenged. While Two-Spirit men free the women’s buck-

skin dress and dance of its proprietary meaning, it remains true to the

historic traditions that formed it and its contemporary associations

with Indianness.

As we will see, Two-Spirit men work within the confines of Native

American identity, only slightly modifying its heteronormative aspects,

to create a space for themselves. In doing so, they seek a compromise

between a culture that they cherish and their desire to be accepted.
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chapter two

From Gay to Indian
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Most gay Indians in the 20th century found their refuge in closeted iso-

lation on reservations and rural Native communities or in the non-Na-

tive-dominated world of the gay underground in cities. Some of the

people in this book are in their late forties and early fifties, and they

remember what it was like to be involved in a popular gay culture that

paid little attention to their interests. Things changed for gay Natives in

the 1980s when academics and activists began celebrating Native peo-

ple’s historic acceptance of sexuality and gender difference. Articles

such as “The Bow and the Burden Strap” by Harriet Whitehead (1993)

and the book The Spirit and the Flesh by Walter Williams (1986) became

primers on indigenous gender diversity. The popular gay community

began to embrace the idea of a tolerant Native society and readily used

the berdache as a symbol to counter Western intolerance. In fact, mul-

tiple non-Native gay organizations included the word berdache in their

titles. Unfortunately, the appropriation of the berdache did little to

make gay and lesbian Natives any more comfortable in the gay commu-

nity. Gay and lesbian Natives took back the symbol of gender diversity

when in 1994 they began to refuse the colonial-derived term berdache

and proposed the term Two-Spirit. This accomplished two things – it

removed the negativity of colonial impressions of Native gender diver-

sity and wrangled the concept away from the popular gay community.

The result has been a successful but partial separation from popular gay

society. More importantly, Two-Spirit has become an identity that Na-

tive gays and lesbians can adopt that does not rely on sexual orientation

but instead finds its inspiration in Indian culture and society. However,

the origins of Two-Spirit identity have a long history in a syncretism

between gay and Native social practices that should be recognized be-

fore a full understanding of contemporary Two-Spirit identity can be

reached.

— Rick: It appears to me that the process of defining and maintaining our

identities are not one way, but a continuing dialogue crossing distance and
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time. Many Two-Spirit people leave their community, for example their

reservation, to find themselves in the larger picture of gay, lesbian, trans-

gender people in this country. Initially it is liberating because of the free-

dom and opportunities afforded. It doesn’t take too long to figure out Indi-

ans have little political power because of our small population. It doesn’t

take long to notice that the sense of community we are used to is simply not

there [in gay society]. It is my experience that Indians ultimately assume

an identity separate from the larger gay community. I am not sure that it is

one fostered by racism within the gay community as much as our own

sense of tribal identity.

Indians and the Early Gay Movement

Throughout the latter half of the 20th century many gay and lesbian

Natives moved to major cities seeking more tolerance than they experi-

enced on reservations. With the fevered pitch of the post-Stonewall gay

movement,1 the social atmosphere of the 1970s was prime for the devel-

opment of publicly active gay and lesbian organizations. Among the

goals of gay and lesbian activism, as Altman points out, is to obtain civil

rights as a minority (1979). At the heart of liberationist claims, gay ac-

tivists pushed the notion of sexual orientation, characterized as a “fixed

condition” at birth, which inevitably would bolster civil rights claims

(d’Emilio 1992:3). While gay activists were seeking rights based on mi-

nority status, the gay civil rights movement was ignoring issues of con-

cern for community members of color.

Despite the gay rights movement’s claim of diversity, American Indi-

ans and other minorities saw themselves as explicitly left out of the

movement, creating a perceptible difference between gay and lesbians

of color and the larger gay community. In reaction to the racism of

the white gay movement, early gay and lesbian Native organizations ex-

erted a specific form of “identity deployment” as a calculated political

and social action (Bernstein 1997). Identity deployment relied on

shared Indian symbols and basic Indian community values as a public

statement not only about being gay but also about being Indian. By

emphasizing the differences between themselves and the gay commu-
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nity, gay and lesbian Native organizations drew attention to their spe-

cific needs. Gay and lesbian Indians recognized themselves as a double

minority and saw their political activism as a way to become recognized

in the gay community, as well as to fight the homophobia they experi-

enced at Indian service organizations and communities (Roscoe 1998;

Williams 1986).

As a result, in 1975, Gay American Indians (gai), often recognized as

the “first gay Indian organization” in the United States, was established

in San Francisco to answer in part the lack of support for people of

color in the gay and lesbian liberation struggle. Randy Burns, a Paiute,

and Barbara Cameron, a Lakota, formed the organization through

grassroots efforts, bringing together gay and lesbian Natives in the Bay

Area to share a unified identity as gay and indigenous. Randy Burns

talks about the beginning of gai:

At the same time, we face oppression as gay people, too, sometimes within

our own Indian communities. In 1975 when we were organizing gai, the

local American Indian center refused to post our flyers because they might

“offend” people. When we participated in an American Indian Day held at

a local university, we were told to take down our booth: “We don’t want

any trouble,” they said. Back then, we expected to receive negative re-

marks, from not only the non-Indian community but from our Indian

counterparts, as well. [1988:3]

Burns’s efforts at organizing young gay and lesbian Natives represent

the foundation of contemporary Two-Spirit society. More importantly,

the hostility Burns encountered both among Indians and non-Indians

led to the pattern of creating gay and lesbian Native organizations inde-

pendent of the generic Native and gay communities. As we will see, this

isolation is something that the individuals in this book attempted to

overcome.

With the influx of more young gay Indians into San Francisco’s

highly visible gay community, activity among gai grew, and by 1980 the

organization had 150 members and by 1988 it had 1,000 members

(Burns 1988:4; Roscoe 1998:98). Early on, gai attempted to fulfill the

role of existing Bay Area Indian social and service networks from which
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gay and lesbian Natives had previously been alienated. As Walter Will-

iams states, “gai members helped them get referrals for housing and

jobs or student loans, and provided social opportunities in a mutual

support group” (1986:211). With the emphasis on AIDS prevention in

the late 1980s and early 1990s, gai began to focus its efforts on the

double oppression experienced by gay and lesbian Indians. Burns

states: “As gay people, our health needs are not taken seriously by the

government. As Indians, we often find that AIDS programs overlook

important cultural differences and fail to reach many Indian people”

(1988:4). With the establishment of the Indian AIDS Project and the

American Indian AIDS Institute in the late 1980s and early 1990s, gai

was responsible for beginning the first education and training in HIV/

AIDS prevention in the Bay Area indigenous community. The institu-

tionalized homophobia and limited resources within the Indian Health

Service led to many Native gays not receiving the treatment they

needed to manage their HIV/AIDS or other ailments. With gai’s ef-

forts, the Indian Center of All Nations (ican) was established in 1992

with the goal of providing services once denied to openly gay and les-

bian Native Americans. The goal of ican was to provide medical and

social services to people of all nations, and as spelled out in its bylaws,

“all genders – that of ‘Two-Spirits’ as well as women and men” (Roscoe

1998:99–101).

With similar goals, American Indian Gays and Lesbians (aigl) of

Minneapolis was established in 1987 as a social group to connect local

gay Natives with traditional values. aigl also answered the call of the

AIDS crisis by helping to establish the Minnesota American Indian

AIDS Task Force and the National Indian AIDS Media Consortium.

Other groups organized in major cities across North America include

Gays and Lesbians of the First Nations in Toronto, We’wha and

BarCheeAmpe in New York City, Nichiwakan in Winnipeg, Tahoma

Two-Spirits of Seattle, Vancouver Two-Spirits, and Nations of the Four

Directions in San Diego (Roscoe 1998:103–104). All these organizations

had as their focus the social and personal connection of gay and lesbian

Natives with traditional ways as well as the prevention of HIV/AIDS

infection among American Indians. It is from these early organizations’
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efforts and inspiration that the national network of Two-Spirit societies

was eventually founded.

Social Movement to Social Group

As the 1990s approached, the Native gay and lesbian community placed

a greater emphasis on the indigenous gay experience versus that of

popular gay society. Undeniably, the indigenous gay experience was one

that intersected with racial politics in America, and that inevitably en-

gaged issues of individual racial identity. Armed with the knowledge

that gender-different persons historically were respected in their com-

munities, indigenous gays began to emphasize their cultural heritage

through the establishment of Two-Spirit as a kind of personhood and

as a socially observable fact. Although early gay and lesbian Native or-

ganizations such as gai were providing some of the same support-

group services as Two-Spirit societies, Two-Spirit became a social iden-

tity with which large numbers of individuals across North America

could identify. As a result of the movement away from specifically gay-

community-oriented organizations, Two-Spirit societies began to

emerge in the early 1990s. The move toward Two-Spirit societies and

the use of the term Two-Spirit instead of the now gay-community-ap-

propriated berdache signaled a transformation in the ways in which

Native gays and lesbians saw themselves (Roscoe 1998; Thomas and

Jacobs 1999). This transition also began a separation from the gay com-

munity that many Two-Spirit persons saw as necessary for the political

and social maturity of indigenous gay communities.

By the early 1990s the mass political action of the gay community of

the late 1980s was eventually overwhelmed by “racial reactions”

(Edwards 2000:487). It is no coincidence that the beginning of the 1990s

saw a surge in isolationist interest groups of gay women and men of

color who saw themselves as underrepresented in gay activist goals.

Edwards states: “Others, including most women and people of color,

argued that treatment activism included challenging the racism and

sexism of the medical research establishment. . . . To them ‘fighting

AIDS’ also meant securing access to basic health care, treatment for
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drug addiction . . . [as well as] culturally specific AIDS education, and

the condoms and clean needles required to reduce the risks of HIV

transmission” (2000:495). The emphasis of support groups built

around Two-Spiritedness is in part the Indian answer for providing

culturally specific service and culturally specific experiences of gayness.

As Albert McLeod assessed in his report from the 11th Annual Interna-

tional Two-Spirit Gathering: “The presences of a broader indigenous

gay and lesbian community and network seems to correlate with the

growing AIDS epidemic in the United States and Canada. While AIDS

was devastating the gay community, HIV prevention campaigns began

to create more awareness and discussion of sexuality, orientation and

diversity. This openness may have been one of the influences that galva-

nized urban indigenous gays and lesbians to begin to identify and ad-

dress issues that affected them like racism, substance abuse, homopho-

bia, spirituality, and identity” (1998:1).

The increasing popularity of the term Two-Spirit as a way to describe

the unique position of gay and lesbian Indians resulted in the establish-

ment of more and more Two-Spirit communities. Given the flexibility

of the concept of Two-Spirit, more people felt a greater connection to

their Indian identity previously unavailable to them because of issues

of blood quantum, tribal enrollment, and physical appearance. Two-

Spirit had the unique ability to be “deployed as a panhistorical as well as

a pantribal term” and concept (Roscoe 1998:111). As a result, many orga-

nizations began changing their names – removing the terms gay and

Indian and including the term Two-Spirit – as a way to promote

inclusivity. Urban gay Indians began to experience an alternative social

realm to the gay white community and were also able to identify them-

selves and socialize in ways not previously recognized as possible.

Two-Spirit society, as it was represented not only by political/social

organizations but also by a set of social relations, emerged as an alterna-

tive to the bar-based gay culture, and became a space where individuals

not only could feel comfortable with being gay but also could reassoci-

ate themselves with their Indian identity. Many of the people in this

book expressed dismay at the predicament of being Indian and partici-
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pating in a popular gay culture associated with alcohol abuse and rac-

ism. It is no secret that popular gay culture is based in a bar social scene

markedly separate from non-gay social spheres. Usually, the first place

gay people go to “find others like them” in a new city or region is the

local gay bar or dance club. Gay bar culture, combined with the nega-

tive impact of alcohol on the Native population, creates a difficult posi-

tion for gay and lesbian Natives. As Phillip, a Two-Spirit Apache, told

me, “If you want to find sex, meet other gay people, and feel free to

behave how you want, there is no other place for people to go except gay

bars.” He went on to talk about the problem of being Indian in this

atmosphere: “Whatever gay is, it isn’t Indian and everything gay is new,

young, thin, white, wasted, and sexy. When I go to these places I feel

conspicuous because I am obviously Indian. I don’t get as many nega-

tive responses since people know me from drag shows, but other people

I know really would rather not be Indian and just gay so they can have

fun.” He further explained that the connections established between

Two-Spirit people as a result of the creation of a specifically Two-Spirit

space provided him with an escape from the “gay” atmosphere and op-

portunity for friendships and relationships with people who shared his

same values and heritage. However, he also felt that the Two-Spirit soci-

ety could be more limiting in options for friends and partners than the

popular gay scene because so many Indians would not participate in

Two-Spirit society. Important about Phillip’s and others’ feelings is the

recognition of the alternative that Two-Spirit society offers individuals

to be social, find partners and friends, and most importantly to many,

be Indian.

At the same time that the gay community is perceived as having over-

whelming negative aspects, Two-Spirit societies are not completely dis-

associated with the gay community, as they participate in gay pride pa-

rades, marches, and the bar scene. As we will see later, many Two-Spirit

people, including the Denver and Oklahoma groups as a whole, used

gay community events and gathering places as avenues to create aware-

ness and to recruit new members. Furthermore, as the number of gay

and lesbian American Indians participating in Two-Spirit social groups
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is limited, many people participated in the dating and social activities

of the larger gay community and bar scene to expand their choices in

sexual partners and friendships.

From Term to Identity

The transition from being a “gay Indian” to “Two-Spirit” and the estab-

lishment of Two-Spirit societies created an alternative identity for

many of the largely urban-oriented indigenous gay and lesbian people.

However, the term Two-Spirit had another effect: it allowed individuals

who were still living within the cultural and social sphere of their tribal

communities a way of bringing together their sexual orientation and

their Native identity. When we consider that only a handful of Native

communities continue to have words for gender-different people in

their language, and still fewer have social roles for alternative genders,

we can see the benefit of Two-Spirit as a descriptive term and concept.

This flexibility is in large part responsible for the seemingly overnight

acceptance and use of the term by Native gays and lesbians. Also, giving

a Native-oriented name to one’s identity takes one’s sexual orientation

out of association with “white” ways and places it within the realm of

Indian culture. However, something occurred that I think surprised the

gay and lesbian Natives who proposed the term Two-Spirit in the 1990s:

use of the term moved from being a point of social and political soli-

darity to also becoming an identity. For most of the men in this book,

Two-Spirit is an identity that is used the same way they might use their

tribal affiliation to say something about their cultural heritage. Schol-

arly debate on what Two-Spirit means has tended to shy away from the

idea of Two-Spirit as an identity; instead, it emphasizes the use of Two-

Spirit as a social and political moniker.

Many academics present the term Two-Spirit as a “pan-Indian” social

movement (Epple 1998; Goulet 1996; Lang 1998; Roscoe 1993, 1998).

However, the Two-Spirit men represented in this book repeatedly saw

themselves as distinct products of particular tribal traditions and used

Two-Spirit as an identity through which to work for their acceptance

within tribal communities. Pan-Indianism implies that the individuals
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who might use Two-Spirit as an identity have lost their cultural distinc-

tiveness through the invention of a supratribal consciousness.2 Jackson

makes a point worth considering: “Pan-Indianism assumes that indi-

viduals or groups engaging in social gatherings across tribal or national

boundaries will increasingly lose their cultural distinctiveness . . . but it

also ignores the capacity of communities to consciously maintain dis-

tinctive local practices in interactionally complex settings” (2000:45).

Accordingly, scholars of North American gender diversity would have

us believe that Two-Spirit is more suited for individuals who have no

connection with their tribal identities through personal relationships

or geography (Epple 1998; Goulet 1996; Lang 1998; Thomas and Jacobs

1999). Two-Spirit is intended to be a multitribal identity; however, it is

also used to reference a tradition that is no longer publicly acknowl-

edged in Indian communities. We must keep in mind that most Indian

communities in North America no longer have social roles for multiple

genders. I was often reminded that the decline in public roles paralleled

the decline in Native language use, and as a result, the words for mul-

tiple genders are no longer part of the public discourse. Often people

would refer to themselves and others as a Two-Spirit person affiliated

with a particular tribal tradition, such as a “Seminole Two-Spirit.”

Instead of conceptualizing Two-Spirit identity and organizations as a

pan-Indian phenomenon, Two-Spirit men see their identities as con-

tinuations and extensions of social roles and identities within Native

communities. Two-Spirit subjective experience occurs through the

convexities of modern Indian and gay experience, while being acutely

aware of historically rigid discourses within tribal and multitribal In-

dian communities. In this sense, Two-Spirit creative aesthetics and so-

cial practice do the work of identity through the destabilization of con-

temporary Indian discourse and the discovery of tradition, tribal or

otherwise. That is, the performance of things Two-Spirit – holding cer-

emonies, mastering crafts, dancing, structuring social relations – prof-

fer authentic proof of a Two-Spirit trans-temporal and trans-spatial

relationship with tribal social customs.

As we will see, it is in the context of learning specific tribal traditions

and the ceremonial and cultural preservation aspects of Two-Spirited-
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ness where identity is formed and modified as a specific representation

of Indian. Practices such as sweat lodges, beading, regalia making, heal-

ing ceremonies, and blessing newlyweds represent just a few ways I ob-

served Two-Spirit people connecting with traditions of gender diversity

and individual tribal identity. Two-Spirit society is not only a set of so-

cial relationships, but it also provides access to the cultural practices

and ideals for the development of one’s identity as Two-Spirit. In this

way, Two-Spirit identity and cultural practice becomes one aspect of

the fluidity of individual identity, where people emphasize their connect-

edness with the broader notion of Indian and Two-Spirit as well as highly

specific identities associated with tribe or ceremonial communities.

The Scope of Two-Spirit Social Relations

During the course of my time with the Oklahoma and Denver groups, I

observed the Two-Spirit society emerging as the quintessential social

relation for many indigenous gays. There are numerous Two-Spirit or-

ganizations across America and Canada, and many of them, such as the

San Francisco, Minneapolis, and Winnipeg groups, have existed for

more than ten years. However, emerging more recently are organiza-

tions in smaller cities, as well as rural and reservation areas, that tailor

their activities to the specific needs of group members in order to em-

phasize a spiritual and cultural connection to their Native identity. So-

cieties represent a formalization of relationships between people who

identify as Two-Spirit, but also, as Phillip reminded me, “They give us

what we need. What we are not getting from our own tribes and fami-

lies.” Accordingly, it is through and by these societies that many people

make the connections needed to “feel Indian.”

Sean echoed this: “To me, my journey is to get in touch with my Na-

tive Americanness . . . the Native American side of me. It’s something

that I feel that connects me with the big picture. My generation is lost . . .

our generation doesn’t have a connection to our culture and I feel that I

need to feel connected. Being Two-Spirit is being connected to that

specific part of me.” Being connected to Indian culture was one of the
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primary reasons that individuals gave for participating in Two-Spirit

organizations and social activities. For many, Two-Spirit society repre-

sented a space where one could comfortably identify as being Indian

without enduring the fear of homophobic reactions from other Na-

tives. Two-Spirit society also provided a space where individuals who

were alienated from participation in their tribal community could per-

ceive themselves as playing a significant role in an aspect of Indian soci-

ety. Activities such as gatherings, group participation in powwows,

group meetings, and generally hanging out at people’s houses doing

beadwork or socializing, all acted to provide the needed social interac-

tion and connection to “Indianness” that so many were seeking.

The Green Country Two-Spirit Society

The Green Country Two-Spirit Society was born out of the emerging

concern for the spread of HIV/AIDS among communities of color in

Oklahoma. In the early 1990s the Indian Clinic in the city of Eagleton,

Oklahoma, responded to the increase of HIV/AIDS infection among

gay Indian men by creating a department devoted solely to HIV/AIDS

education, testing, counseling, and intervention. Part of the clinic’s

outreach program included a support group for gay Indian men.

Within the outreach prevention materials and presentations was infor-

mation about the history of Native American gender diversity and the

new term Two-Spirit. Not only did the prevention outreach increase

knowledge about HIV, but it also introduced Native men to the idea

that their sexuality was once an accepted aspect of Native society. As a

result, Native men in Oklahoma were becoming more aware of the gay

indigenous movement and new literature on the concept of Two-Spirit.

The idea of Two-Spiritedness also created a point of solidarity around

which they could organize. For the members of the Eagleton group,

Two-Spirit society was unlike other gay organizations that focused on

political issues or fetishes. Rather, it was a group that made their sexual-

ity a central aspect of their experiences as men of Native ancestry. The

popularity of the Eagleton Society was in large part due to its ability to
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bring these two experiences together in a positive way. By the time of

my involvement with the gcs in 1998, the small support group had de-

veloped into a full-fledged multitribal Indian community.

The men’s reasons for participating in the gcs were as varied as their

backgrounds. For many it was simply to be around other gay Indians

who were sympathetic to their experiences, while some men used the

society as an escape from their closeted life. Throughout my time with

the gcs, I saw multiple men move in and out of the group, some return-

ing after a short time away, while others seemed to disappear altogether.

The core social activity for the men was the bimonthly group meetings

at the clinic. These meetings usually involved a meal or snacks and lots

of conversation. In many ways the activities at the bimonthly meetings

were inconsequential to participants. Whether the meetings were spent

beading, singing, hanging around, or taking part in a safe-sex work-

shop, it was the camaraderie that kept the men engaged. Ben saw the

group as a starting point for the men to begin their journey to self-

acceptance, a place to build confidence about their sexual orientation

and racial identity. Once the men began to be comfortable with their

identity, they would be more comfortable in other social settings. Ben

saw this confidence as allowing the men to “no longer hide out in gay

society,” but to be Two-Spirit and participate in their Native communi-

ties “with pride and self-respect.” In this way the group served its pur-

pose as a social home base for the men, whose social lives involved alter-

nating participation in tribal and urban Indian communities, families,

and the gay community, all of which involved varying degrees of com-

fort and anxiety.

Outside the gcs the men’s attentions are somewhat divided into two

social orientations: those who participate more in Indian cultural ac-

tivities and those who participate more in the gay community. Two-

Spirit participation in the Indian community is largely determined by

some kind of familial or social tie to tribal culture or individual and

familial ties to the powwow community. Ben was the driving influence

for participation of Two-Spirit men in local Indian culture. Although

some gcs members had extensive experience in their tribal community,

Ben’s involvement in ceremonies, powwows, and the local Indian
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church provided an entrée to Native social circles for many gcs mem-

bers. People who accompanied Ben to powwows or ceremonies would

have been reluctant to participate without Ben’s guidance. Breaking

into Native social circles can be difficult in Oklahoma, and Ben’s ease

with his own identity provided the confidence they needed to feel com-

fortable in Native social situations. However, most of the men involved

in their tribe’s culture attempted to keep their Two-Spirit identity se-

cret, or at least out of the forefront of their identity, in the tribal context.

Many of the men only participated in Two-Spirit meetings and local

powwows largely because of the anonymity provided by larger social

events. To participate in tribal events where they were known, such as

ceremonies and festivals, generated more anxiety about meeting the

disapproval of other Indians.

Often, however, feelings of alienation from Native society pushed

many people toward the gay community. Connections to non-gay Indi-

ans were tenuous for some, but most had extensive experience with the

gay community. The gay community, particularly the urban bar scene,

provided the anonymity not available in Indian communities. Eagleton

has five or six known gay bars where the clientele is largely divided

along class and age lines. Some bars are known as “troll” bars – a gay

phrase indicating a place where unattractive, older, and largely work-

ing-class men hang out. Other bars had reputations for drawing

younger professional crowds and “party boys,” who are young unat-

tached men first exploring the gay scene. In most cities the gay bar scene

is also divided according to taste in music and culture, such as country

and western gay bars or techno dance music bars. The gcs members

who go to bars have their favorite hangouts where they often have es-

tablished social circles independent of their Indian identity. It is impor-

tant to remember that part of one’s identity as Two-Spirit is sexual ori-

entation, and the demand for lovers and partners inevitably draws men

to the gay community. I saw several of the men intensify their participa-

tion in the gay community at the expense of the Green Country Two-

Spirit community for a number of reasons, such as non-Indian part-

ners, disagreements with other group members, or simply the pull of

the sexually charged gay lifestyle.
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The social participation of the gcs existed along an urban-rural con-

tinuum. That is, about half the men and most of the men’s tribal com-

munities and families lived in highly populated Indian rural areas. The

Native population of Oklahoma, in general, is concentrated in former

reservation areas.3 As a result, there are large, tribally specific popula-

tions concentrated around small cities, such as Holdenville, which is

mostly populated by Mvskoke peoples. These tribally specific geo-

graphic areas serve Oklahoma Indians as a cultural home in the same

way that a reservation might. In and around these Indian towns are

tribal government centers, ceremonial grounds, and tribal bingo par-

lors. A good number of the gcs men lived in tribally specific towns and

would make the one- to one-and-a-half-hour drive to Eagleton for the

weekly meetings. Frequently, they would also travel to Eagleton for

weekend trips, staying with gcs members living in Eagleton and going

out to gay bars. Because of the thriving gay scene, many of the rural

men saw Eagleton and the Two-Spirit society as a place of freedom

where they could avoid the watchful and potentially harmful gaze of

other Indians. The men who lived closer to their tribal communities

and families did have greater opportunities for participation in Indian

cultural events, albeit “closeted” participation.

The urban nature of Eagleton provided a more open lifestyle in

terms of sexuality, but the men remained cautious about their orienta-

tion around the tightly knit urban Indian community. Because

Eagleton is so close to major tribal populations, it has a fairly concen-

trated Native population that is very active in an Indian Christian

church and the powwow scene. Many of the gcs men had relatives or

friends of the family, whom they were not “out” to, who were also in-

volved in the urban community. As a result, they shared a similar pre-

dicament to the more rural men. However, the multitribal nature and

large size of events such as powwows often allowed the men to blend in

with their surroundings. Men living in Eagleton would leave the safety

of the city, traveling to rural areas to see their families or participate in

tribal community activities. The close proximity of their communities

allowed them to spend enough time there to maintain social relations

but avoid long-term scrutiny by relatives. The men maintained a con-
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tinual balancing act between meeting community expectations for par-

ticipation and guarding their “secret.”

The Two-Spirit Society of Denver

The social experiences of the Denver group members as both Native

and gay are distinctly urban. Denver has both a thriving Indian com-

munity and gay community, which are both large enough and diverse

enough to provide varied degrees of participation. Unlike the gcs

members, most Denver men lived great distances from their families

and tribal homelands and reservations. This lack of access accounts for

the central role the society played in the men’s spirituality and social

lives. Those men who grew up in metropolitan areas – “city Indians” as

people called them – were more familiar with powwow culture than

they were with ceremonial culture. People who had moved to Denver

from a reservation or Indian community often brought with them

knowledge of tribal culture, but seemed turned off by the ways of urban

Indians. Regardless of their upbringing, the Two-Spirit society was the

only connection to Indianness for many of the men. As the Green

Country Society served as an escape from one’s tribal community, the

Denver group developed out of the need for a social and spiritual com-

munity.

While the Oklahoma group is supported by the Indian bureaucracy,

the Denver group is solely self-sustaining, using HIV program money,

prevention outreach grants, and personal funds to sponsor much of

their travel, meeting, and gathering needs. The Two-Spirit Society of

Denver was organized following a vision that Andy had after attending

the International Two-Spirit Gathering in the late 1990s. Having experi-

enced the positive atmosphere of the gathering, Andy was called to or-

ganize a Two-Spirit society that addressed many of the problems faced

by gay and lesbian Indians in the Denver area. He felt that Indian gay

men in particular lived self-destructive lives largely influenced by the

vices of gay culture. Andy also felt that he and other Native men had

been alienated from the spiritual benefits of participation in their com-

munities. Andy’s vision of a Two-Spirit society not only involved social-
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izing but emphasized the ceremonial practices missing from urban
Two-Spirit people’s lives. By the time Andy began to organize indig-
enous lesbigays in the Denver area, the term Two-Spirit had become
widely used in the gay Indian community and in publications such as
Two-Spirit People, a collection of essays on Native gender diversity
(Jacobs et al. 1997). Books such as this became primers for the move-
ment in their emphasis on self-acceptance, common experience, com-
munity responsibility, and, most importantly for Andy, spirituality.
Andy’s intensity about the spiritual role of Two-Spirit people was at
times at odds with the men who were seeking a form of fellowship with
other Indian men. These two orientations somewhat divided the Den-
ver group into three crosscutting interest groups: those who primarily
saw the society as a spiritual outlet, those who saw the society as some-
thing more social, and the few people who participated in both the
spiritual and social aspects of group activities.

Most of the activities that Andy organized were for spiritual pur-
poses, such as sweats, practicing Sun Dance songs, and ceremonial in-
struction. By emphasizing Native spirituality, Andy sought to give gay
and lesbian Natives access to spirituality without invoking the negative
experiences that many glbt Indians have with Christian churches and
tribal communities. In my conversations with Andy, he consistently
emphasized the spiritual aspect of Two-Spirit identity as the way to in-
spire indigenous gays and lesbians to live a healthy life, which includes
having positive social and romantic relationships, resisting substance
abuse, having self-respect, and practicing safe sex. Andy was resolute
about Two-Spiritedness as a way of life focused on prayer, ceremony,
and service to Indian people. Although Andy was welcoming to new-
comers with little knowledge, he expected people to have a significant
commitment to learning ceremonial practices. His approach could be
alienating to Two-Spirits who did not grow up in traditional families or
communities. Sheila and Glen helped temper Andy’s intensity with
their mild manner and Indian humor. However, ceremonial activities
required a reverence that many people found uncomfortable, and par-
ticipation in that aspect of the society fluctuated except for a commit-
ted core group. Andy organized some form of ceremonially oriented
activity at least once a week, such as practicing Sun Dance songs, sweat
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lodges, and smaller ceremonies to help group members who were in
need of spiritual guidance.

Ceremonies were important to the men, but social activities pro-
vided the foundation of the group. Sheila and Glen, while also commit-
ted to spirituality, were often responsible for the nonceremonial aspect
of group activities, which included cookouts, teaching crafts, outings to
bars, organizing the float for the gay pride parade, trips to powwows,
and generally hanging out. Glen and Pete’s high-rise apartment in the
middle of the Denver gay district was the central gathering place for
social activities and the launching pad for nights out in the gay bars.
When in Denver I often stayed at Glen and Pete’s amid the coming and
going of group members stopping by to say hello, getting advice on
craft projects, ad hoc singing, and just hanging around telling funny
stories. I spent several Saturdays parked on Glen’s couch listening at-
tentively to gossip about boys, plans for new regalia, and local gay and
Indian politics. Chuck’s, a western gay bar, was the favorite hangout of
the Denver Society. On Friday and Saturday nights a group of Indian
men would accumulate in the back corner and spend the evening tell-
ing stories about sexual conquests, assessing the “scenery,” and telling
jokes.

Participation in popular Indian and gay culture, such as powwows
and political marches, was also an important part of the Denver men’s
lives. In addition to Andy’s commitment to organizing Two-Spirit cer-
emonies, he also organized people around indigenous political issues.
He was an instrumental part of the local anti–Columbus Day activities
and helped with marches and fundraising for indigenous issues in Cen-
tral and Latin America. When Fred Martinez Jr. was murdered in 2001

in a gay-bashing incident, Andy, Sheila, and Glen organized a vigil and
silent protest to the treatment of gays. By holding fundraisers in gay
bars, having a float in the gay pride parade, and conducting outreach at
gay community events, the group is also a highly visible part of the
larger gay community in Denver. The Denver Society was far more
publicly involved as a group than the Green Country Society was, no
doubt because of the anonymity that the city provided.

The Denver men, however, drew less attention to issues of sexuality
and gender when dealing with the local Indian community. Most of the
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core members of the Denver group danced in local powwows, and

some participated in local ceremonial communities. Sheila and Glen

often organized outings to powwows in the Denver area as well as trips

to powwows in New Mexico and Oklahoma. During these events the

men made more of an effort to blend into the crowd of participants and

were mainly focused on their dance performances and on enjoying the

powwow. At the same time, most of the people who went to powwows

were “comfortably queer,” a phrase I heard used occasionally. Comfort-

ably queer simply meant that they were involved in Indian social circles

and did not go to great lengths to hide their gender difference or sexual-

ity, nor were they going to make it an issue of notoriety. Later in the

book, we will see that non-gay Indians were at times openly hostile to

Two-Spirit men despite their attempts to remain anonymous. Andy

was also highly involved with a local ceremonial community surround-

ing a Lakota medicine person. At a Luwampi, commonly known as a

“house ceremony,” that I attended with Glen and Sheila, Andy took a

major role in helping the medicine man set up the altar, and later he

was in charge of accumulating the flesh offerings and placing them in

tobacco ties. Andy did not wear any special clothing or take on any spe-

cial role (that I was made aware of) associated with the gender different.

Andy told me that he was fully out to the medicine person and most of

the people who attended the ceremony, and that “no one really cared,

because I was there for the patients and the people in the community.”

However, he did say that he would like to take on roles in ceremonies

that were historically prescribed for the gender different. For the most

part, the Denver men enjoyed a freedom that the gcs men were less

reluctant to explore within their tribal communities. This difference

inevitably influences the perspective on what being Two-Spirit means,

and how the men go about being Two-Spirit.

Gathering

One afternoon at the Oklahoma annual gathering, Andy told me that

he saw such events as historical memory in the making. He went on to

explain that he imagined Two-Spirit people gathered in the same way as
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they were at that moment before the arrival of Europeans. The Two-

Spirit people, traveling with their bands or tribes, would congregate

with one another away from the main camp and socialize in a way that

only Two-Spirits “would understand.” At these historic gatherings Two-

Spirit people would have taken part in some of the same activities as

contemporary Two-Spirits, such as learning crafts, ceremonial ways,

and the rejuvenation of their identity. Important in Andy’s discussion is

the assumption that Two-Spirit people through time have shared the

differences and similarities currently manifested in their social rela-

tions, including the use of the gathering to support the Two-Spirit way.

Gatherings are social events, usually held over spring and summer

weekends, where people come from all over North America at the invi-

tation of another Two-Spirit society. Most gatherings follow a basic for-

mat of socializing, some cultural events such as talking circles, and a

small powwow, while others incorporate more ceremonial practices

such as sweat lodges. HIV/AIDS funding from Indian health agencies

and AIDS prevention grants are often used to sponsor such gatherings;

therefore, all tend to have workshops, talks, or sweats that deal specifi-

cally with these issues. Due to the negative impact of alcohol on the

Native community, all the retreats are alcohol- and drug-free, and often

incorporate substance abuse workshops as an aspect of the gathering.

Also, workshops emphasize the building of self-esteem and healthy

long-term relationships with partners through such Indian-specific

therapeutics as talking circles and sweats.

Gatherings have their origin in the first open and public gathering of

gay and lesbian Natives, called “The Basket and the Bow: A Gathering of

Lesbian and Gay Native Americans,” hosted by the American Indian

Gays and Lesbians (aigl) of Minneapolis at the Minneapolis American

Indian Center during the summer of 1988. As McLeod explains: “The

name for the gathering was derived from a Shoshone-Bannock tradi-

tion, which allows children to choose their sexuality, symbolized by ei-

ther a basket or a bow” (1998:3). Over 60 participants from across North

America attended the gathering. At the first gathering they held a

woman’s pipe ceremony, talking circles, giveaway, and workshops on

AIDS, coming out, relationships, and chemical dependency (Roscoe
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1998:109). The positive impact of this gathering spread rapidly and de-
veloped into what is now recognized as the “International Two-Spirit
Gathering.” The International Gathering attempts to bring together gay
and lesbian First Nations and Indian peoples from all over North
America for unity in social, ceremonial, and political practice and has
been held every year since 1988, with the location alternating between
Canada and the United States.

Gatherings among Two-Spirit groups nationwide have assumed two
forms, those that are primarily spiritual and those that are mostly so-
cial. Overall, there are more social-type gatherings held annually than
there are spiritual ones. Each gathering serves a different purpose and
holds a different meaning for each Two-Spirit person. Despite the dif-
ferences in focus, both gatherings have the same goal: to help Native
gays and lesbians come to respect themselves as both gay and indig-
enous. The spiritual gathering accomplishes this by focusing on the his-
toric and contemporary importance of Two-Spirit people’s role in Na-
tive ceremonial contexts. The ceremonial gathering gives Two-Spirit
people access to ceremonial contexts, contact with elders, and instruc-
tion in Native cultural practices. The social gathering can serve the
same purpose, but it provides a more emotionally relaxed environment
where cultural aspects of both Native and mainstream gay societies are
also expressed.

Gatherings are probably the single most important feature of the
Two-Spirit social world in that they represent one of the few places
where Two-Spirit people feel comfortable being both Indian and gay.
Gatherings help resolve the seemingly inherent conflict between gay
and Indian social worlds. The events such as drag shows, powwows,
hand games, and HIV/AIDS workshops combine the cultural worlds of
Indian and gay. This syncretism allows for men to modify both cultures
to fit their needs in the absence of the historic ideology that accepted
gender difference in Native society. By bringing together gay and Indian
social worlds, Two-Spirit people are making sex and gender difference a
part of public Indian identity. No other Indian social context provides
this opportunity. There is no other place where Two-Spirit men can
dance in women’s regalia at a powwow, take on female ceremonial roles,
and mix gender roles in tasks around camps. Even more simple things
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such as holding hands with one’s partner, openly flirting with someone
of your same sex, and behaving femininely are all freedoms not af-
forded in other Indian social contexts. As Ben said, “The gathering is so
popular because of the balance between Native and gay cultural prac-
tices. Some of these queens have never been around traditional activi-
ties and we can’t shove it down their throat. We are also here to have fun
and to show people how to be healthy Two-Spirits.”

Gatherings also provide the social relations important to community
and identity maintenance. Just as any Native cultural event is designed
to bring people together and promote good feelings about one’s iden-
tity, the Two-Spirit gathering emphasizes solidarity among Two-Spirit
people regardless of tribal affiliation. It is not uncommon for regional
gatherings, such as those of the gcs and Denver Society, to draw 50 to
60 people of multiple tribal backgrounds who have traveled over a
thousand miles. At the gatherings, people meet other people with
whom they share the similar experience of being gay and Indian, but
they also participate in the shaping of what it means to be Two-Spirit.
Andy and others often used the Lakota term mitakuye oyasin [We are all
related] in reference to Two-Spirit people. Gatherings reflect this idea
because it is there that connections are made between societies and in-
dividuals that last for years.

In July of 2000 I made the ten-hour drive along with Robert from
Oklahoma to the secluded Wenakuo mountain camp just northeast of
Denver. After parking our car, we made a one-mile hike with our gear to
the isolated campsite. As we approached the camp we could see a
couple of tipis through the trees and smell smoke from the fires. As we
got closer we could hear the choruses of laughter that usually accompa-
nied any Two-Spirit event. When we entered the camp we received the
usual long line of embraces from our friends and “brothers.” We were
immediately escorted to the ceremonial fire where we were smoked off
with sage and cedar. Some people were making breakfast and others
were preparing the lodge for the morning sweat. Looking at all this ac-
tivity, I was amazed at the sheer number of people who had endured
camping without toilets or running water, and had been eating camp
food for the previous ten days. For those ten days, around 60 people
from all over North America had been going to lodge daily, cooking
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meals, gathering firewood, holding meetings, teaching crafts, and par-
ticipating in ceremonies, and two people had “gone up on the hill” for
vision quests. During the giveaway on the last day of camp, one person
was made a pipe carrier, and many others were given their first eagle
feather. Many times I had heard about how physically and emotionally
draining the Wenakuo could be, but the commitment to learn and ex-
perience Indian ways on the part of people attending was overwhelm-
ing. When I pointed this out to Jeff, he glowingly said, “I just wish the
elders could be here to see it.”

After the establishment of the Denver group, Andy and several other
socially and politically active Two-Spirits organized the Wenakuo “wel-
come home” retreat in 1997 to fulfill the traditional spiritual needs of
Two-Spirit people. As Andy and Sheila explained it, the Wenakuo at-
tempts to teach and emphasize responsibility to oneself, one’s commu-
nity, and one’s spirituality. Wenakuo is the place where Two-Spirit peo-
ple go to learn not only contemporary Indian cultural ways but their
traditional roles, especially for those who were not raised “traditional.”
Elders and specialists teach how to conduct ceremonies and vision
quests, ways of communicating with spirits, powwow drumming, and
how to make regalia. Andy sees his role in helping organize the
Wenakuo as a way to teach Two-Spirit people how to fulfill their role
and send them out into the community to do “good work” with Two-
Spirit and non-Two-Spirit Indian communities. As we will see in the
following chapters, the Wenakuo represents the place where many indi-
viduals’ journeys begin or are invigorated through the use of estab-
lished and appropriated cultural traditions.

Unlike the Oklahoma gathering, the Wenakuo specifically prohibits
non-Native gays from attending, sex between participants or couples is
not allowed, everyone must do some form of cooking, gathering wood,
or cleaning, and most everyone is expected to participate in some as-
pect of the ceremonies. According to the organizers, the rigidity of the
Wenakuo is designed to promote a level of learning, discipline, and re-
spect for others not possible when individuals are under the influence
of popular gay culture. Although most people agreed with the regula-
tions, by the end of the ten-day camp most people had grown weary of
the regimen, and some would leave early out of fatigue and in some
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cases disdain. As Andy reminded me, “Wenakuo is not where you come
to meet partners, have sex, or be gay. It is where you come if you are
called to learn and walk the path that is intended for you.”

At my first encounter with the concept of the gathering, the planning
process of the first nationally advertised Oklahoma retreat revealed dif-
ferent views people had about the content of gatherings. For the most
part the Oklahoma gathering represented a social occasion for Two-
Spirits from around the country to come together, socialize, learn about
other traditions, “snag” and develop relationships. Although the Okla-
homa group had sponsored retreats in the past for Two-Spirit people
within the state, this was the first time they invited people from all over
North America. I started my project with the Oklahoma group about
six months before the retreat, and soon after my arrival was incorpo-
rated into the planning and fundraising efforts. The group’s primary
concern was finding the money to cover the cost of the camp and food
so the attendees’ only financial responsibility would be getting to the
camp. The agency that funded the men’s group and the clinic would not
allow funds designated for the group to be used for the retreat. Deter-
mined to find the money, we held garage sales, raffled a star quilt my
mother made, took up collections at every meeting, solicited funds
from gay-friendly churches, and generally scrounged for every penny.
The group was able to raise the funds, plus some extra, to pay the costs
of the gathering. In all, 40 people, mostly from the central and western
United States, attended the retreat. Included in the activities were a “no-
talent show” predominated by loungelike drag acts, talking circles,
hikes, stomp dancing, hand games, and, on the final night, a powwow
and giveaway.

In 2000 the Green Country Society invited gay Native men from all
over North America through a significant mailing, e-mail, and public
outreach effort. The 2000 Oklahoma gathering was significant for sev-
eral reasons. First, the group had to raise 80 percent of the money for
the gathering because the clinic refused to fund an event open to men
outside Oklahoma. Planning and fundraising for the retreat brought
the Two-Spirit group together into a cohesive cooperative social unit,
and the Gathering became a point of pride for everyone involved. Sec-
ond, the Gathering transformed the Eagleton group from a regional
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Two-Spirit organization to one of national renown. That is, the 2000

Gathering was so successful that in 2001 they had to turn people away

from advance registration.

The Green Country Society makes a concerted effort to create a wel-

coming atmosphere for people from multiple tribal backgrounds and

levels of traditional participation by having events such as a drag show

and a traditional powwow. The Oklahoma Gathering is also popular

due to the level of hospitality. The gcs provides housing in cabins and

brings in professional cooks for the meals. Participants are only respon-

sible for their transportation to and from the gathering. The gathering

itself has a fairly relaxed atmosphere with a few scheduled presenta-

tions on HIV/AIDS, self-image, relationships, and substance abuse. In

recent years, Native celebrities have come to the gathering to give pre-

sentations on Saturday afternoons. Gathering participants are expected

to help wash dishes and keep things clean around the camp area. Most

of the gathering is spent socializing, making and learning crafts, hiking

on the nearby trails, and participating in small ceremonial activities.

The gathering begins on Friday afternoon as gcs members hurriedly

set up the registration table, put food away, and smudge off the ten or so

cabins at the campsite. As cars pull into the gravel parking lot, friends

are met with choruses of “Lululu!” and “Sister!” and hugs from the

waiting group. Many of the people who attend the gathering have trav-

eled from the Two-Spirit societies of Colorado, Minnesota, Texas, Kan-

sas, and Washington, while other people, who heard about the gather-

ing through the Internet, come from reservation areas in Montana and

the Dakotas where they have little opportunity to be around other gay

Native people. By dinnertime on Friday, most of the participants have ar-

rived and the excitement of the gathering participants is overwhelming.

Two-Spirits Rising

Two-Spirit social relations are founded on the goal of self- and social

acceptance, which many gay and lesbian Natives feel cannot be found in

mainstream Indian society. As we will see throughout this book, self-

and social acceptance are inextricably linked in the life of glbt Indians.
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The hostilities, both explicit and perceived, toward same-sex desire and

gender difference among Native peoples greatly affects individual ac-

cess to cultural practices, while the hostility toward individuals of color

among the gay community affects access to social and sexual participa-

tion. Therefore, the desire of gay and lesbian Indians to participate in

their culture and be accepted by individuals who share that culture is to

a great extent responsible for the appearance of Two-Spirit identity.

In the following chapters I will explore the ways Two-Spirit identity

is conceived of through the complexities of the social, political, and

personal struggles of men who identify as both Indian and gay. Scholars

have previously attempted to discredit (Epple 1998; Goulet 1996) or

limit (Thomas and Jacobs 1999) definitions and use of the phrase Two-

Spirit because it lacks tribal specificity and is felt to be only applicable

to urban gay Indians. However, these disagreements appear to be large-

ly academic and reveal very little of the “on the ground” ways that Na-

tive gay men use the term as a reflection of self and their social engage-

ment. Since the mid-1990s when the term was becoming widely used

among glbt Indians and the late 1990s when academics began publish-

ing on the term and concept, Two-Spirit has become a term that em-

bodies multiple cultural themes (local, tribal, and mainstream Indian)

and various gender conceptions (gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgen-

der). The term has gained status as a political moniker and, in the true

test of a lasting concept, has been appropriated by non-Indians. glbt

Native scholars and scholars who study glbt Natives may be engaged in

discussions about the appropriateness of Two-Spirit as a term and its

specificity as a descriptive idiom. Yet the men in this book are engaged

in defining how the term Two-Spirit embodies their cultural, racial,

sexual, and gender identity. They are further engaged in defining the

social world of Two-Spirit through a creative engagement with their

own sex and gender identities, as well as that of their tribes and the

Native community at large.
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All of the Two-Spirit men in this book have had to, at one time or an-

other, keep their sexual orientation a secret or attempt to “pass” to avoid

bringing attention to their difference. Two-Spirit men have dealt with

this necessity in various ways, both within Indian and non-Indian so-

cial contexts, such as denying one’s orientation or “butching it up” to

feign hypermasculinity. This division is not much different than the

experiences of non-Indian gays who live with a “secret” kept from fami-

lies, employers, and friends. For the Two-Spirit man, however, the di-

vided life is exacerbated by growing up knowing that the tribal identity

emphasized by one’s family and community does not include same-sex

desire. As they grew up, the men I talked to were made distinctly aware

that homosexuality was not an acceptable human characteristic and es-

pecially not an acceptable part of Indianness. In previous chapters we

learned that the term Two-Spirit gave the men a way to resolve this divi-

sion, but outside Two-Spirit social contexts this reconciliation is largely

metaphorical. The men in this book feel that their tribal communities

and Native society as a whole remain hostile to their sexual orientation

and gender difference, so for reasons of self-preservation they must

keep their racial identity separated from their sexual identity when

among other Indians.

Homophobia among Native peoples has required Two-Spirit men to

construct a division between Indian social worlds and their sexual ori-

entation and gender identity. This division becomes reflected in the

adaptations that most Two-Spirit men have learned to use when deal-

ing with non-gay Indians. Men participate in Native social events such

as powwows and go to ceremony, but do so within the expectations of

“male” members of that community, not as Two-Sprit men. Hiding

their identity during their participation is seen as not equivalent to par-

ticipating as a Two-Spirit person. That is, men feel that they are being

held to the standards associated with anatomical sex versus their sexual

and gender identity. The desire to participate as a Two-Spirit person is

complicated by the lack of specific cultural practices incorporating
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their difference. Accordingly, their frustration with not being incorp-

orated is exacerbated by their knowledge that, historically, men who

shared their differences were publicly inducted into Native societies, as

well as given positions of prestige.

I purposefully do not focus on information derived from non-gay

Indians. Because this book is about the ways Two-Spirit men experi-

ence being Two-Spirit, I feel that it is appropriate to focus on the ways

they see themselves in relation to non-gay Indians, their families, and

larger Native social values as well as the ways that they actively attempt to

adapt to a social environment they perceive as hostile to their identity.

Witnessing a Contradiction

Recent academic writing stresses the acceptance of gender diversity in

historic and contemporary Indian communities. However, the major-

ity of Two-Spirit men I encountered had multiple negative experiences

with their fellow tribespeople and Native people in general surround-

ing their identity as gay and Two-Spirit.1 Some Two-Spirit men do ac-

tively participate in their communities and are assumed to be gay by

friends and family, but they are seldom open about their sexual orienta-

tion out of fear of alienation. Two-Spirit men assume that openness

about their orientation will assuredly negate any respect, status, and

privileges afforded them within tribal society. Therefore, a significant

problem arises when individuals desire to participate in their commu-

nities while desiring to be open about their sexual orientation. Two-

Spirit people’s feelings of alienation are exacerbated by the assumption

that non-gay Indians will judge them according to their sexuality and

gender orientation, not their commitment to the preservation of Native

ways of life.

Despite the academic reworking, interpretations of Native American

gender diversity ignore the significant role that dominant conceptions

of same-sex desire play in contemporary Two-Spirit identity. Almost

every Two-Spirit man I met, talked to, interviewed, and spent time with

emphasized that his/her identity was less about sexual orientation and

more about being Native. At the same time, Two-Spirit men are very
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vocal about the ways homophobia affects their participation in tribal

activities such as ceremonies and powwows. Scholarship on gender di-

versity is highly critical of conceiving Native gender diversity solely in

terms of sexual orientation (Blackwood 1984; Jacobs et al. 1997; Lang

1998; Roscoe 1998; Thomas 1997; Thomas and Jacobs 1999; Williams

1987). I also agree that we should avoid characterizing Two-Spirit peo-

ple based solely on their sexual orientation. However, we must also rec-

ognize that Two-Spirit sexual identity is the basis upon which they are

alienated from social belonging and fear being denied access to social

participation among Native peoples. When faced with the possibility of

being denied access to tribal social circles, it is sexual orientation that

becomes the determining factor for many Two-Spirit men. Although

Two-Spirit people do not see their identity as comprised only of sexual

orientation, they are aware that most Indian people do. Overcoming

bias against their sexual orientation becomes a monumental barrier in

gaining access to tribal social and ceremonial circles as well as to Native

society at large. It is obvious that the recognized prejudice against gays

and lesbians among many Indians acts to frustrate Two-Spirit men’s

desire to be active members in their respective Indian communities.

Two-Spirit men’s experiences are influenced by dominant percep-

tions and actions of aversion toward their sexual desire. In order to un-

derstand the role of desire we need an examination of desire as some-

thing more than that felt by Two-Spirit men, but also as a conception

through which relations of inequality are acted out. Inevitably, Two-

Spirit men’s relationships to the Indian social circles in which they seek

to participate will be affected by a discernment of qualities other Indi-

ans seek to emphasize, “gayness” not being one of them. Accordingly,

what we must understand is that the “problem of desire” also resides in

the ways that Two-Spirit people perceive and experience non-gay In-

dian bias against their sexual desire. This bias is generated in the ideals

that allow non-gay Indians to equate Two-Spirit people with their

sexual desire rather than with their desire to be full members of their

community. Non-gay Natives equating Two-Spirit people with their

sexual orientation frustrates Two-Spirit desire for social belonging.

Two-Spirit social life makes problematic the whole of desire. The whole
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of desire is not only sexual desire but also individual longing for self-

acceptance, acceptance in their communities, and a socially affirmed

identity that represents how they see themselves. Accordingly, domi-

nant perceptions of sexual desire complicate the fulfillment of the

men’s desires, such as socially participating in one’s tribe.

The social participations in question are found in the important

roles within tribal society, such as head lady dancer, Stomp Dance

leader, medicine person, and elder. These identities of prestige are sub-

ject to judgments of “appropriate” behavior. Even everyday roles such

as jingle dancer, singer, and beader are permeated with performative

stipulations. Two-Spirit people, in an attempt to meet the requirements

of these identities, spend a significant amount of time making regalia,

learning songs, and going to ceremony; that is, being Indian. Neverthe-

less, most feel that despite their best efforts they cannot perform these

roles within tribal society due to intolerance for their sexual identity.

That is, they perceive the hostility from non-gay Indians toward their

sexual identity as overshadowing their achievements of cultural knowl-

edge and practice. Most people are well aware that public recognition

of their sexual orientation and gender identity would not allow access

to particular positions in Indian society. Therefore, anxiety over ho-

mophobia and alienation causes many people to keep their orientation

a secret. Staying in the closet for self-preservation becomes the only

option for many Two-Spirit men who want to participate in social and

religious communities. Most individuals who are open about their gen-

der transgressions and sexuality are publicly and privately rebuked or

simply ignored.

Two-Spirit men’s attempts to relocate a place for themselves in In-

dian culture are exemplified by the ways in which they actively pursue

participation in mainstream and tribal society, and by the ways they

attempt to reconcile community perceptions of same-sex desire with a

desire to participate socially. Most of the Two-Spirit men represented in

this book sought participation in tribal and Indian social circles such as

powwows and ceremonies. However, their participation turned on the

fear of being a target of homophobic behavior or outward acts of hos-

tility by non-gay Indians. Fear over the denial of ceremonial and social
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access overwhelmingly governs how Two-Spirit men behave in public,

as well as with whom they associate at public gatherings. Their aware-

ness of the ways non-gay Indians construct Native identity influences

the ways in which they see themselves. By being gay, lesbian, or Two-

Spirit, individuals run the risk of not being accepted by the people with

whom they desire to socially interact. The Two-Spirit goal of represent-

ing themselves as faithfully embedded in tribal tradition emphasizes

their sameness with mainstream Native peoples, while simultaneously

they seek acceptance of their differences. Attempts at associating Two-

Spirit with modern conceptions of “Indian” are frustrated amid domi-

nant community regulations on available interpretations of Native

male identity.

The contradiction exists not only in the ways the academic literature

has romanticized contemporary Native gender diversity, but also in the

lack of acceptance given them by their fellow tribespeople. Survivability

is a focus of many tribal efforts to improve health, education, and tradi-

tional teachings. What puzzles Two-Spirit men is that their families and

tribes create a hostile environment for people who are willing to sacri-

fice time and effort to increase the survivability of culture and young

people. Ben bemoans, “They are talking out of both sides of their

mouth. They say they want our people to survive and culture to live but

don’t allow us to be who we are. That doesn’t make any sense. They are

losing out on our contribution.”

An “Indiscriminate” Change in Values

Two-Spirit men’s recognition of sociohistorical influence on sexuality

and gender ideology does not excuse Native people from their current

points of view. Two-Spirit men are surrounded by tribal members who

speak reverently of the traditions of the past and how realignment with

the old ways would cure the ills of Indian people. At the same time they

understand that the tradition of gender diversity is one that most Indi-

ans do not venerate or wish to revive. They also hear Indian people

rebuke colonialism and the political-economic situation caused by

European intervention in the same breath that these tribespeople apply
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Western value judgments on their sexuality. For most of the men in this

book, Native people’s resistance to accepting Two-Spirit men represents

an indiscriminant acceptance of non-Indian values. Two-Spirit men

locate the beginnings of a change in attitudes toward difference in the

Indian community with the wholesale acceptance of Christian values.

— Sean: Christianity has had an enormous amount of influence on the

Indian community. They [Indian society] have Christian beliefs that ho-

mosexuality is wrong and they don’t feel that we have a place because of it.

If they continue to look at us that way, then we cannot fulfill our tradi-

tional role.

More important than sociohistorical changes in attitudes toward dif-

ference is the insistence that Indian acceptance of Euro-American val-

ues alienates Two-Spirit people from their traditional right to partici-

pate in tribal society as gender-different people.

— Glen: We are limited in expanding our religious role to people outside

of the Two-Spirit community because Europeans have influenced our

people so much, they have gotten away from their own traditions. When

the Two-Spirit people who are open come to them and say, “I can do this, I

know these songs,” and whatever else, the community closes them out. Be-

cause they have been influenced by the Christian churches to think that we

are evil, and they say, “No, we can’t have a Two-Spirit person up here do-

ing that because we’ve gotten away from that tradition.”

— Ben: When you had a society or tribe that supported the Two-Spirited

they helped you to achieve your spiritual goals. Here we are being con-

stantly knocked down for it. Two-Spirit has become a negative connota-

tion in the Indian community. Back then [historically] it was a positive

connotation. We were taught that whatever was different was not nega-

tive, it was seen as a gift. Today we are constantly having to get into

people’s faces and struggle.

— Sean: In the past, with our ancestors, Two-Spirit people actually had an

important place in society where they would conduct ceremonies. They

were accepted and had a part in everything. I feel that we don’t have a role

right now because we are not approved of anymore.
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— Glen: Dominant society has such a hold on Indian people. And a lot of

Indian people refuse to acknowledge these things [the existence of Two-

Spirit people]. They want to pick and choose the traditions that sound

good to white people and make them look good to white people. They say,

“We can’t tell them about the Two-Spirit tradition, because they are evil.”

They feel like they have to leave the Two-Spirit people out because of the

influence of the church and white values. So it is going to be very hard for

Two-Spirit people to find their way back.

The condemnation of sex and gender differences rendered most

Two-Spirit men socially invisible or the objects of misunderstanding.

Attitudes expressed by Sean, Ben, and Glen are on the whole represen-

tative of the way that many Two-Spirit men felt about Indian adoption

of cultural values. The transition from incorporation to condemnation

amounts to what they see as a cultural betrayal. Most Two-Spirit men

considered the adoption of Christianity by Native society as indiscrimi-

nate and thereby creating a dichotomy between traditional values and

the ones that currently alienate them.

— Glen: We didn’t lose these traditional ways on purpose. They were forc-

ibly taken from us. I heard this old man talking one time, and he said when

the white people used to come, they would ask, “Who are your Two-Spirit

people?” Then they would kill the Two-Spirit people, because their church

said that they were evil. And then they came to the next village and they

would say, “We don’t have Two-Spirit people.” They were saying that to

protect their Two-Spirit people. They had to hide their Two-Spirit people.

So because they hid them, they didn’t get to participate in ceremonies.

Also, white society has influenced Indian society to the point that they took

these roles away from Two-Spirit people. The Two-Spirit people were tired

of fighting so they just gave in.

— Sean: Stigmatism on homosexuality is at the heart of the decline in our

roles. But also I consider myself a woman. I feel like a woman. I like to do

womanly things like crafts. Somehow that is seen as bad also.

Although most tribes by the early part of the 20th century no longer

publicly incorporated gender-diverse traditions, Sheila grew up in one
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of the few reservation communities where elderly tribal members

acknowledged Two-Spirit men well into the early 1980s. Unlike most

Two-Spirit people, Sheila has been a witness to the decline in the tradi-

tional acceptance of Two-Spirit men.

— Sheila: In the old days, when I was a kid, I would go visit the Two-Spirit

people because they were always doing arts and crafts. They would tell me

about different plants, ceremonies, and gossip. Nowadays there’s a break-

down in traditional society. A lot of it has to do with the upbringing of

kids. And traditionally winktes were liked by people because we were the

babysitters of the tribe and we took care of the kids. People would leave

their kids with Two-Spirit people, because they could trust us and we

taught their kids about being Indian. People now don’t instill this tradi-

tionalism in their kids.

I can tell when a kid has been raised traditional. They respect me and

don’t give me a hard time. The traditional people are respectful at pow-

wows. But I have had to leave powwows before because people weren’t tra-

ditional. Nobody wants to stick with what traditions worked and what

was there before.

Sheila’s sister Wanda adds:

I think because of the decline of the Native culture, the language, the tradi-

tions with my parents and today’s youth, they don’t understand that sev-

eral hundred years ago with most tribes in North America there were Two-

Spirit people. And because they don’t understand it they fear it.

Because the gender different were hidden or no longer accepted as a

public identity, people did not have exposure to them. In effect, the

change in contact with traditional roles through time isolated not only

the Two-Spirit person but also the concept of the Two-Spirit person. In

one example, Sheila detailed to me how some of her older uncles and

cousins had to stay “in the closet” while living on the reservation. She

told me that everyone knew that there were gay men, but “no one ever

acknowledged it. It was something that people didn’t talk about.” When

one of her uncles began losing weight and became chronically ill, no

one spoke of the disease AIDS. When he died, family and friends re-
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ferred to him as having “cancer.” Sheila attributed intolerance, as the

result of a loss of tradition, as the primary cause of the secret life that

her uncle had to lead. She also blamed the lack of public roles for his

getting HIV/AIDS. Since there was no place for him as a Two-Spirit

person in tribal society, he had to turn to the gay community to “ex-

press that side of himself.”

The decline in the practice of socially incorporating sex and gender

difference is the result of changes in cultural practices making the role

of the Two-Spirit incompatible to modified customs.2 Modifications

produced ceremonial and social roles where sex and gender difference

were seen as not pertinent, necessary, or desirable. Glen gives us an ex-

ample:

One of my Pueblo friends, her grandfather was a medicine man. When he

was retiring because of age, he gave his duties and knowledge to a Two-

Spirit man. She remembered her grandfather telling her that she must

treat that Two-Spirit person with respect. But since then, so many of the

old ones have died and the younger people have taken over, and they make

fun of that Two-Spirit person. They don’t respect him and have taken those

roles away from him. I know it is the influence of school, churches, and tv.

Although Two-Spirit men share the general view that Indian people

are victims of colonialism and pressures to acculturate, they are also

critical of tribal leaders for not holding on to traditions of gender diver-

sity as they did other cultural practices. In this way, Two-Spirit men see

the respect once given gender diversity as a part of the historic tradi-

tional values that Indian people now venerate. In contrast, many non-

gay Indians see same-sex relations and gender difference as something

that did not exist historically and should not be recognized as associ-

ated with contemporary Native peoples. The ways in which Indians

view sexual orientation, as well as the ways Two-Spirit men perceive

other’s perceptions of their sexual orientation, are explicitly tied to

modern conceptions of popular “white” gay culture in America. Non-

gay Indians have difficulty reconciling what they perceive as modern

American gay identity and social roles in historic Native communities.

This obvious disassociation between what is considered “white” and
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what is considered “traditionally Indian” creates a significant disagree-

ment over the place of gender diversity in contemporary Indian society.

On the whole, mainstream and tribal Indian ideas emphasize same-

sex relations as specifically not in line with traditional values. To quote

one tribal chairman: “It is totally opposite to our traditional teaching

and religion, which is based on a strong family life. I don’t want those

two (words ‘gay native’) put together. It’s a disgrace to put them in the

same category” (McLeod 1998:2). Sheila’s sister Wanda comments: “I

can’t think of one traditional Native community where Two-Spirit peo-

ple are still respected for the roles that they have, like a hundred years

ago. Mostly this is because being gay in mainstream America is a taboo.

Even now Indian people have a hard time hearing someone say that

they are ‘gay’ or ‘Two-Spirit.’ They are afraid because their own people

don’t understand them.”

Ben felt that most of the men’s parents equated their son’s identity

with stereotypical images of gays and lesbians as promiscuous sexual

deviants. Parents often failed to recognize their son’s sexual orientation

as something positive, and for the most part refused to see it in terms of

historic gender diversity traditions. Ben summed it up: “Most people

don’t want to think of Indian men as queens or stereotypes about un-

healthy gay people and most people do not want to recognize a histori-

cal place for Two-Spirit men based on their sexual orientation.”

Most of my non-gay Indian acquaintances see same-sex relations as

something specifically in opposition to traditional Indian values. One

afternoon I questioned Rob, a non-Two-Spirit Puebloan man, with

whom Ben and I often gourd danced, about his views on Two-Spirit

men. His attitude was not one of extreme homophobia. However, his

statement along the lines of “I don’t care what they do, just so it’s not in

my backyard” indicates how some people perceive gay and lesbian Indi-

ans. That is, any recognition of gayness as a human quality is one that

belongs not in the public sphere, but one that should reside out of civic

view. In conversations that occasionally turned into heated discussions

between myself and others, many people explicitly indicated that there

was not a place for “that kind of behavior” in traditional Indian social
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life. When I inquired as to what “that kind of behavior” entails, most

people drew on public displays of affection by two men, such as kissing

or holding hands, and men dressing as women or acting feminine. In

the event that public roles such as Stomp Dance leader or lodge pourer

were mentioned, a lot of non-gay Indians saw that as merely an Indian

man performing male tasks. Therefore, there was an explicit disassocia-

tion between the holistic way Two-Spirit men see themselves and the

ways they were potentially seen by other Indians. When non-gay Indi-

ans heard the term or concept Two-Spirit, they almost always associ-

ated it with same-sex relations, or cross-dressing, which was framed as

specifically inappropriate behavior for an Indian man. A public role for

Two-Spirit men would inevitably involve recognition of them as differ-

ent. A positive public association with Two-Spirit men would involve

an unconditional recognition of their difference in Indian community

values. Such a change seems daunting when confronted with what one

Indian woman told me: “They can be gay, they just don’t need to flaunt

it.” And when I told this to Sheila she replied, “So flaunting it to them

just means living to me.”

The winter 2000 edition of gcs’s Two-Spirit News led with the article

“Two Spirits Respected in Indian Tradition: Indians Have Tradition of

Respect for Gays.” On several occasions, tribal administrations re-

turned the publication with notes about never sending it to them again.

Ben frequently mentioned some of the overwhelmingly negative notes

that were attached to returned newsletters where pejoratives such as

“fag” and “homo” were often employed. I also heard of incidents where

notes were left on tables in the clinic outreach booth with a similar in-

tent. On one occasion Ben returned to the booth at a powwow on a

Saturday morning to find an owl feather lying on the table. The associa-

tion between owls and death is well known in Indian Country, and Ben

took this to have a clearly hostile meaning.3 Acts such as these were per-

ceived by Ben and others as representations of Indian people losing

touch with their traditional values – not only with Two-Spirit men be-

ing traditionally revered, but as Ben stated, “the lack of respect for the

ways Indian people used to treat each other.”
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Come Out to Where?

A further complication was created around the issue of coming out.

During my research, one of the Oklahoma members, Jeff, came out to

his mother. Jeff had lived an openly gay lifestyle in college, and after

graduation moved to a major metropolitan city in the south where he

continued to be openly gay. However, he felt that he needed to be closer

to his family, tribal community, and his cultural practices. He moved

back to the rural area where he grew up not far from Eagleton and be-

gan working with an Indian youth organization. When I first met Jeff

he had not yet come out to his mother. He was seriously committed to

another Indian man who lived in a nearby city. They were maintaining

a long-distance relationship but desired to live in the same place. It was

at this point that Jeff felt it necessary to be open with his mother and

aunt. Eventually, Carl and Jeff moved into Jeff ’s rural home together. I

was surprised at the level of acceptance that Jeff ’s mom, Sally, and his

aunt Louise gave his relationship. However, Jeff and Carl remained in

the closet as “roommates” to the remainder of the family and to the

people in the small rural community where they lived. During a gcs

powwow gathering, Sally got up during their family’s giveaway and gave

a moving speech about Jeff and his coming out. She told of how she had

no choice but to accept this: “Jeff is my son, and it is the way the Creator

intended it.” She went on to say that despite being saddened by the pos-

sibility of not having grandchildren, she was getting another son with

Carl. The room was full of teary eyes and smiling faces, and Sean leaned

over to me and said, “My mother would never get up and say something

like that.”

About six months after Sally’s speech at the gathering I got to meet

Calvin’s parents. We were all traveling to a powwow in a nearby state

and his parents’ house was on the way. We were not staying overnight

but merely stopping for a visit. Calvin has been out to his parents for

about five years, and during that time they have grown to tolerate, as he

puts it, his sexual orientation. Calvin considers his parents very reli-

gious (Christian) and generally intolerant of gays and Indians, despite

being Native themselves. They knew that Calvin was bringing his Two-
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Spirit friends over to visit that day. When we pulled up the gravel drive,

his father was standing on the porch. All six of us piled out of the van

and he came over to talk with Calvin. As Calvin introduced each of us,

his father just stared with no motion at each of our extended hands, an

obvious slight in Indian Country or anywhere else. We eventually

moved inside and talked for about an hour in the living room. As we

were leaving down the long driveway, his father yelled from the porch,

“My granddaddy used to shoot homo Injuns.” Ben replied, “I just may

come back and shoot you.”

Jeff and Calvin’s experiences barely touch upon the ways various atti-

tudes and consequences are manifest when one is open about one’s

sexuality to family and friends in the form of “coming out” or “being

out.” For Calvin the consequences were twofold. Despite being enrolled

members of a Southeastern tribe, Calvin’s parents considered them-

selves Indian only in terms of heritage and not social associations and

religious practice. Not only were Calvin’s parents bothered by his sexual

orientation, but they were also hostile to his “Indianness.” Calvin felt

that his strong identification with being Indian only acted to exacerbate

his parents’, especially his father’s, feelings toward his gayness. Con-

versely, Jeff ’s mother and aunt, who are fully incorporated into the so-

cial life of their tribal and ceremonial community, went to great lengths

to encourage his recent expression of gender difference, albeit out of

broader tribal and extended family view. They supported his learning

female ceremonial roles, and on occasion held private family ceremo-

nies where he could practice those roles. He told me, “It is really hard

being Two-Spirit in a small Indian community. Without the support of

my family and friends, I probably wouldn’t be dancing and singing.”

The experience of coming out for the men in this book varied de-

pending on the individual. Most ideas of coming out included coming

to terms with the difference that one’s same-sex desire represented on a

personal level, telling one’s family and close friends that they were gay,

or being “loud and proud.” Most men gave vivid detail of their coming-

out experience, which inevitably involved telling close friends and fam-

ily that they were gay. On the whole, men in both groups had generally

come out to their family when they were in their late teens or early
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twenties. In most cases family members were distraught about what

they saw as their son’s “choice.”

Consistently, “being out” and “coming out” are significant situations

of anxiety for Two-Spirit men. They recognize that being out compli-

cates their desire to participate in the public and modestly small world

of Indian society. Coming out has a significant emphasis in the popular

gay community not only as a way to personal acceptance, but also as a

political statement about the status of gay and lesbian people in West-

ern society. In gay society, coming out is intended to emphasize and

celebrate one’s difference. By being out, an individual sets himself apart

from the mainstream heterosexual ideology. On the other hand, the act

and the concept of coming out as a gay person in the Indian commu-

nity is for the most part unintelligible. That is, coming out in the gay

community sense is explicitly associated with non-Indian society and

values, leaving it as an unavailable means of social incorporation in In-

dian society. If the goal of coming out is to set oneself apart from the

mainstream, then this would fail Two-Spirit goals. They do not desire

to set themselves apart from their tribal identities and mainstream In-

dian society. Again, not setting oneself apart from their community is

why Two-Spirit people attempt to separate themselves from images of

mainstream gays. Ben stated that “many people just want to be them-

selves without fear. They don’t want to come in like a big ol’ queen and

yell ‘I’m here and queer.’”4

Mainstream Indian society has its own form of “coming out” for in-

dividuals wishing to be incorporated into cultural practices.5 Fre-

quently at powwows and ceremonies, an individual will be “brought

into the circle” during their first performance as a dancer, singer, or

ceremonial leader. Acts of public recognition are usually significant

family affairs where notice is brought to an individual and their family

for a brief moment. The family usually has a giveaway or a meal during

the event to honor those who have influenced that individual’s path

into the circle. Public recognition in the Indian community acknowl-

edges a woman’s, man’s, or child’s solidarity with the Indian commu-

nity, not their individual difference. That is, an individual becomes rec-

ognized as a productive member of that society. Males who are entering
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the powwow arena for the first time as dancers are wearing gender-spe-

cific regalia, are referred to as warriors, and are reminded by elders of

their responsibility as men. Women who enter the powwow arena are

similarly incorporated. Tribal communities often have “coming out”

rites of passage for young women who begin their menses, publicly sig-

naling their transition from child to women. Rites of passage, such as

the Kinaalda among the Navajos, teach teenage girls all the customs and

practices they need in order to be a member of adult tribal life.6

Two-Spirit men are quick to point out that Indian communities once

had a mechanism for the incorporation and socialization of their dif-

ferences from early childhood through puberty and into adulthood,

thereby making the gay community form of coming out unnecessary.

There is extensive historical evidence that Two-Spirit persons came by

their public status as Two-Spirit through community and family obser-

vation as well as a series of rites of passage.7 Therefore, the “causes” of

an individual’s proclivity toward gender-role change was not of pri-

mary interest in historic Native society.8

An individual’s tendencies as a child toward certain gendered behav-

iors were observed by adults who eventually determined how that

child’s public identity would be formed. In the case of boys, this usually

involved an interest in feminine-gendered activities and socially par-

ticipating primarily with older females of the family and community.

As Thomas points out for the Navajos, children having an interest in

“work, tools, and activities associated with the gender opposite their sex

often were encouraged to develop their interests” (1997:165). Inevitably,

the demonstration of these interests, not only in the Navajo but in

many tribes, would result in one eventually being publicly designated as

a gender other than male or female. In other instances, boys who had

dreams or visions where they were visited by spirits associated with a

specific gender role were often recognized as belonging to alternative

gender categories. In most cases there were specific rites of passage per-

formed where an individual would be recognized as a mixed gender

publicly and would from that point on begin the socialization process

associated with that role (Lang 1998:218–239; Roscoe 1991:123–146; Wil-

liams 1987:21–24). Roscoe notes that, historically, Zuni men, women,
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and lhamana went through a series of ritual encounters with gender-

specific symbols whereby individuals were initiated and publicly recog-

nized into their gender status. In the case of lhamana, they were pre-

sented to society in a combination of women’s and men’s symbols to

publicly recognize their third-gender status (1991:132–146). For the

lhamana, public recognition of one’s status was explicitly tied to a social

position with specific signs and symbols intelligible to Zuni society.

In the Zuni example, the signs and symbols one is accessing must be

associated with a particular social role intelligible to other Zunis. Com-

ing out into tribal society, within the gay community interpretation, is

rendered useless without public recognition of socially incorporated

functions. That is, within the current ideology of most Indian societies,

one would be seen as “coming out” as a gay person, not as a member of

a community with a specific social position. Because the key element to

acceptance is recognized social participation, the value placed on the

coming-out process in the gay community to a large extent fails in the

Indian context. As Jack told me, “There is nothing [roles] in our tribes

for us to come out into.”

Shame and Leaving Home

The greatest and most crucial commonality between Oklahoma and

Colorado group members is not how they came out, but that they came

out into the gay community, not in the Indian community. That is,

most gay and lesbian Indians see the gay community as the only logical

place for them to turn once they decide to be open with themselves, and

to some extent their families, about their sexual orientation. Because

Indian communities and families provide no mechanism for individu-

als to be socialized into their identity as gay, lesbian, or Two-Spirit, a

significant number of Native gays and lesbians “come out” while they

are living somewhere other than in their Indian communities. Men I

interviewed felt that they had to move away from their families and

tribal society in order to be “who they were” (placing an emphasis on

their sexual identity). Generally, this involved moving to a major

nearby metropolitan area and becoming absorbed in the gay lifestyle of
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that city. By moving, they felt that they did not have to draw attention

to themselves or their families. Leaving home became a way to avoid

negative attitudes and to be allowed more freedom to explore their

sexual identity. Leaving home was a metaphor not only for moving

away from their parents’ home but also from their tribal, ceremonial, or

church communities. Accordingly, upon returning home for visits or

permanently, they often go back in the closet for fear of homophobia

and being seen as shaming their families.9

Shame is often given as a reason for men to hide their sexuality.

Among Two-Spirit men, and most of Indian society, shame is recog-

nized as a way to restrict certain behaviors seen as doing potential social

harm to one’s family by drawing negative attention to oneself.10 As ev-

eryone pointed out, how you behave is seen as a reflection of the way

you are raised and the values of your family. If individuals behave in

ways that the community disapproves of, then they run the risk of low-

ering their family’s status in the community. Those who “shame out”

their families may behave in ways judged inappropriate by the commu-

nity, such as drinking at a ceremonial occasion or not fulfilling respon-

sibilities valued by other tribal members, such as not taking care of

one’s family. Within the atmosphere of homophobia among tribal soci-

ety, Two-Spirit men saw their sexual identity and gender difference as

possible ways to shame their families. If a man were recognized as being

homosexual, through an actual act or through rumor, he would bring

negative attention to his family. The men saw this negative attention as

having the potential to disrupt their family’s status as well as their own,

and to inevitably lead to their alienation. The men who came out to

their parents were encouraged to keep their sexual orientation a secret

and to “pass” for self- and familial preservation. For most men, the only

way to reconcile their desire to be romantically involved with other

men and remain in good standing with their family was to move away

from home. Some men took advantage of natural moments of separa-

tion, such as looking for work after high school or going to college, as a

way to remove themselves from the watchful eyes of family and com-

munity, while others became so fed up with hostility that they simply

ran away.
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Sheila had one of the most powerful and heart-breaking stories

about leaving home. I knew a lot about Sheila before I actually met her.

The gcs men had told me that she grew up in a well-known reservation

family on the Northern Plains, that her father was politically and so-

cially active in national Native politics, and that she was raised in a

strictly traditional family. Because the men, and Sheila herself, empha-

sized her traditional upbringing, I assumed that she would be one of

the few Two-Spirit people that had grown up as a mixed-gender person

in a family that supported her role as such. However, I was surprised to

hear that Sheila’s family and community were mostly disapproving of

her gender difference. From a very early age Sheila remembers prefer-

ring the company of her female relatives and learning “women’s work.”

Her father, however, found his son’s interest in female activities and

feminine manner disturbing. As Sheila grieved, “He put me on a bronco

horse when I was just ten and told me that I was going to toughen up;

he wasn’t going to have a sissy for boy. He often tried to beat it out of

me.”

By the time Sheila was in her early teens she was seeking refuge at her

grandmother’s home, wearing female clothes, and learning to bead and

make dance regalia. Yet the pressure of being different in a tightly knit

reservation community where her family had such a high profile led the

teenage Sheila to run away to the closest city. It was living on the street

in Minneapolis where Sheila found the freedom she was looking for

among the other runaway teens. This freedom, however, came at a cost.

Sheila began prostituting herself to other men almost immediately as a

way to support herself. Sheila lived the street life for a few years before

moving in with her mother, who had separated from her father and was

living in Kansas. Living with her mother away from the reservation al-

lowed Sheila to live as a woman out of the critical eye of her commu-

nity, but also to, as she put it, “straighten out my life and get it together.”

Between that time and moving to Colorado, Sheila went to college and

lived in various places throughout the western United States, making

regalia and traveling the powwow circuit. Living off the reservation did

not completely resolve Sheila’s difficulties of being a man living as a
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woman. She cannot get legal documents such as a driver’s license with

her female name on it, and therefore cannot conduct her daily life as a

woman, such as opening a bank account under her female name. The

discontinuity between her legal name and gender and her appearance

also make it difficult for her to find employment. Sheila pointed out

that “all of these problems wouldn’t happen if I lived on the reservation

in the old days. They used to take care of their Two-Spirit people. And if

I were welcome on the rez, I could make money by making regalia for

dancers and I wouldn’t need driver’s licenses or social security cards.

Everyone would know me and be ok with it.” Because of the lack of

acceptance but mostly because of the lack of incorporation of her dif-

ference on her reservation, “home” represents a place of hostility for

Sheila. She said that she would return home if it were not so difficult for

her to “pass” in a community that knows her family and knew her at

one time as a boy. “They just make it really hard on me and others like

me. They just stare, ya know,” Sheila wept.

Sheila’s overwhelming sense of being a woman complicates her life

among her tribe and family in ways that other Two-Spirit men may not

experience. The uniqueness of Sheila’s story, however, does not alter the

basic commonality she shares with other Two-Spirit men, in that their

sexual orientation has required them to make certain life decisions that

consequently separate them from the tribal and familial connections

they cherish. In the most common story of leaving home, people “bide

their time” by passing until they can leave their parents’ house and sup-

port themselves. Several of the men, such as Ben, Sean, and Robert, all

left home almost immediately after graduating from high school. Ben

and Sean left home to attend regional universities, but were at least a

four-hour drive from home, while Robert moved to a city to start an

entry-level position in an advertising agency. All three men described

these moves as necessary to get an education and begin supporting

themselves, but they also described these moves as necessary for their

peace of mind. As Robert explained further, “I came out to my mother

before I left. She had no idea what I was talking about. She asked if I

wanted to be a woman. I had to explain to her what it meant to be gay,
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that I was attracted to other men. It really caused a rift between us that

still hasn’t healed. I just had to get out of that little town and get some

freedom.”

Ben, as will be discussed in the next chapter, “went crazy” when he

came out in college. He became absorbed in the college gay under-

ground and the gay scene in a nearby city and consequently did not

complete college. For Ben the move to college gave him an opportunity

to react against his fundamentalist and homophobic upbringing. Leav-

ing gave Ben an opportunity to, as he put it, “release all of that pent-up

sexual energy I had been keeping down for my first eighteen years.”

Sean had a similar experience, albeit 20 years after Ben, when he began

attending college. While Sean’s post-AIDS-era promiscuity may not

have been as reckless as Ben’s, he too felt that the move gave him not

only sexual freedom but also the freedom to be culturally gay. Sean re-

flected on that experience: “You know, I was totally in the closet every-

where but at school, and maybe I was only about half-out there. But I

was definitely more willing to be as gay as I felt comfortable being. I was

free to go to gay bars, marches, have coffee with other men, and it all not

be a big deal. It was crazy once, my mom came to visit me at college and

me and a friend ran around the apartment trying to de-gay the place

taking down all the rainbow triangles and posters of half-dressed men.

By the time we got done it looked like I had nothing but four blank

walls.”

Moving away gave the men opportunities to be gay in their sexual

lives and to be involved in gay culture. Yet none of the men lacked regret

for the necessity of their move. While Two-Spirit men see their com-

munities as potentially hostile places, they also look to their tribes with

a feeling of pride. They are proud of where they are from and who their

relatives are, which makes their sense of alienation all the more trou-

bling for them. They all grieved the cultural loss that came with leaving

their communities and families. Most men returned for major tribal

events, or to be with family during the holidays, but they lacked the

experience of being a familiar adult member of their tribal society.

They missed out on opportunities to be political and ceremonial lead-

ers and to be available to their fellow tribespeople. Recently, Robert,
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Sean, and Ben have all attempted to reincorporate themselves into their

tribal communities as a way to reconcile lost chances at tribal involve-

ment. However, their return has created a considerable amount of in-

ternal conflict for them. They have been used to living a much more

open life concerning their sexuality, but find themselves having to re-

vert to feelings of fear of homophobia and of having to hide their sexual

orientation. Their greatest fear is that they will not be able to find their

way back into tribal social life because someone will find out they are

gay, or because they will not have the patience to continue to hide their

sexuality. They have joined those men who stayed in their communities

because they could not bear not being a part of tribal social life, but

who remain in closeted isolation.

The Necessity of Passing

After the first couple of years going to tribal events and powwows with

Two-Spirit men, I became adept at knowing when and where they were

going to transform themselves into “straight-acting” Indians. When

they would attend Indian social events, most of the men toned down

the usually boisterous laughter that accompanied Two-Spirit social oc-

casions. They also completely ceased any discussion of men, sex, or gay

culture. Except for the very resistant, most Two-Spirit men participated

in some form of “passing” behavior, whether it was changing their

mannerisms, not using “gay talk,” or changing their style of dress when

around non-gay Indians. Passing is an important skill to master be-

cause it allows Two-Spirit men to participate in cultural and social

practices without drawing potentially negative attention. By passing,

Two-Spirit men are not only sheltering themselves from hostility but

are also attempting to fulfill a personal need. That need is participation

with their families, tribespeople, and friends. As many men have

pointed out, if passing is the only way they will get to participate in

tribal social events, then it is a justifiable necessity.11 The need to pass

can generate a substantial amount of distress for Two-Spirit men, as it

requires one to continuously monitor his behavior. Only a handful of

men I talked with would characterize themselves as “completely out” in
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every aspect of their lives. Being completely out is usually characterized

by an individual affirming his sexual identity if asked by coworkers,

friends, elders, and random people. Fears and assumptions about the

reactions of people in the various social fields where Two-Spirit men

participate determine whether or not they are open about their sexual-

ity or gender status. Some individuals fear that their sexual orientation

will be used by employers to fire them, or that it could make them sub-

ject to homophobic confrontations and violence. Yet access to Native

ceremonial and social communities still represents the overriding con-

cern for many Two-Spirit men. Denial of community access creates a

prevalent predicament influencing the decision to pass as straight in

Indian Country.

Over and over I heard men, particularly gcs members, express strong

and worried reactions to the topic of being outed among one’s tribal

community and other Indians who had the potential to influence ac-

cess to Native social networks. Being outed is where an individual unin-

tentionally reveals his sexual orientation or is recognized as being gay

by someone that he would prefer not know about it. Someone may be

outed by being seen going into a gay bar or by someone “catching them

in the act,” such as holding hands or kissing another man. Also, some-

one may out themselves by saying something or behaving in a way that

makes a connection to certain markers or behaviors associated with gay

sexuality. Two-Spirit men are less worried about the latter forms of out-

ing because they seldom encounter non-gay Indians in the places where

they are socially gay. Rather, the men are most fearful of being outed

through rumor. Therefore, Two-Spirit men are careful to not behave in

ways that indicate gayness and are careful not to associate with indi-

viduals who are already known to be gay. They are most worried that

speculation and gossip about their sexuality will determine the ways

they are treated by their fellow tribespeople and potentially lead to their

being denied opportunities to be actively involved in ceremonies and

social events.

Robert and Todd were the most worried about the effects of being

outed. The depth of this fear became all too clear one afternoon when I
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received an outraged phone call from Robert. Apparently Ben had sent

out the Green Country Two-Spirit Newsletter to tribal headquarters

across Indian Country, as well as to Indian social service organizations.

The intent of the newsletter is to promote programs at the clinic with

tribal governments and social service professionals. The newsletter

contained numerous photographs from the gcs gathering where indi-

viduals, particularly Robert and Todd, were readily identifiable wearing

their dance regalia. Many of the men in the photographs were not both-

ered by their outing in the newsletter. Todd and Robert, however, saw

the newsletter as possibly generating rumors jeopardizing their at-

tempts to continue their participation in tribal social and ceremonial

circles. Both Todd and Robert were attempting to incorporate them-

selves into small tribal ceremonial communities and felt that if they

were “found out” they would be denied access. In fact, Todd was ru-

mored to have received a call from a tribal elder asking why he was in

such a publication and associating with gay people.

The ways in which and reasons why Todd and Robert needed to

avoid being outed was a common topic of conversation with both of

them. Todd was worried about outing for multiple reasons. First, Todd

was very active in an organization for Indian youth in his hometown.

He feared that popular stereotypes about gay men as sexual predators

would influence his continued participation in the program. Second,

he was attempting to establish himself as a spiritual leader within his

tribal society as well as to become a competition dancer on the pow-

wow scene. He frequently reminded me and others that his “being

outed” could threaten his standing in the community as well as his ac-

cess to cultural participation. Todd also feared that if he were to be

outed, his grandparents would find out about his sexual orientation,

and as he put it, “That would just kill them dead right there.”

Todd put a considerable amount of effort into keeping his sexuality a

secret. He infrequently came to gcs meetings or activities but was often

seen at powwows, where he would often ignore other Two-Spirit men

who were also there. I noticed Todd’s reluctance to sit with or socialize

for long periods of time with Oklahoma members at public events. At
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one particular powwow Todd passed behind where we were sitting nu-

merous times without saying hello. Some men took this as a slight,

while others sympathized with Todd’s difficult situation.

Some gcs members feel that their participation in their smaller, ru-

ral-based tribal and ceremonial communities makes them more con-

spicuous than they would be in the supposed urban anonymity of the

Denver Society. Yet the Denver men often pointed out that they would

be in the same situation as the gcs men if they were to return home. In

the closely constructed tribal cooperatives, such as the ones to which

Todd and Robert are seeking access, identity management is a crucial

aspect of anyone’s involvement. But for someone like Robert it becomes

a practice that frames everyday life. Since my initial arrival in the Okla-

homa society, Robert had talked about getting his regalia together to

dance in his tribal war dance society. Being inducted into this society

had a significant meaning for Robert. His grandparents had been in-

volved in the tribal community, but his parents were not. His grandpar-

ents died when he was a young boy and he lost contact with his tribal

community. As an adult, he was seeking reincorporation into tribal ac-

tivities. Because none of his living male family members had been in-

ducted in the war dance society and were not involved with the tribal

community, he had to be sponsored by another family. Robert was ada-

mant about his fear of being outed and not being allowed to participate

in the community as a result. Robert’s concerns about being outed led

him to publicly and privately alienate many of the Two-Spirit men from

the group. For example, when Ben announced that he was taking a van

of people to the yearly war dance celebrations, Robert was very discon-

certed and wary of being associated with gcs members. Previously,

Robert had made the announcement at the gcs meeting that people

from the group were not welcome at the camp of the family that was

sponsoring him. However, an invitation from Robert was not necessary,

since many men had invitations from other participating families.

Therefore, many gcs members and myself went to the dances despite

Robert’s warning. Robert’s anxiety over the mere presence of Two-

Spirit men who he might be associated with was visible at the dances.

Robert expressed to me on several occasions that he felt conflicted
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about denying his Two-Spiritedness, but he reasoned that once he was

inducted, being outed would be less of a threat. So, until he was ac-

cepted into the community, he had to be “extremely careful about being

around other gay people.”

Many Two-Spirit men adjust their associations and behavior accord-

ing to community size, level of participation, and the degree of poten-

tial anonymity. More importantly, Two-Spirit men adjust their associa-

tions and behavior in reaction to perceived consequences, namely

denial of access, within the Indian community.

Surveilled Masculinities

Fears about publicly and accidentally outing oneself leads Two-Spirit

men to closely monitor their behavior as well as that of others. Two-

Spirit men generally assume that their behavior will be judged accord-

ing to masculinized standards. They take for granted that any behavior

seen as transgressing community expectations will be met with hostil-

ity. Indian community conceptions about masculinity are assumed to

be fixed, historically determined characteristics firmly grounded in

popular and tribal notions of the “warrior.” Emphasizing the image of

the warrior as the quintessential Indian male relies on the decline of the

actual social role of the warrior and on the romanticization of the war-

rior tradition, fixing it in time and space.12 Native masculinity is as-

sumed to have a certain set of historical claims and interpretations that

specify what it means to be an Indian male. Accordingly, Two-Spirits,

when reflecting on themselves, see these interpretations as more about

what a contemporary Indian male is not than what he represents. They

know, for instance, that the community associates feminine behavior

and dress for men as explicitly not Indian. Two-Spirit men assume that

they will be judged according to these masculinized community stan-

dards. The naturalization of racial difference into an essentialized cat-

egory of male-bodied persons brings about an ideological framework

against which Two-Spirits compare themselves. Two-Spirit men, in rec-

ognizing the homogeneity in community expectations of men, perceive

no space for alterations in the performance of male Indian identity.
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Most of the men I talked with saw behaving in flamboyantly effemi-

nate ways, discussing explicitly gay topics, or using “gay talk” at Indian

public events as having the potential to be met with disapproval. The

distinction between behavior that the Indian community expects from

male-bodied persons and what many Two-Spirits see as part of their

gay identity leads to further alienation for certain individuals who do

not adhere to perceived Indian community standards. More than any-

thing, perceptions of community surveillance of individual and group

behavior shape the ways in which Two-Spirit men behave in Indian

contexts such as powwows and ceremonies. This surveillance further

shapes the ways in which individuals perceive community expectations

of the performance of Indian identities. Many men readily invoke the

gay-community characterization of “butch” or “nellie” to describe indi-

vidual and collective behavioral expectations. That is, individuals who

are seen as expressing typically masculine characteristics are known as

butch, and those expressing highly feminine characteristics are known

as nellie. The gradations from butch to nellie are determined by an

individual’s clothing, mannerisms, tone of voice, and overall behavior.

The men I knew and talked to felt that most Indians had unwavering

expectations of men’s behavior as butch, as well as a general condemna-

tion for public displays of “nelliness.”

Everyone was certain that overtly gay and alternatively gendered be-

havior, such as physical contact between two men, was explicitly out of

the question in Indian public space. Accordingly, examinations of indi-

vidual behaviors usually did not focus on larger displays of gayness, but

instead were reduced to minute instances of individual mannerisms.

Occasions of transgressing community expectations were seen as hav-

ing the potential to be perceived as disrespectful, or as drawing negative

attention to oneself or other community members. Being seen as acting

excessively flamboyant or “gay” or any transgression of masculinized

expectations would result in negative social attention. Negative atten-

tion drawn toward one person is then perceived as drawing negative

social attention to other Two-Spirit men. Negative attention toward

Two-Spirit men might also have the effect of outing someone who is in
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the closet or wishes to remain anonymous. Therefore, Two-Spirit men

critique and attempt to manage each other’s public behavior in much

the same way that a person who goes to a powwow drunk will be called

down for it by an elder or the arena director.

Before going on a trip to a powwow or ceremonial event as a group,

Ben reminds the men to “be respectful” because “not everyone is out.”

Being respectful means not drawing attention to oneself by being

overly flamboyant and using gay talk. A distinct association is made

between being seen or associated with stereotypical (white) gayness in

an Indian context and potentially doing social harm to oneself or oth-

ers. Many men associate “acting gay” with a kind of “disrespectful be-

havior” that will create a negative image of Two-Spirit men in the

minds of non-gay Indians. Just as they do not want to breach social

conduct rules themselves, no one wants to be associated with an indi-

vidual who might violate them with behavior considered unacceptable

in the Native community. Many men refer to behaving in socially inap-

propriate ways as “shaming out” themselves and their relations, includ-

ing friends and family. Robert frequently complained about public at-

tention being given to the more effeminate or flamboyant members of

the group in Indian social contexts. When attending a powwow with

the group, he would often go separately and spend the powwow walk-

ing around talking to people instead of sitting around the arena in fold-

ing chairs with the other Two-Spirit men. On numerous occasions he

referred to being embarrassed by the flamboyant dress or mannerisms

of certain group members and did not want to be associated with them

publicly. Glen comments:

Traditionally among Two-Spirit people, there were the butch and nellies.

There were very effeminate people, they were very flaming as you could

say. But the people very much respected them because they know that was

how the Creator wanted them to be.

When I first came out I was very condemning of effeminate people be-

cause I thought it perpetuated stereotypes. Now I have realized that every-

one has their place in this world. Wherever you are you have to be real.
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Some men saw any prohibition on their behavior in Indian contexts

as running counter to their rights as a Two-Spirit person participating

in community events. More importantly, some people would rather put

the burden of intelligibility on the Indian community.

— Sean: If they don’t like it [“my behavior”] then leave me be. At pow-

wows I try to behave as well as I can, even though sometimes when I get

around the girls [Two-Spirit men] we start to cackling. I still try to be a

little, well, I hate to say butching it up, but I try to behave. I put on my

church attitude. If Indians are prejudiced toward me because of my behav-

ior, then they are the ones throwing the circle out of balance, not me.13

Overtly subjecting oneself to the judgments of Indian society was

not a common practice for many people who attended public events. In

fact, most were very careful about their impression management. Be-

having in perceptibly nellie ways relied on a set of discourses intelligible

to other Two-Spirit men, but remained unintelligible according to

dominant public Indian behavior expected of men. Therefore, the lack

of “camp recognition” or intelligibility of Two-Spirit community be-

haviors represents a significant difference when performed in main-

stream Indian contexts.14 For many, the risk of being unintelligible by

the Indian community is far too great to risk “shame.”

Consequences of Being Openly Two-Spirit

Conflicts within certain individuals about being openly gay in their

tribal community and local Native society were often represented in

conflicts over what “being out” represented for Two-Spirit men as a

whole and individually. Generally, there are two opinions on being

openly gay. Some see being openly gay in their communities as a posi-

tive move toward self-acceptance and a positive step for social and po-

litical progress for gay and lesbian rights. On the other hand, some indi-

viduals view being openly gay as potentially harmful to their social

standing, family relations, employment opportunities, and safety. Glen

commented, “I understand people being in the closet, although it

doesn’t help us. I have been fired from jobs and lost friends because I’m
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openly gay. We still have to be who we are, though.” Despite the conse-

quences, several Two-Spirit men made a point of being open about

their sexuality and gender difference among other Native peoples.

These men challenge dominant Indian community control over the so-

cially sanctioned content of Indian identity. Inevitably, they find them-

selves in a constant struggle for community access and recognition.

Indian communities use titles such as powwow princess, head man

dancer, or championship drummer and rewards such as powwow prize

money or honorings as a way to recognize an individual as an impor-

tant member of the society. Access to such recognition and social par-

ticipation is regulated within a dominant ideological framework that

seeks to legitimate a few Indian identities, for example, male powwow

singer and female Southern Cloth dancer.15 For Two-Spirit men, the

forms of recognition and access to social participations are clearly em-

bedded in heterosexual ideology. Identities such as female powwow

singer or transgendered traditional buckskin dancer (or simply gay In-

dian man) do not meet the ideological expectations among tribal com-

munities or mainstream Native social circles. Therefore, Two-Spirit at-

tempts to make their sexual orientation and gender difference a part of

their public Indian identity are usually met with confusion and hostil-

ity. Despite individuals meeting the symbolic requirements of female

jingle-dress dancing to the last detail, by being an anatomical male they

create a form of performance not intelligible in dominant Indian ideol-

ogy. By being openly gay or transgendered, they run the risk of being

unintelligible to other Indians.

Again, simply by being a transgender Indian man, Sheila challenges

the gendered assumptions of most Indians, making herself subject to

the judgments of other Indian people. Shortly after Sheila moved from

Colorado to Jeff and Carl’s house outside Eagleton, she began to jingle

dance in local powwows. By this time I had started going with Ben to

every powwow possible to gourd dance. We would often meet up with

Sheila, Carl, Jeff, and his family at powwows, and on occasion, all camp

together at an outdoor powwow. Ben and I met up with Sheila, Carl,

and Jeff and some other Two-Spirit men at a benefit powwow at a local

high school in Eagleton. Surprisingly, at least a hundred Indian people
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were there in regalia to dance, which is rare for a small local indoor

powwow with no prize money in the middle of winter. However, it was

early December and people were starved for some sort of community

participation. At this powwow I saw Sheila experience the greatest pub-

lic slight I had ever witnessed in Indian Country. Sheila was an accom-

plished jingle, fancy shawl, and buckskin dancer. Not only is her regalia

impeccable, but she put a significant amount of effort into perfecting

and innovating dance steps. I was literally astonished by the degree to

which she excelled over her competitors. At this particular powwow,

Sheila had made a new jingle dress and was feeling particularly good

about her recent performances. A few dances after the jingle competi-

tion, the emcee was going to announce the winners. However, there was

a tie between Sheila and a well-known jingle dancer, Lana. The arena

director ordered a dance-off between the two, and before the dance

started, Lana went to the arena director and stated, loud enough for

most of the gymnasium to hear, “But that’s a man.” The arena director

acknowledged Lana’s statement but seemed reluctant to make a scene,

and the dance-off went on. Later, when the winners were announced,

Lana came in first and Sheila came in third. Clearly, before Sheila was

publicly recognized as a man she was competing for first place. We all

stood in agitated amazement as Sheila walked out to receive her prize

money and Lana gloated with a huge smile.

Sheila’s perfection of jingle-dance regalia and performance became

irrelevant once she was recognized as being anatomically male by the

dance judges. Until the point of public recognition, people may have

suspected she was male but might have been uncertain and unwilling to

question it. However, once Lana made Sheila’s transgression part of the

public discourse, Sheila’s performance became subject to the accepted

signs and symbols associated with jingle dance, of which being a man is

not one. Sheila continued to attend and dance in powwows during her

year-and-a-half stay in Oklahoma, and she continued to butt heads

with Lana, who seemed to be at every powwow we went to. Lana made

an effort to stir up rumor and incited a rivalry that lasted for Sheila’s

entire stay in Oklahoma. In a moment of irony Lana won a jingle dress
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that Sheila had made and donated to a powwow raffle. We never did see

Lana wear the dress to a powwow.

The day after the initial incident with Lana, Sheila went with Jeff and

Carl to another local powwow so that she and Jeff (who competes in

Fancy Dance) could dance. To no one’s surprise, Lana was there in the

gold jingle dress and we all expected there would be trouble. Through-

out the evening Lana kept gazing at us while whispering to the other

people sitting around her. Later during the powwow, as Sheila was lin-

ing up with the other dancers for the jingle competition, Lana came up

and told her, “You don’t belong here because the judges know you’re a

man.” As Lana was beginning to create a scene, an older Cheyenne

jingle dancer stood next to Sheila, scolding Lana: “Stop being a bitch

and get your ass back in line.” We were all pretty astonished by the pub-

lic confrontation, but also by the amount of support shown by the

dancer whom no one knew. Later that evening the Cheyenne jingle

dancer came up to Sheila, introduced herself, and told us that “Lana

doesn’t know the old ways.” During her dance career, Sheila has been

disqualified from so many powwows it is “too many to count,” and the

support shown her by the Cheyenne woman is rare.

Two-Spirit men also encounter difficulties in attempting to gain ac-

cess to “support staff” necessary to hold an Indian event. When the gcs

decided to hire a drum to perform at the gathering powwow, I observed

group members receive another saddening reminder of the prejudices

against sexuality and gender difference in the Indian community. Hav-

ing a “real” drum group for the powwow at the retreat was very impor-

tant to the men in the Oklahoma group. The year before, many of the

men who dressed in their regalia were also the only ones who knew how

to powwow drum, so not everyone got to dance. Having professional

drummers was also important because the group invited many gay-

friendly non-Two-Spirit friends and family, bringing the number of

participants close to 70. A “good drum” was a way to allow everyone to

participate but it also lent a level of legitimacy to the Two-Spirit pow-

wow.

Unless they are nationally known, drum groups are seldom offered
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more than $200 to be the center drum at a small regional powwow.

Despite offering $400 for a two-hour set of songs to numerous drum

groups, no one would commit to performing at the gcs gathering pow-

wow. Ben contacted several singers he knew personally and relatives of

drums that he knew. He was open with the head singers about the need

to be respectful of the fact that they would be playing for gays and lesbi-

ans and that some would be cross-dressing in their regalia. Ben secured

one drum through a friend, but three weeks before the gathering, the

head singer canceled. He told Ben that his wife was accusing him of

being gay because he was going to sing at a gay powwow. The head

singer was also having trouble finding other people to “sit at the drum.”

Finally, Ben was able to get a random acquaintance to find a pickup

drum and sing at the powwow.

The drum arrived late, which led everyone to joke that the late drum

made the Two-Spirit powwow the “real thing.” However, once everyone

noticed the invited singers’ attempts to hide their snickers, the good

feelings about the drum dissipated. The head singer told Ben that they

could only stay for an hour, as opposed to the four hours previously

agreed upon. Also, the head singer demanded that a blanket dance be

held in their honor. At most powwows a song honoring individual

drums or singers is usually performed. A blanket is placed by the drum

and participants throw money on it as they pass. Blanket dances are a

sign of respect, but are also intended to help the volunteer drummers

pay for the gas they used to get to the powwow. Ben was upset by their

request for a blanket dance, because they were already splitting $450

four ways. However, Ben also felt that the drum was exploiting them

because they were relying on them to provide music for the dances.

More importantly, Ben felt that the drummers assumed they could ex-

ploit the gcs because they were Two-Spirit. Ben refused the blanket

dance, and the drum group commented that he and the people running

the powwow “were not Indian enough to know the right way.” The

drum group refused to continue to perform unless there was a blanket

dance for them. Skip attempted to mediate on behalf of the drum

group, telling Ben that it was proper for them to have a blanket dance.
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Eventually Ben and Mick agreed, and a blanket dance was held, which

only produced $11 for the drum group.

I was told by several people that the drum group would not have

behaved in a “disrespectful manner” if the powwow were other than

Two-Spirit. All people present, Two-Spirit or not, took the drum

group’s attitude personally and characterized their behavior as disre-

spectful. Even more egregious was Skip’s siding with the drum group

and drawing into question the cultural authenticity of the event. What

seemed most devastating at the time was that the drum group’s behav-

ior acted to obscure Two-Spirit attempts at accessing the symbolic con-

tent of the Indian community. Having a “real” drum group perform

was part of the Oklahoma group’s attempt at conducting the Two-

Spirit powwow according to Indian community standards. Inevitably,

the drum group’s behavior not only reminded Two-Spirit people of the

lack of acceptance in mainstream Indian society but also denied them

access to the same kinds of respect and participation expected in other

Native communities. It also served to reinforce the need for Two-Spirit

men to continue growing and investing in their own community and in

the creative integration of their sexuality, their gender identity, and

their Native cultural identity.
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The Aesthetics of an Identity
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What Two-Spirit means, being of both male and female spirits, is al-

most never debated. But how to be Two-Spirit is something that elicits

emotion, opinion, and at times outrage. I have seen the men in this

book struggle with the various ways Two-Spirit is both a way to think of

oneself and a set of ideals that one must meet. Ideals are complicated by

the various cultural influences that have come to shape not only Two-

Spirit men’s lives but American Indians in general. For Two-Spirit men

the struggle is to find a balance between the influences of popular gay

culture and Indian culture. Having recognized that the gay community

does not represent the Native aspect of their lives, Two-Spirit men are

weary of “giving too much to the gay community.” Also, realizing that

their participation in most tribal communities would require keeping

their sexual identity a secret, Two-Spirit men are reluctant to fully in-

corporate themselves into Native communities. Two-Spirit men must,

as Ben put it, “keep one foot in the gay world” where their sexuality is

accepted, and “one foot in the Indian world” where their cultural heri-

tage lies. As Two-Spirit men now attempt to negotiate the two seem-

ingly different aspects of their identities, as a community they encoun-

ter conflicting ideas concerning acceptance and belonging. In the

search to discern the qualities that make Two-Spirit people distinct, gay

indigenous men become subject to judgments about where they fit into

the complicated social hierarchies of Indian and gay societies. Jack re-

flects on the dilemma of Two-Spirit identity and community:

Sooner or later we must figure out those qualities that define a Two-Spir-

ited person in contemporary society. This self-definition is important for

us and the future generations. It has to come from a cultural framework.

By that I mean an Indian perspective whether it be from a mixed blood or

full blood, who is urban or rural, and whose community of reference is a

federal, tribal, and/or state land base. I believe it is not just content that

matters, but context.

The struggle to define the cultural framework that Jack is speaking of
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becomes a central dilemma in the lives of Two-Spirit men. The desire to

be Native amid the homophobia of their tribal communities and the

desire to be gay among a predominantly non-Indian gay community

coalesce into an internal struggle for Two-Spirit men’s social, political,

and emotional allegiances. This struggle gets played out in the ways the

men conceptualize what it means to carry the name Two-Spirit, but

also what it means to be Two-Spirit.

Two-Spirits and Gay Indians

Sheila had temporarily moved from Denver to Jeff and Carl’s house in

rural Oklahoma. She came to Oklahoma with the intent of “getting her-

self together” and to start an Indian craft business with the couple. It

had been six months since Sheila had moved to rural isolation, and she

was longing for the gay scene she left Denver to escape. One winter

evening, Sheila, Jeff, and Carl called me at work and wanted to come

stay with me in Eagleton and “go out to the bars.” We hit the usual gay

hot spots around Eagleton. Later in the evening we ran into a group of

five or so Indians at a western-theme gay bar. Jeff, Carl, and Sheila al-

ready knew some of them from powwows and the gay scene around

Oklahoma. We ended up talking to them most of the night about things

gay and things Indian, such as who you know, what style you dance, and

for the Navajos, whether they were related. When the bar started to

close down, Sheila took the liberty of inviting them all back to my

house for a “49,” which refers to the singing of social songs around a

drum, usually with alcohol present. Forty-nine songs are either in En-

glish or have a combination of English and Native words and are about

courtship, partying, or addressing contemporary Indian social issues

through humor. Often after powwows, teenagers and single young

adults will gather in a remote area away from the view of the older

members of the community to sing, drink, and court each other.

Using the coffee table as a drum, we started pounding out songs and

sang until the early morning.1 One of the Navajo men was elated with

our singing, but when someone handed him a drumstick he dropped it
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as if it were on fire, looking uncomfortable with us wanting him to par-

ticipate. His naïve excitement over our singing amused everyone, but as

I was to find out, it signaled something larger to the other people

present. Later that morning at breakfast I asked Sheila what she thought

about the Two-Spirit people that had come over, and she replied mat-

ter-of-factly, “They’re not Two-Spirit, just a bunch of gay Indians.” She

went on to tell me that if they were Two-Spirit they would not spend

most of their time “being gay” at the bars, and they would participate in

the Two-Spirit community, as well as their tribal communities.

My evening with Sheila, Carl, and Jeff revealed two dilemmas. The

first was the distinction individuals made between those persons who

identified themselves as Two-Spirit and those who were perceived to be

non-Two-Spirit, or rather, a “gay Indian.” Accordingly, the relationship

between gay Indian and Two-Spirit significantly mirrored distinctions

frequently made between Indian and white/non-Indian. That is, the

term and conception of Two-Spirit is reserved for individuals who

chose to articulate their identity as gay not solely in the white-defined

world of the gay bars and social scene, but within indigenous concep-

tions and social roles. Emphasizing Two-Spiritedness thus gives the

mainstream gay community a secondary position in their lives.2 The

second dilemma was the conflict that many gay Indian men felt about

participating in traditional Native practices with their tribes and fami-

lies. This conflict precipitated mixed feelings about participating in

anything Indian, including Two-Spirit society.

Early that morning at my house, under the declining beer buzz, our

conversation became serious and turned toward an issue that always

seems to be on gay Indian men’s minds: acceptance. As the Navajo man,

Carlos, began to cry uncontrollably as he told us the story of how his

grandparents acknowledged that he was nadleeh when he was very

young and tried to raise him with knowledge of his difference. Carlos’s

parents, however, were not involved in traditional Navajo culture but

were fundamentalist Christians. Carlos bitterly recounted the ways his

parents discouraged his participation in Navajo traditional culture and

bombarded him with images of “hellfire for homosexuals.” Carlos was
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angry because, as he said, he “knew there were once ways that my

people would accept me and had for centuries.” Through teary eyes he

described the regret he had about not learning Navajo ceremonial ways

from his grandparents. Carlos talked about going back to the reserva-

tion to learn Navajo practices, but he was not sure if anyone would ac-

cept him and wondered who would teach him. Like many Two-Spirit

men who were raised with conflicting ideas about their sexuality and

traditional practices, Carlos saw dealing with the Indian community as

particularly threatening. As Carlos opened another beer and turned up

the music, I sensed that he had talked himself out of his earlier excite-

ment about Indians. It seemed that for Carlos, all things Indian repre-

sented a form of threat, while the gay community represented an easy

tolerance. Sheila took a hard line, saying that she saw his attitude as a

reflection of only identifying with his sexuality and not his culture. For

Sheila, Jeff, and Carl, this was a dilemma that tugged at one’s social,

political, and personal allegiances, which also complicated what indi-

viduals thought about their own identity and the groups of people who

had the potential to accept them.

Despite being aware of the experiences that shaped Carlos’s attitudes

about being gay and Indian, many Two-Spirit men had limited sympa-

thy for what they saw as choosing the gay community over Indian ones.

It is common for gay and lesbian Indian people to equate Two-Spirit

with a code word or marker for being gay and indigenous; however,

many of them had distinct associations between individual behavior

and beliefs and being Two-Spirit. In most cases the division between

Two-Spirit and gay Indian rested on the ideal ways in which people

were perceived as conducting themselves socially and personally. Indi-

viduals seen to be making a contribution to an Indian community,

Two-Spirit or not, through participation in Native culture and a clear

allegiance to Indian people are more likely to be considered by their

peers as fulfilling Two-Spirit ideals.

— Sean: In my opinion you have to be in touch on a spiritual type of

journey to find out who you are to be Two-Spirit. I’ve been out to the clubs

before and seen people who I assumed were Native American that were
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gay. They’re gay, but you never see them at powwows and gatherings like

that. I don’t really feel like they are [Two-Spirit], ’cause they are just relat-

ing as being gay. They don’t acknowledge their Native Americanness.

— Jack: I agree that there are differing levels of involvement in community

and that individuals have differing perceptions of whether they consider

themselves “gay” or “two-spirited.”

— Ben: The term Two-Spirit, to me, should be more of a sacred thing. If

you’re gonna carry that term Two-Spirited, you should be walking the talk

and living it.

Individuals who perform the required acts to be considered ideally

Two-Spirit create a difference between those who are “culturally” and

“spiritually” Two-Spirit, and those who fail to meet those requirements.

Two-Spirit men emphasize their social and spiritual practices as some-

thing separating them from a strictly sexual interpretation of their

identity.3 However, the distinction between gay and Two-Spirit is con-

siderably more complex than has been previously recognized. The men

frame being Two-Spirit in terms of sexual identity as it articulates with

the symbolic and behavioral requirements of being Indian. Access to

the sign Two-Spirit becomes about more than sexual orientation to in-

clude a specific set of qualities recognized not only as Indian but also

Two-Spirit.

— Andy: For me, a Two-Spirit person is of Native blood, of Native culture,

practices Native customs, and in some way contributes to the well-being of

a Native community. Now, many people out there that are “Indian” and

registered with one concentration camp [reservation] or another will call

themselves Two-Spirit but have nothing to do with the Indian community.

In fact, they are very “gay” or “lesbian” but culturally not very “Indian.”

Therefore, despite an individual having a Certificate of Degree of In-

dian Blood (cdib), stereotypically Indian looks, or a well-known fam-

ily, the failure to meet performative requirements could result in not

receiving the designation of Two-Spirit by other Two-Spirit people.

While the two components of being Indian and gay are required to be
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considered Two-Spirit, being an indigenous gay who is not culturally

involved does not necessarily qualify one as Two-Spirit.

— Glen: Two-Spirit is different than being gay. Two-Spirit is the tradi-

tional role that gay people held. All Two-Spirit people are gay, but all gay

Indian people are not Two-Spirit, ya know? I think of the traditional role

that Two-Spirit people played in our traditions and our old ways – the

prayers, the storytelling, arts and crafts, the raising of the orphans, care for

the older people. I see a lot of Indian people out at the bars and they say,

“Oh, I’m Two-Spirit,” and I just look at them and say, “Are you sure you’re

Two-Spirit or just a big ol’ queen?”

Often I was told of people who had stopped coming to the gcs bi-

monthly meetings, or had stopped coming to Denver ceremonial

events, but were seen “out at the bars.” Inevitably the information about

the person is framed in terms of choosing to be “gay” over Two-Spirit,

or “trying to be white/gay” over being Indian. Being involved solely in

gay social circles meant turning away from one’s Native heritage.

Two-Spirit men saw Indians who preferred the gay community as

allying with the oppressive aspects of non-Indian society. By participat-

ing solely in “white” gay society, Indians were compromising them-

selves politically, culturally, socially, and personally. Gays and lesbians

of color seeing the gay community as a white, oppressive institution

creates a conflict of allegiances in terms of social participation.4 Al-

though many Two-Spirit people would rather not go to gay bars or in-

volve themselves with the gay community, one’s desire to be socially gay

in order to find sex and partners can be an inherent conflict with one’s

desire to be socially, spiritually, and culturally Indian. Inevitably, the

negative associations that the gay community invokes for Indians, such

as racism and unhealthy living, is a factor in how individuals are per-

ceived by other Indians, on which acceptance or alienation at times de-

pends. People who are perceived as spending too much time in the gay

social world can be declared as losing or lacking the special ability that

Two-Spirit people presumably possess, such as clairvoyance or special

relationships with the Creator. Accordingly, those who are perceived as

giving too much to the white/gay community are seen as moving far-
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ther away from what it means to be Two-Spirit and Indian, and farther

away from fulfilling their traditional roles in Indian society.

Two-Spirit and Traditional Responsibility

Distinctions about who is a Two-Spirit person and who is a “gay In-

dian” clearly draw upon the recognition of a contemporary connection

with the historic roles of Two-Spirit ancestors and participation in tra-

ditional Native culture. Most gay Indians would quickly draw on his-

toric tolerance and respect as a means to legitimize their sexual orienta-

tion. Conversely, Ben said, “Just because they accepted gays that doesn’t

mean that they’re going to be like, ‘Hey, queens, we love you now.’ We

have to be in the community.” In this way, people saw individuals as

significantly less Two-Spirit when they did not make an attempt to con-

nect with Indian culture through developing skills as a medicine per-

son, crafter, or performer, and when they did not make connections

with an Indian community (of which Two-Spirit community is in-

cluded).

— Lance: Gay and two-spirited are, of course, not the same thing, since

being two-spirited is a far broader concept than simply attraction to mem-

bers of the same sex. The concept implies a way of life and a knowledge and

acceptance of the responsibilities that that entails.

The acceptance of Native ways of life is important in distinguishing

oneself from gay society. Improving the quality of a person as an Indian

entails choosing to emphasize one’s ethnic identity over gayness

through cultural practice and responsibility to a community. As Jeff

told me, “It isn’t enough to walk around and say ‘Hey, I’m an Indian.’”

Two-Spirit people make an explicit connection between a commit-

ment to Indian society and social and personal acceptance. Therefore,

acceptance could only be gained through one’s realization of responsi-

bility through Indian and Two-Spirit community participation. Fulfill-

ing one’s traditional role encompasses not only being a member of a

contemporary community, but accessing the known history of roles

once performed by the Two-Spirit ancestors. Fulfilling traditional roles
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becomes translated to perfecting ceremonial knowledge, “women’s

work,” and a commitment to participation in a community. Two-Spirit

people have different ideas about what qualifies as fulfilling their tradi-

tional roles. For many people it means simply participating in Indian

society on a social level. Going to powwows (and not dancing), being

seen, and socializing are ways in which Two-Spirit people can partici-

pate in Indian society and not commit themselves to potentially time-

consuming pursuits. Also, by participating minimally, individuals do

not have to put themselves out there in forms of public performance.

Many times individuals expressed anxiety over taking a role in public

Indian events. In one example, we had been pushing Mick for over a

year to gourd dance with us. Despite our offering to make his regalia, he

refused to participate. He finally admitted that he wanted to wait until

he got his “Indian card.” The fear of rebuke over not looking verifiably

Indian, combined with being gay, made him question being accepted in

public performance and gave him much anxiety. Many members of

both the Oklahoma and Colorado societies shared these fears. At times

Two-Spirit people framed these fears as preventing individuals from

fulfilling their traditional roles.

More active individuals, however, saw fulfilling traditional roles as

specifically requiring the acquisition of knowledge and the transmis-

sion of that knowledge through active participation in Indian commu-

nities, Two-Spirit, tribal, and general. Active participation inevitably

involved confronting many of their fears not only about homophobia

but about what the Two-Spirit community saw as the Indian commun-

ity’s requirements of tradition.

— Ben: Once you have established yourself in tradition then you can be

given the opportunities to be a leader, be a spiritual guide or a namer. But

you can only do that once you are ready.

Most Two-Spirit people would agree with Ben’s statements, and on the

whole, they felt that any sort of participation in Indian communities

required the acquisition of traditional knowledges. Traditional

knowledges translated for some people into the basic “do’s and don’ts”

of Indian society, such as being respectful to elders, not drinking alco-
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hol at Indian events, not drawing attention to oneself needlessly, and

not pointing at powwows. However, individuals who were more intense

viewed traditional knowledges as an understanding of Indian prin-

ciples and values, historical and contemporary, which were reflected in

individual social action and behavior. In this way, individual social par-

ticipation and perfection of things considered traditional, such as

dancing, beading, ceremony, and social obligations, sought to legiti-

mize individuals and Two-Spirit people in general.

Often people reminded me of the role that Two-Spirit people histori-

cally held as the keepers of Native culture, and unless they perfected the

performance of that culture through ceremonial knowledge and crafts,

it would continue to be lost. Furthermore, learning, perfecting, and

performing those knowledges helped to establish and authenticate one-

self to Indian and Two-Spirit society.

— Glen: It is our responsibility and our duty to approach the people in a

good way, of course, and say, “I can do this, I can sing these songs, I can do

these prayers, I know this ceremony,” but when it comes down to it, we are

limited in what they allow us to do.

A lot of the young gay Indian people that come out, they have no role

models. They come to the city because they want to be around other gay

people and all they have is the dominant culture, their lifestyle, and their

perception of what gay is. They only see the partying, the sex, going to the

clubs, doing the “gay thing.” When you approach them and say we’re hav-

ing a sweat this weekend, they hesitate, “Oh, I don’t know, my white boy-

friend wouldn’t understand.” In order to be Two-Spirit you have to realize

your responsibilities and assume that role. I have a responsibility; I have to

pray and I have to keep these traditions going. I have to be an example to

the other Indian people. Young Indian people come to the city and they

forget about their prayers.

— Ben: The way I was taught, the men went to hunt, the women took care

of the house, family, and the children, we as Two-Spirits were the ones who

continued the culture: the spiritualism, the naming, the ceremonies. There

was nobody else to do it. We were revered and considered as powerful

people. It takes a powerful person to be able to deal with both worlds [male
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and female], to be spiritual for the people and conduct ceremonies. Being

Two-Spirit means being very traditional, it means connecting with the

tradition of the tribe.

— Andy: So many of the Two-Spirit people, especially those who were

coming back after coming to terms with their being indigenous and gender

different, really didn’t know who they were. They didn’t feel comfortable in

their own indigenous communities. They really didn’t know what their

roles and responsibilities were.

As the these statements illustrate, fulfilling traditional roles requires

a significant commitment on the part of the individual. Many people

not only emphasize the required connection with fulfilling one’s roles,

but they also emphasize Two-Spirits being active members in the cre-

ation and maintenance of communities.

Resisting Invisibility: Gay Community Awareness

“Going out to the bars” was a frequent activity when I spent time with

the Colorado group. Denver as a major city had multiple thriving gay

bars, restaurants, and a gay district. About two months after Sheila tem-

porarily moved to the Oklahoma area, I took her with me on one of my

research trips to Colorado so she could visit family and friends. While

in Colorado we went to a local gay restaurant and to Sheila’s favorite gay

bar with her sister and a few other people from the Denver Society. We

usually occupied the back corner of the bar, or what I came to call the

Indian part of the bar. Throughout the evening, people Sheila knew

were coming over to talk and catch up on her “new life” in Oklahoma.

Besides the people that Sheila and the others knew, no fewer than five

people came over to our area of the bar that evening and introduced

themselves as Native people new to the Denver gay scene. By the end of

the evening about 15 or so Indians had accumulated in the “Indian cor-

ner” battling the sound system with choruses of “Ehhhhs” and laughter.

As each one of the new acquaintances left, Glen handed them a Two-

Spirit Society of Denver business card with several contact numbers

and e-mail addresses. When I joked with Glen about his “recruitment”
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of other men, he responded with the story of how he and Sheila had

met in that very bar years before. Glen and Sheila both pointed out that

making contacts in the gay scene was crucial for the success of the Den-

ver Society as well as the “rescue” of other Indian men. However, they

both admitted that the majority of the people they met were only inter-

ested in the social aspects of the organization and “not the commitment

to a life of ceremony.”

One challenge often faced by both the Oklahoma and Colorado

groups is not only keeping group participants involved but also getting

new people involved in Two-Spirit society. Both groups tried various

means of making contact with other gay and lesbian Natives. For ex-

ample, the Oklahoma group frequently ran advertisements in the local

gay and Indian newspapers giving contact numbers at the clinic. Also,

Ben would often go to powwows and talk to people he knew from the

local gay scene but who were not involved in Two-Spirit social and reli-

gious activities. Colorado members would also use newspaper adver-

tisements, Internet listserv announcements, and public outreach as

ways to expose people to the group. Seeking out potential group mem-

bers in popular gay society, such as the bar scene, while attempting to

maintain a separation from popular gay society, proved to be a particu-

larly difficult and contentious task. Efforts to find other Two-Spirit

people were complicated by racism rendering Indians invisible in the

gay community. Public outreach became further complicated by differ-

ing opinions on the ways to reach the invisible gay and lesbian Indians.

Issues about participation in activities focused within the gay commu-

nity drew many varied opinions, as did public outreach to gays and les-

bians at Indian events.

Besides being present in gay bars talking to people, often Colorado

group members would perform exhibition dances or sing in regalia as a

part of larger cabaret or benefit shows in gay bars and gay-community-

sponsored events. Some individuals saw attempts at creating gay com-

munity awareness and participation in events such as gay pride activi-

ties as giving too much to a community that had historically and

continues to be hostile to them by promoting an unhealthy lifestyle for

Two-Spirits and ignoring an Indian presence in outreach and politics.
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Recruiting, performing, and outreach in the gay community, particu-

larly bars, brought into question for some men whether such activities

were proper Two-Spirit behavior. Wearing your regalia for demonstra-

tions in bars where there is alcohol present, performing dance and sing-

ing exhibitions with an implied “Indians on parade” feel, and spending

time supporting larger gay community organizations were understood

as Two-Spirit activities with both negative and positive consequences. I

was often reminded that performing in bars and having floats in gay

pride parades have as their goal community awareness. Sheila, who ad-

vocates this form of outreach, pointed out that such performances cre-

ate a positive image of Two-Spirits and Native gay and lesbians that may

help other indigenous gays gain self- and social acceptance. The goal,

according to Sheila, is “bringing more gay and lesbian Indians into the

circle of Two-Spirit.”

— Glen: It can be conflictual [gay and Indian values]. People should not

be around the drum if they’re drunk. We’ve been 49ing for years; it’s just a

powwow and a beer bust. I am still very offended by drunks being around

activities like the drum. But I realize that I have to compromise in order for

us to get out into the community. In the gay community is where the people

are; the people we are looking for, that’s where they’re at. So I have to learn

to grit my teeth. We have to put up with certain things to reach the people,

compromise to reach out and get the message to other Two-Spirit people.

Our role as a Two-Spirit society is to reach other gay Indian people and

bring them out of these destructive lifestyles. You are not going to find those

people at the mall; you’re gonna find them at the bar [or] on the street

drunk. They are the ones that need our help.

Sheila was proud of the many times she and Glen danced and sang

during gay community benefit gatherings and conferences. In most

cases these performances involved Sheila dressing in a beaded buckskin

or jingle dress, and Glen in his straight dance regalia, with other people

singing at a large powwow drum or hand drum. According to Sheila,

these performances were directed at letting other Indian people know

that one could find compatibility between their Indian identity and

sexual preference. Under the pretext of awareness, these performances
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also had as their goal to emphasize differences within the gay commu-

nity, and differences between Two-Spirit people and non-Indian gays.

Sheila and Glen dressing in full regalia, singing songs in Lakota, and

taking their performances seriously challenges the invisibility of Indi-

ans in the gay community. Simultaneously, these public performances,

while disarticulating “gay,” also provide a point of social and symbolic

reference for gay Indians in the audience. Sheila often reminded me

that her presence as a male-bodied person dressing in female regalia

also provided a disjuncturing of popular assumptions about Indians.

When seeing her dressed in female regalia, other gay Natives would rec-

ognize a complimentary relationship between being Indian and their

sexual or gender orientation. She further saw performances as a way to

break down anxieties that Indians have about participating in their cul-

ture, as well as the alienation they may feel in the mainstream gay com-

munity. After performances, people would frequently come up to talk

to them expressing an interest in the Colorado society. When I would

inquire about new members, she would tell me that they had come to

the group through a connection made at one of the local gay bars.

— Sheila: We are constantly fighting the fact that the gay community

nowadays does not recognize the Two-Spirit person. When I was in Colo-

rado, I was the “campaign queen” for the Two-Spirit group. Many of the

gay organizations never heard of us, they never knew anything about In-

dian Two-Spirits. Indians to them are just drunks in the bars and that’s all

they see. They never knew there was a group, and when they found that

out they picked the person who was the most traditional looking, their own

personal token Sacajawea.

While Sheila is a proponent of gaining visibility in bars, certain

members of the Colorado and Oklahoma groups criticize recruiting in

bars. Detractors most often cite the negative effects of the gay lifestyle,

as well as the hostility toward Indians in popular gay hangouts. Andy in

particular is the greatest proponent of not recruiting in bars. Simply

being in a gay bar is seen as representing a negative image of Two-Spir-

its. Most realize the utilitarian function of gay bars as a means to find

friends, sex, and relationships. However, many times I heard Andy be-
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ing critical of Sheila and other people for “giving too much to the gay

community.” Andy, Jay, Robert, and others perceive performing in bars

as equivalent to the kitschy displays of Indianness frequently found in

stereotypical representations of Native Americans. When discussing

others’ bar performances, they would invoke the history of Indian exhi-

bition dancing for white visitors to the reservation. In this way, many

see gay bar performances as contributing to white gay community

domination over Two-Spirit people, despite the assumed awareness

they were intended to bring.

Using gay community events as opportunities to create awareness of

indigenous gay issues could also reveal the divergence between popular

gay political issues and those particular to the indigenous gay. It was

common for both the gcs and Denver Society to be invited to sing at

pride rallies, have floats in gay pride parades, and other activities. In

2000 people from the Denver Society and gcs traveled to the Millen-

nium March on Washington to represent indigenous gay and lesbian

issues. The Millennium March was a national gay event held in Wash-

ington dc, modeled after the Million Man March by the Nation of Is-

lam, designed to bring awareness to gay and lesbian issues. The Denver

Society brought a tipi, which they set up on the mall where the march

was being held. For three days Two-Spirit men and women slept in the

tipi (against march regulations), sang around the drum, and marched

in their regalia. Andy was selected to represent Two-Spirit people on the

podium for the rally part of the event. Andy’s speech, however, gener-

ated a certain amount of controversy among the people present at the

march and back in the Denver Society and gcs. As speeches go, Andy’s

was not unlike oratories by other peoples fighting oppression. For some

of the Two-Spirit people present, the ones who saw it on television, and

the others who read it via e-mail, Andy went too far in critiquing the

white-dominated gay community. He made a clear and distinct link

between the history of Indian–Euro-American relations and the way

Two-Spirit people are treated by the gay community at large.

The awareness created by participating in gay events also made Two-

Spirit men vulnerable to the lack of respect shown at times by some
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non-Indian gays. At the Oklahoma pride picnic the gcs had a booth

where they were handing out std literature, condoms, and other mate-

rials. The booth was an attempt at making contacts with other gay and

lesbian Natives as well as creating awareness of indigenous issues in the

larger gay community. Jeff and Carl brought their powwow drum to the

picnic, and we spent a good portion of the day competing with the

dance music on the center stage. The drum was having the intended

effect of bringing other Indians over to the booth, as well as getting the

attention of the gay community. Throughout the day groups of people

would gather around us to listen. While the energy was mostly positive,

I could not help but notice a man, who I presumed to be non-Indian,

holding a can of beer dancing around beating his hand against his

mouth in Wild West stereotypical fashion. He would periodically ap-

proach the booth and say “Hau Hiawatha” to Ben. Several people, in-

cluding myself, were outraged by the man’s mockery. Ben instead was

more reflective when he pointed out, “The reason we are here in the

first place is to educate gay people about who Two-Spirit people are.”

The conflict over making Two-Spirit people subject to inappropriate

behavior was also an issue for the Colorado group’s participation in the

2001 Denver Gay Pride Parade. According to Sheila, the float for the

parade was fairly simple in its design on a flatbed trailer with a raised

platform where they placed an individual dressed in “regalia.” Partici-

pation in the parade was already an issue of controversy, but the regalia

became the point of contention for group members. The individual

standing on the platform was wearing only a faux fur breach cloth and

a war bonnet made of turkey feathers. Many of the Native people at the

parade as well as those who participated saw this as creating a negative

image of Two-Spirit people akin to an endorsement for Indian symbols

as mascots. However, Sheila saw the regalia as being more easily ab-

sorbed by the mostly non-Indian gay community. She felt that if every-

one dressed in their dance regalia and looked very serious, the gay com-

munity would be less likely to take notice. Sheila told me, “We were

trying to make ‘Indian’ campy, so we would connect with those [white]

queens on some level.” Other Colorado group members disagreed with
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the motives, seeing it as not their responsibility to make Two-Spirit

intelligible to the broader gay community on any other level than spe-

cifically Indian.

The Perfect Partner

In recognizing the complications that the non-Indian gay world repre-

sented, everyone acknowledged that finding another Indian partner

was ideal. “I just need a traditional man” was one of Ben’s most com-

mon solutions to the difficulties of having relationships with non-In-

dian men. For Ben and the others, non-Indian gays’ lack of understand-

ing about Native culture brought on a kind of self-imposed celibacy.

Many of the older men had grown weary of having “the same relation-

ship” every time, where they are initially sexually attracted to someone

but then find the man’s lack of knowledge about Indian social customs

too much to overcome. While some men had long-term partnerships

with non-Indian men, they were not without what Sean called “cultural

problems.”

During my research with the gcs Doug taught me how to bead

peyote stitch.5 For about two months I would go to his house a couple

times a week to have him help me with projects. Doug was also a tal-

ented interior decorator and artist. He had completely remodeled the

1930s home where he and his non-Indian partner, Mike, lived. One

evening, Doug was instructing me on how to create a bird design on a

fan handle that was giving me trouble. Mike worked nights and was

scarcely around when Doug and I would work on our beading projects

in the evening. However, on this evening I could hear the television in

the other room signaling Mike’s presence. He came into Doug’s studio

to say hello to me, and picked up the newly made rattle Doug had

proudly shown me earlier. Vigorously shaking the rattle, Mike began

whooping and hopping while beating his hand against his mouth with

“wow, wow, wow” sounds. Doug shot a disappointed look in my direc-

tion and told Mike to “get the hell out of here.” With embarrassment

Doug said, “Mike doesn’t know anything about Indians and he doesn’t

care about my culture.” Doug continued with multiple vignettes about

Mike and other partners who had not understood or respected his par-
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ticipation in Native culture and more importantly made no effort to

learn. When I asked Doug why he did not date Native men, he replied

that there just were not enough gay Natives that were out of the closet.

Because Doug is completely open about his sexuality, it is a require-

ment for his partners to be as well. He added, “You can find Indian men

in the bars, but they are more absorbed in the gay lifestyle. I mean, they

don’t know anything about being Indians and probably don’t want to

be. So why not open your choices with white guys if the Indians are

gonna act white anyway.”

When embarking on the popular gay dating scene, Two-Spirit men

see themselves at a disadvantage in several ways, namely their inability

to break into a dating scene that is controlled by non-Indians who tend

to be of a higher socioeconomic status. But more important were the

ways non-Indian partners had the potential to misunderstand and even

disrespect their ancestral heritage and cultural practices.

— Glen: Because of my lifestyle and my work in the Two-Spirit commu-

nity, my partner has to be Indian or really respect Indian ways. It would be

very hard for someone who didn’t understand these ways to stay in a rela-

tionship where my focus is to help Two-Spirit people. I want someone who

has the same goals as I do, someone who shares my culture. I think that

would keep us together.

I’ve had relationships with white people who were like, ‘If I hear another

drum, I’m gonna scream,’ or ‘Honey, are you on the warpath today?’ It’s

not their culture so it’s very hard for them to understand. Even someone

saying ‘Columbus discovered America’ can cause a fight. Columbus didn’t

discover America, c’mon.

A solution to Doug’s, Glen’s, and the other men’s experiences in dat-

ing among the non-Indian gay community was finding the “perfect

partner.” When I asked Ben who was the perfect partner for him, he

responded with the same list of qualifications that most of the other

men had – traditional looking,6 traditional in their values, does not

party too much, comfortable with their sexuality, and participates in

Two-Spirit society. Two-Spirit dreams of the perfect relationship in-

cluded many of the things one would assume would be in a perfect rela-
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tionship for any Indian couple – stability and sharing the same values

and social participations. Having an Indian partner presented an alter-

native to the problems of having a non-Indian one but also embodied

the dream of having a place for one’s relationship within an Indian

community. This dream could be partly realized by couples participat-

ing in Two-Spirit social activities together. However, the ultimate

dream is of a couple who would be welcomed by their tribal communi-

ties and families in the same ways that their heterosexual counterparts

are.

Those men who found themselves a traditional partner had to face

other complications such as distance, socioeconomic status, education,

and family issues. A brief relationship between Glen and Jack came to

represent the Two-Spirit dream of finding the Indian ideal in a gay rela-

tionship. Glen and Jack met at a gcs gathering in early April. From that

weekend through the beginning of the following spring, they became

the quintessential example of the perfect partnership, and for a while

Glen and Jack came to embody all our hopes for the possibilities of the

perfect Two-Spirit couple. During the following eight months they

went out of their way to see each other at Two-Spirit gatherings, pow-

wows, and social events. The complications of Jack living near Eagleton

and Glen living in Denver were exacerbated by both of their demanding

careers, which required long and unusual work hours. In spite of the

demands of distance and career, both Jack and Glen drove the ten hours

to see each other. Glen met up with Jack and the rest of us at numerous

powwows, and Jack would travel to Denver every couple of weeks. The

commitment to newfound love was not unusual for Two-Spirit men.

What made Jack and Glen unique was that both of them shared a devo-

tion to Native spirituality, powwow dancing, and a commitment to

Two-Spirit social and political goals. Jack and Glen’s relationship repre-

sented the Two-Spirit men’s hopes of finding an Indian partner, but it

also reaffirmed that there was an alternative to the gay dating scene, an

alternative that more closely resembled Two-Spirits’ own social and

political desires.

Despite the consistently negative experiences that men had in the gay

dating scene, many of them continually returned to the bars to find
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companionship. This confused me somewhat, considering the dating

potential among the people moving in and out of both the gcs and

Denver Society. However, I was quickly corrected in my thinking by

Robert, who noted, “These people are my sisters and brothers. You

don’t date your sisters and brothers.” Ben quickly followed, “I’ve seen

people here [gcs] hook up and date each other and it never works. It

really tears the group apart when things don’t work out.” Sheila has seen

the effects of dating within the Denver Society. Her stories about

conflict over relationships in the group were almost formulaic: first, a

new person comes to the group and everyone “tries to swoop in on

him”; second, the new person and a group member “hook up” or start a

relationship; third, they break up and one of them never returns to the

society or may return only after a year or more. When I started hanging

out with Sheila and the other Denver men it had been a few years since

a failed relationship caused turmoil in the society. This was no doubt

the result of what Sheila referred to as a “queen’s agreement” for core

members not to pursue newcomers for sex or relationships. She felt

that “it’s better for the people in leadership roles to not hit on new

people. Besides, they may never come back if a bunch of people are

hitting on them all the time.” The limitations that Two-Spirit men put

on their dating lives through rules about dating within the group as

well as the search for the perfect partner created a significant amount of

skepticism surrounding the potential for happiness with another man.

Jack and Glen’s relationship embodied this happiness so much so

that men in the gcs craved information on how things were going with

them and freely shared their ideas on how to make their relationship

work. People felt that Jack should move to Denver, or Glen should move

to Oklahoma, that they should get married, adopt a kid, and live the

“ultimate” Two-Spirit existence. Jack and Glen both seemed hopeful for

the potential that their relationship held. Whenever I would talk to ei-

ther of them, they were always chattering about the other and how

wonderful it was to have finally “met someone.” Jack was so much in

love and confident about his relationship that he invited Glen to come

to his tribal ceremonial dances. Nontribal members are rarely allowed

to dance in the ceremonies unless one is a spouse of a tribal member.
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Jack has the unique experience of being from a family that has main-

tained participation in their annual tribal ceremonial dances since be-

fore the reservation period in the mid-1800s. They hold positions of

authority within the tribe as well as within the ceremonial community.

Many of his family and tribespeople may suspect that he is gay, but be-

cause of their high profile Jack is “out” to only his mother and sister. No

doubt Jack was risking further speculation about his sexuality but also

potential social discredit for his family by inviting Glen. The gravity of

Jack’s move to be more public about his identity and Jack’s mother al-

lowing Glen to dance “under their family name” created a stir of jeal-

ousy among the men. Speculation about how Jack’s family and com-

munity would react thrived in the chatter before gcs meetings were

called to order. The dream of the perfect Two-Spirit relationship was

coming true: traditional men caring for and respecting each other, and

more importantly, a Two-Spirit couple participating in tribal culture

together.

Unfortunately, the ideal of Glen and Jack began to unravel before

anyone’s dreams came true. An elder in Jack’s tribe died the week of the

ceremonial dances and out of respect for the family the celebration was

canceled. Glen still came to visit Jack and was shown around the com-

munity, although in a much less conspicuous manner. Shortly after that

weekend they amicably broke up. Although Glen and Jack never really

spoke of any specific cause of the breakup, they both consistently

pointed to distance and their careers as determining factors. Regardless

of what Glen and Jack felt about their breakup, other people were dev-

astated. Opinions on what should have been done to preserve Jack and

Glen’s unique relationship opportunity abounded. One gcs member

criticized, “They had something you don’t find everyday. I mean, two

Two-Spirits who are traditional getting together. I don’t think I’ll ever

find that.” Other opinions focused more specifically on Jack and Glen’s

behaviors, such as being too pushy, or not understanding the other’s

tribal culture. Regardless of what people thought went wrong in the

relationship, it serves as a reminder of the difficulties Two-Spirit men

face in their pursuit of relationship happiness. Even two years after

their breakup, a picture of Glen and Jack in their regalia with their fore-
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heads touching is a cherished representation of Two-Spirit people and

has been reproduced in gay magazine articles and promotional materi-

als about Two-Spirit people.

“Healthy” Two-Spirits

Just as the perfect partner represents an alternative to the kinds of rela-

tionships available to Indians in the “white” gay community, Two-Spirit

society represents a perfect way of life grounded in Native social values.

Participation in activities seen as unhealthy or stereotypically gay, such

as extensive use of alcohol or drugs, hanging out in the bars, having

unsafe sex, or being promiscuous, were all seen specifically as not asso-

ciated with Two-Spirit but more directly linked to gay society. Accord-

ingly, unhealthy living is perceived as a personal health issue, but also

one of perception. By Two-Spirit society focusing on the potential of a

healthy gay lifestyle, including self-acceptance, stable relationships, and

minimal substance use, they were establishing a difference between

themselves and popular images of gay and lesbian culture. At one time

or another, Two-Spirit people condemned most behavior seen as fulfill-

ing mainstream non-gay society’s stereotypes about same-sex desire,

and popular cultural images of gay society as “flamboyant,” “promiscu-

ous,” “infecting,” and “risky.”

There is a tension between the desire to have sex and find sex part-

ners, and forms of behavior considered excessive and destructive. Many

Two-Spirit people find themselves in a problematic situation, consider-

ing that gay bars, bathhouses, and cruising spots were some of the only

places to be openly gay, find sex partners, and meet potential long-term

relationship partners. Activities such as cruising in gay bars, going to

places associated with gay sex, and alcohol use (both in gay contexts

and in general) were seen as potentially contributing to the stereotypes

that have pervaded Indian society by way of popular cultural images of

gay people. Therefore, by participating in those behaviors associated

with dominant perceptions of gay social/sexual practice, Two-Spirits

ran the risk of being solely identified with the negative aspects of gay

society by Indian communities and their peers. Furthermore, activities
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seen as fulfilling negative stereotypes were explicitly linked to behaviors

that would lead to mental and physical illness. In most cases, ill health is

perceived in terms of several intersecting factors: lack of self-esteem,

alcoholism and drug abuse, and HIV infection. Individual, and thus

group, survivability is explicitly compromised by having unstable rela-

tionships, HIV infection as the result of alcoholism and drug abuse or

promiscuity, and mental instability as the result of self-esteem issues,

which is related to all of the above. Accordingly, a healthy Two-Spirit

person is one who does not behave in ways that could contribute to

perceptions of a connection between Two-Spirit people and those

things considered condemnable by mainstream Indian and non-Indian

societies or that negate one’s survivability. When I asked Mick about the

link between Two-Spirit societies and healthy living, he replied, “We

look at it as a more holistic thing, giving individuals a place to be who

they are, to socialize away from unhealthy things like alcohol and drugs,

to help build a sense of community, to help build a sense of self-esteem,

so that we can basically support each other in living healthy lives.”

Therefore, the positioning of the Two-Spirit body within unhealthy at-

mospheres is seen as potentially dangerous to the person as well as the

community. In this way, Two-Spirit society is often conceptualized as a

healthy alternative to the negative aspects of gay society and low self-

esteem. Ben and Mick comment on being healthy:

— Mick: Unfortunately, a lot of the people, both male and female, that we

would like to come to group are dealing with other issues that prevent them

from wanting to come. Until they are in a place where they’re ready to try

and deal with those things they probably won’t seek us out.

— Brian: Having been out to the bars with some of the guys in the group,

I noticed that some people we encounter appear reluctant to come to group

because they drink regularly, and are concerned about the sobriety focus.

How is this a factor in participation and health issues?

— Ben: When we do our skills-building class, we have incorporated a lot of

role playing and look at things that trigger you to do risky behaviors.

People have so many issues, alcohol being one, sex addiction and drugs
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being another. We talk about these things and people that don’t come

aren’t wanting to face it yet.

— Mick: We want to support each other in living healthy lives. Some

people aren’t ready to do that yet. I mean, so many people will come to gay

pride when we have our booth and sit at the drum with us. I think partly

shame is involved in their lack of regular participation. They fear that we

are going to judge them because they have done something that is un-

healthy for them. But we don’t judge. I mean, there are a large number of

people who are ready to stand up and try to live healthy lives that are

involved with this group.

— Ben: I have seen our people out at the gay bars totally partying and

drunk. When you have that as your number one love, you don’t ever want

to catch yourself too far from access to a drink. Those kinds of queens don’t

want to be around healthy people.

In an effort to promote stable relationships and a positive self-image

for Two-Spirit people, the Oklahoma group held what is referred to as a

“skills-building workshop” on the occasional Saturday. The two all-day

workshops I attended consisted of general introductions on condom

use, the distribution of printed materials produced by the Centers for

Disease Control and Indian Health Service, and a series of group exer-

cises. The main focus of the workshop is the avoidance of risky behav-

ior through self-acceptance and avoiding triggers that lead to compro-

mising behavior. Worksheets on identifying problem behaviors or

self-esteem issues were used to promote open discussion. The most re-

vealing responses during the workshop came when people divulged

various experiences in which they felt they had compromised their

health by consuming too much alcohol or participating in unprotected

sex, as well as negative aspects about their romantic relationships.

These discussions took the form of a talking circle, where an eagle

feather is passed from person to person and they responded to ques-

tions asked by Mick or Ben. Responses generally addressed the ways in

which people were reflecting on behaviors that compromised their re-

lationships or health. However, the overriding theme involved indi-
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viduals using their identity as Two-Spirit as a resource to overcome un-

healthy aspects of their behavior, negative relationships, or self-esteem

issues. Most people in the talking circle stated that once they had em-

phasized the Native aspects of their identity, they had more positive

feelings about being gay. They felt that identifying as Two-Spirit al-

lowed them to build their self-confidence and focus their attention on

what many characterized as the “more positive aspects of being gay and

Indian.”

There is an ebb and flow of individuals in and out of Two-Spirit so-

cial activities, reflecting the tension between Two-Spirit society as

healthy and the gay community as harmful. It was assumed that when

someone’s participation in Two-Spirit activities dropped off, they had

“gone back to the bars.” Going back to the bars is seen as an explicit

choice to prefer drinking and promiscuity over the self-control re-

quired to participate in Two-Spirit activities. But it is also seen as a

choice to turn specifically from the spirituality of Two-Spiritedness.

Accordingly, a common theme in distinguishing Two-Spirit from the

perceptibly negative gay social realm is the path to “getting healthy.”

Ben often told me that he felt he was living unhealthily when he first

came out and was going to the bars. Unhealthy living for Ben was

drinking excessively, doing drugs, and having sex with random people

at bathhouses and cruising spots, all of which he and others readily as-

sociated with mainstream gay society.

— Ben: We are all here on earth trying to find who we connect to and what

our purpose is in life. I feel like that when I became connected spiritually

[Two-Spirited], I started on that journey. When I first came out I partied.

I was a heavy drinker, heavy drug user. I was still searching and I just went

off the path. We start blocking out those parts of our lives [gayness,

Indianness] because we think it is wrong. We get so far off the path that we

start trying to find it in alcohol, drugs, whatever we can find to fill that

void. When I was going out to gay bars and getting drunk I was still on my

journey. I just had to learn that the two don’t mix [journey and alcohol].

I was in major denial about my gayness. I grew up in a mostly non-

Indian world. My dad was a minister. They made me feel ashamed. I

didn’t want to be Indian, because I wanted to fit in. I was running from
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everything: my gayness, my Indianness. You see, once I started on my jour-

ney as a Two-Spirit person I became healthy.

The bad habits of popular gay society also drove Andy to seek refuge in

his Native identity.

— Andy: I came out and immersed myself in gay culture. I moved to la,

went out to the bars, and did that whole scene. But there was always some

component of it, some element of it that didn’t fit. It was fine but it was a

culture surrounded around sex, especially gay male culture. It left out the

other elements that were part of who I am, the Indian and the gay ele-

ments that never communicated with one another.

I stumbled across this Two-Spirit community at a major gay event in

Washington and I figured out that I was not the only one who feels this

way. I was already doing work in the Colorado community, but it was HIV

work for gays, not Two-Spirit. The work I was doing didn’t make me feel

any better because I was experiencing the same racism and discrimination

in the gay community that I was experiencing in the general white com-

munity. I also needed that spiritual connection only found in the Indian

traditions.

Real Two-Spirits

Despite the ways Two-Spirit society offered an alternative to the gay

scene, the sheer number of Indian people I knew from local communi-

ties, powwows, and ceremonies who I then saw in gay bars was surpris-

ing to me. I was further surprised when those people involved in Indian

communities and the gay community separately, vehemently declined

to participate in Two-Spirit society and social activities. Mick, Ben, and

I had a discussion about this issue, where I became somewhat of an

informant.

— Brian: The other night I was out with some of my friends and there was

a whole group of gay Indians that I had seen out with Sheila before. I

started talking to them, and one of them said, “You aren’t gonna start talk-

ing about that damn group [Two-Spirit] again are you?” Mick, what do

you attribute to that attitude?
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— Mick: They may have had a negative experience in the group or with

group members before. They may be in denial about having HIV or their

risks for that. It could be the alcohol thing. I mean, for my information,

when you were talking to them, did you get an inkling of why they didn’t

want to participate?

— Brian: One guy, I think he is Choctaw. For him the issue was being

“out.” There were also some Comanche people who said they had never

been around the Indian community. They said that they had grown up in

Arizona, and gay people thought they were Mexican, and that was just fine

with them. In some way, they seemed not to care about being identified as

Indian by other people.

— Mick: So they don’t have any connection with their Indianness?

— Brian: Right. That’s the idea I got from them. To an extent, some of

them appeared to be worried about the real Indian thing. You know, being

judged about not knowing anything and the way they look or act.

In addition to the dilemmas that Two-Spirit men face in locating a

place for themselves in the gay community, they also attempt to negoti-

ate a place within Two-Spirit society. This negotiation involves manag-

ing the complications of contemporary Native identity politics. At any

one time Two-Spirit societies include people who grew up in families

immersed in traditional tribal culture, men whose first experience with

Indian culture is in the Two-Spirit society, men who grew up Christian

and were taught that Native traditional practices were satanic, and

those people whose claims of Indian identity draw suspicion from

other members of the Two-Spirit community. Two-Spirit society also

includes people who are of a high blood quantum and “look Indian”

but know very little about Native cultural practices. As often as I heard

individuals detail the social, sexual, and spiritual requirements of being

Two-Spirit, I heard people readily dismiss individuals identifying as

Two-Spirit based on how they looked, whether they were enrolled in a

tribe, and if the tribe required a high or low blood quantum, whether

they participated in their tribal culture, and if their upbringing, behav-

ior, and knowledge were characterized as traditional. Under these crite-
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ria, recognition of Two-Spirit identity became indistinguishable from

the criteria an individual would have to meet to be legitimately consid-

ered Indian by most mainstream and tribal community standards.7

Many individuals showed a disdain for racial ideologies such as “Indian

pedigrees” (blood quantum). But for the most part I witnessed, and

experienced firsthand, the exacting privilege maintained by those indi-

viduals who were characterized as phenotypically traditional looking,

grew up on “the rez,” or had politically and socially powerful families in

the Indian community. The dispensation that certain individuals expe-

rienced is almost exclusively a result of their adherence to dominant

standards, Indian and non-Indian, about who is the ideal type of per-

son to be called Indian. Inevitably, individuals are subject to the dis-

course on Indian identity as a means to determine who is legitimately

Two-Spirit and Indian as well as who is not. Individuals become sub-

jects of questions of authenticity, public and private, often grounded in

the semiotic markers between such socially recognized identities as

Two-Spirit, gay, Indian, and white. Accordingly, it is within the dialectic

of Indian, gay, and Two-Spirit where identity is figured, translated, and

acted out, resulting in a set of exclusionary and inclusive features based

on notions of cultural and racial authenticity.

Phillip Deloria’s study of “Indian play” discusses the intersection of

race and cultural practice where individuals who “imagined an acces-

sible Indian culture, also refigured racial difference around at least

three variables – genetic quantum, geographical residence, and cultural

attitude. The highest possible degree of authenticity inhered in the tra-

ditional, reservation-based full blood. The least authentic figure was

the progressive, urban, low-quantum mixed-blood” (1998:143). The

“commingling of racial essentialism with the behavior that helped de-

fine a culture,” as Deloria points out, complicates perceptions of the

authentic, thereby making all behavior, attitudes, appearance, and

practice subject to racialization (1998:143). Changing ideas about au-

thenticity through time have exacerbated Two-Spirit alienation. That

is, as the Indian societies came to question the social status of the gen-

der different over the last five centuries, the gender different became an
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unrecognizable part of many tribal cultures. Combining this form of

alienation with the myriad of ways “Indianness” can be defined by so-

cial characteristics, cultural participation, and tribal enrollment further

complicates definitions of what Two-Spirit is and who can legitimately

claim it as an identity. People’s dominant notions of authenticity led to

their dividing Two-Spiritedness into the ways it could be behaviorally

and physically manifested in signs and symbols. As we have seen with

the conceptual differences between gay and Two-Spirit, Two-Spirit

people have used dominant ideas on what constitutes authentically In-

dian, and thus authentically Two-Spirit. Two-Spirit men’s attempts to

sort out the influence of gay culture on Two-Spiritedness are matched

by their efforts to negotiate the politics of being Indian.

Most of the men I interviewed and interacted with showed disdain

for the use of blood quantum, tribal enrollment, and someone’s ap-

pearance as criteria for accepting people into Two-Spirit society. The

disturbing and destructive nature of racial essentialism in Indian soci-

ety came up frequently in everyday conversations and interviews. Yet

some Two-Spirit people readily employed essentialist ideals when dis-

cerning who had the right to call themselves Indian and thus Two-

Spirit. One of the most telling sources of the various opinions was the

yearlong debate over the criteria required to gain access to a Two-Spirit

web post, which ironically turned into a debate over what characteris-

tics a person should possess to be considered a “real” Two-Spirit.

When establishing the gay and lesbian Indian e-mail post group,

Juan, the creator and manager of the group, was grappling with the is-

sue of who should be allowed to join the group conversation and be

able to view some of the personal information being disseminated by e-

mail. To determine who could get access, Juan posed the question,

“Does appearance, cultural practices, knowledge of tribal customs, etc.,

impact your decision about who is Two-Spirit?” For over a year this

single question created a sometimes fierce dialogue directly addressing

the issue of blood- and community-derived identity. Immediately,

group members seized the opportunity to make their views on Two-

Spirit identity known, which inevitably included opinions on race,

blood quantum, and cultural participation:
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— Simon: My point is that the shared perspectives and values are more

likely to be common ground for those whose quantum is one quarter or

more. I really don’t care if one is enrolled or not. . . . I am more interested in

the socialization aspects and the nondilution of our voices. One example is

the fact that a person who is 1/64th (or less) Indian can be an enrolled

member of the Cherokee tribe. Now, am I to believe this person is likely to

have our shared values and should automatically be part of this group?

Don’t think so. If this person ever has a nosebleed, (s)he will be in deep

shit.

— Chance: What you are asking us to define is, Who is Native? An easy

way is, of course, enrollment. But how accurate is this? Does this mean that

those individuals who are not enrolled are not, in fact, Native simply be-

cause they are not eligible for benefits?

Practice of culture is not necessarily an indicator either. Many of us

know people who are full blood and do not identify with their heritage at

all. There are also people who, like myself, are mixed blood and quite light,

who are vested in their culture and those practices. I believe that we need to

try very hard to not exclude those who may not be able to document their

lineage but believe themselves to be two-spirited.

— Paul: This is a very emotional issue for groups of our culture to address.

In my tribe, acceptance was granted for many diverse groups of people, not

only those born into the tribe. Persons who had proven themselves to be

worthy of tribal acceptance ranged from white, black, Hispanic, and other

Indian tribes. Acceptance did not mean specifically tribal membership, al-

though some were granted this privilege, but all were allowed to live and

participate freely with the tribal consigns. As for myself, I am enrolled but

I also have to stop and consider what that specifically means. Blood quan-

tum to me is a term that was invented by the white government as a means

to insure all the subdued (a polite term) Indian nations [were] recorded on

the rolls of the Bureau of Indian Affairs–approved registry.

In making the unambiguous connection between individual defini-

tions of what it means to be Two-Spirit and mainstream conceptions

about blood and cultural Indianness in contemporary society, Two-
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Spirit men readily applied dominant community standards about au-

thenticity to themselves and one another. As opinions vary from those

who saw Indian identity based on blood and those who saw it embed-

ded in community participation and recognition, they reveal ways in

which ongoing debates in tribal communities are reflected in Two-

Spirit ideas of identity.

Considering that more than three quarters of the Two-Spirit people I

knew would identify as mixed blood, it is not surprising that many of

them showed tremendous contempt for blood quantum as an indicator

of Two-Spiritedness or as a prerequisite for individuals to participate in

Two-Spirit society.

— Andy: I have worked very hard in my life to cast off all vestiges of colo-

nialism. I am a mixed blood and I know very well who I am and have no

doubts about how “Indian” I am. What I have experienced, however, even

within the indigenous communities, are forms of racism so deep-seated

they could only have come from teachings of the white man. There is, at

times, righteousness with those that have been registered that I lose all

hope for there ever being a return to the “place of harmony” that our an-

cestors knew.

— Glen: Attitudes are there where people say, “Who is he to tell me some-

thing ’cause he’s mixed blood?” I can see why people are suspicious of

mixed bloods because of the wannabe thing, and when people meet me I

can tell they are a little standoffish.

Mick, as a mixed blood, was particularly vulnerable to the onslaught

of racial politics. Mick could trace his ancestry through the Cherokee

and Lumbee tribes and African American slaves. However, Mick’s com-

plexion and physical features did not reveal this ancestry. As a blond-

haired, blue-eyed man of light complexion, Mick was well aware of the

doubt his claims to Native ancestry created. Because Mick’s family was

not involved in any Indian communities and did not emphasize that

aspect of their heritage, he could not draw on the cultural capital that

family connections or cultural knowledge often provide. Mick continu-

ously updated Ben and me on the status of his getting an enrollment
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card from the Lumbees, as not having a relative on the proper Cherokee

roll made the Lumbees his only option for citizenship in a nation. A

tribal membership card was the only conceivable way to “prove” his

ancestry to other Indians, considering his lack of features endorsed by

society as stereotypically Indian. For Mick, being accepted by other In-

dians was twofold. He wanted to be accepted as Native by the larger

Indian community, but also by other Two-Spirit people.

As one of the leaders of the gcs, Mick was in a vulnerable position for

racial criticism. Mick was in charge of HIV community outreach for

the clinic and often traveled to tribal headquarters and Indian Health

Service clinics around Oklahoma, Kansas, Arkansas, and Texas to con-

duct presentations on HIV and gay and lesbian issues. From the very

beginning the communities were reluctant to grant Mick the status of

“Indian,” which further complicated his mission of informing others

about the threat of HIV to Indian people. Mick felt that being open

about his sexuality combined with his lack of Indian features com-

pounded his lack of legitimacy for other Indian peoples. Indian

people’s initial responses to Mick’s presentations on Native gender di-

versity and HIV were almost formulaic. Besides questioning the accep-

tance of same-sex relations in historic Native America, people would

question Mick’s authority as a “white person” on Indian sexuality and

health matters. When Mick asserted his ancestral background to the

participants, it only increased their doubt and put him into the cat-

egory of wannabe. Mick commented on people’s reactions: “Over the

years people have grown to be more accepting of me, because they see

me being respectful and acting in a good way. But there will always be

people that doubt my Indianness.”

Mick experienced doubt not only from the Oklahoma Indian com-

munity at large but also from other Two-Spirit men. Mick’s commit-

ment to the cause of HIV prevention, treatment, and social rights for

the infected helped legitimize his leadership role in the gcs. Yet people

were reluctant to see him as an authority on Native cultural practices.

In the last six months of Mick’s time as director of the gcs, a large num-

ber of new members joined the group. Among the new members were a

group of men who were recognizably Native and knowledgeable about
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their tribal culture. Unlike longtime members of the gcs, they were

more publicly vocal about issues of racial and cultural authenticity.

Shortly after the arrival of the new men, Mick resigned his position at

the clinic to become the director of a nonprofit agency. At Mick’s fare-

well party, some of the men voiced their opinions about his claim to

Indianness. When Ben asked us to tell a way Mick had touched our

lives, most of the men told funny stories about their experiences with

Mick or how he had inspired them. When it was Neal’s turn, he said,

“When I first met Mick, I thought, ‘Wow he’s hot, but Indian, no way!’”

Neal’s comment opened the door for other men to proclaim their

doubt about Mick’s Indianness. It was not long before Mick made a

quick and irritated exit. Six months later I saw Mick and asked him about

that night, to which he replied, “At my new job I don’t have to care about

race anymore. I know who I am and no one asks me to prove it.”

Mick was well liked among the gcs but the men turned to Ben when

they needed some advice or knowledge about Indian social or cultural

practices. Ben is by popular standards more Indian looking because he

has dark skin, dark eyes, and wears his black hair in braids. Ben fre-

quently wore multiple pieces of turquoise jewelry and dressed in the

style of the Western Indian. Ben also has extensive contacts in the In-

dian community and is privy to gossip about tribal and urban Indian

politics. gcs group members repeatedly referred to Ben as being “more

Indian” than Mick, no doubt a result of his looks and cultural knowl-

edge. When I asked a few people why it was important to make this

distinction, they felt that Ben had experienced more of the same kinds

of discrimination that they had. But they also felt that having Ben as a

leader made the gcs look like “we are real Indians” and that “other Indi-

ans [gay and non-gay] would be less suspicious of us and we will be taken

more seriously if we all don’t look like a bunch of white people pretending

to be Indian.” Feeling as if their fellow Two-Spirits shared their racial expe-

riences was an important aspect of building a community, but presenting

their best possible face to seem “real” was also important.

Dale told me multiple times that he should be the leader of a Two-

Spirit society, because he was the “only full blood in the group.” Dale

was in fact registered with his tribe as a full blood, and had all of the
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physical features that would make him recognizably Native. Having a

“real Indian” as the leader and the person who would represent the

Two-Spirit society to other people was important for the legitimacy it

would give to the organization. Dale assumed that new members at a

Two-Spirit group meeting would be more likely to continue to partici-

pate if the other members looked phenotypically Indian and behaved

in recognizably Indian ways. A real Indian not only would be more rec-

ognizable by the non-Indian gay community, and therefore more likely

to be believed, but also could further legitimize Two-Spirit as a racially

authentic identity to other Native people. The fear was that other Indi-

ans would see Two-Spirit people as a group of wannabe Indians or New

Age lesbigays. What prevented Dale’s rise to a leadership role in a Two-

Spirit community was his lack of knowledge about his tribal practices

as well as common Native cultural practices. That is, Dale’s lack of cul-

tural knowledge did not match the assumptions generated by his physi-

cal features. Upon meeting Dale, most people assumed that he was a

full blood who had grown up on a reservation in a decidedly traditional

family. However, Dale was what the men referred to as a “city Indian,” in

that he grew up in a city or town without access to his tribal religion or

participating in powwows. By not knowing much of his tribal culture,

Dale’s racial assertions were somewhat turned on their head. Ironically

though, Dale enjoyed an authenticity unavailable to the less Indian

looking but more knowledgeable men.

Initially I was alarmed by the ways Two-Spirit men used racial deter-

minism to delineate who was a real Two-Spirit and who was not. Yet

again, Sean forcefully reminded me, “Brian, you act like we are not Indi-

ans. I mean we [Indians] use the way someone looks to figure out

whether someone is Indian or not all the time. Just because we are gay

we’re supposed to accept everyone who comes through the door? My

tribe isn’t gonna do that, so why would I?”

Two-Spirits and “New Age Lesbigays”

Even though they employ racial determinism in their discernment of

identity, Two-Spirit men are by and large more accepting of people who
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are not phenotypically Indian looking or enrolled in a specific tribe

than are the majority of tribal communities. As a result of their com-

pound alienation as gay and Indian, Two-Spirit men felt that they

needed to be more welcoming to other people, otherwise they risk rein-

forcing the kinds of discrimination they are fighting against. This cau-

tious welcoming of new people has made Two-Spirit societies a route

for non-Indian New Age lesbigays to gain access to Native ceremonial

and social practices.8 Like Two-Spirit men, the New Age lesbigays feel

alienated from more mainstream religions and other social outlets.

They, too, face the quandary of either hiding their sexual orientation to

be more acceptable to their families and communities, or being out and

attempting to locate social circles where they are welcome. The desire to

find a place where they are welcome, combined with the romanticiza-

tion of Native cultural practices within the New Age religious and neo-

hippie movement, motivates many non-Indian lesbigays to answer

Two-Spirit societies’ ads in gay newspapers and posters hung in bars.

Some Two-Spirit men have come to see them as permanent fixtures

who can contribute to the overall cause, whereas others see them as a

constant annoyance that diverts the social and political goals of the

group back into white stereotypes of Indians.

One incident has come to define the ways Two-Spirit people see New

Age lesbigays. Glen, Matt, and Jeff were putting up a tipi for meetings

and ceremonies at the campsite of the Denver Society gathering. A few

other people were helping out by holding onto lodge poles. Glen was

clearing rocks and twigs from the tipi site. A little pine sapling was in

the way of one of the poles, and Glen jerked it out of the ground, roots

and all, tossing it into the brush. Immediately a girl I did not know

moaned, holding her chest, and said, “Oh God, I felt that.” We all started

cracking up; we honestly thought she was joking. But she was dead seri-

ous, as we quickly learned, and very upset at Glen’s lack of respect for

nature, reminding everyone “such disrespect was not the Indian way.”

News of this “freakish” and “granola” behavior spread through the

camp rapidly, particularly the men’s camp, and soon became a running

joke. This incident has become a notorious example of “wannabe be-
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havior” among the Two-Spirit witnesses, and years later is often told

anecdotally. The group’s opinion of the girl’s status as a wannabe or

“New Age granola” was exacerbated by her lightness of complexion and

her not being enrolled in a tribe or knowing much of everyday Native

culture. But it was the “New Agey” things she said and did that solidified

others’ impressions of her.

Not long after my first research trip to Colorado, I realized that the

Denver Society drew considerable interest from Boulder-based New

Age lesbigays. “New Age lesbigay” is a phrase often applied to gays and

lesbians who are seeking a form of spiritual participation through the

socially liberal New Age religious movement, which focuses on a syn-

cretism of non-Western traditions, particularly ancient Egyptian, Na-

tive American, Hindu, and Buddhist. For gays and lesbians, this move-

ment emphasizes spiritual fulfillment outside the largely homophobic

Christian religion. The Two-Spirit men mostly referred to the non-Na-

tive New Age lesbigays as “granolas” and “New Age wannabes.” The

Denver group’s spiritual focus and proximity to large pockets of New

Age liberals made them particularly susceptible to lesbigay spiritual in-

terests. Denver, Boulder, and surrounding communities are widely

known to have a significant population of social liberals. The result is

that many students and young professionals are seeking enrichment

from non-Western cultural and religious ideas. Organizations such as

the Naropa Institute in Boulder make Hinduism, Buddhism, and Na-

tive religious practices available to the general public. The interest in

and availability of non-Western religions has led New Age lesbigays to

see participation in Two-Spirit organizations as another form of per-

sonal and social fulfillment. Accordingly, there are a significant number

of people who attempt to involve themselves in Two-Spirit society who

have vague Indian ancestry and little or no experience with everyday

ways of being Indian. Two-Spirit men had strong feelings about non-

Indian gays’ co-opting of Native traditions.

— Burt: My own belief is that [allowing non-Indians to participate]

would be a great disservice to the group. Wouldn’t you agree that every-

thing else about Indians has already undergone cultural appropriation by
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outsiders? I do sympathize with outsiders who have no heritage that allows

or dignifies their existence.

— Jim: I also believe that we need to exclude those who are simply curious.

Through colonization and Western religion, many of us have developed a

negative image of who and what we are. This is a place to become more

comfortable with ourselves and with those who are like us in a setting of

privacy and community without the ever-present voyeurism that follows

Native people in the world at large.

— Andy: For both the gathering and the listserv out of the Bay Area, the

solution was simple. Ask the individual if they are Indian, what relation-

ship they have with their community, what do they call themselves, and

why they want to join. In my experience, if a person does not belong, you

will know it and can politely decline their request.

— Zach: I personally have mixed feelings about non-Indians becoming

involved with Native ways. We are taught to accept who comes, that they

are supposed to be a part of what happens, but there are also many who

want a spiritual vacation, or have been Native in a past life and feel that

they should be accepted. I loathe having to educate these individuals and

would prefer that they go to receive their training from those persons who

have been given the gift to teach these things. There are too many people

who want a quick fix of the Native spiritual way of life.

Suspicions about non-Indian lesbigays fuel an intense scrutiny of

new participants whose motives and claims to Indianness appear ques-

tionable. The first thing newcomers to a Two-Spirit society notice is the

onslaught of questions about where they are from and who are their

people – what Sheila refers to as the “Indian test.” Zach explains, “I do

have to be honest in saying that when someone approaches me about

being Indian, I do have certain criteria that I go by. I want to know

where they grew up and if it was on a rez, and if they grew up with some

sort of connection to their spirituality.” Frequently, New Age lesbigays

lack the kinds of knowledge one would expect them to have if they were

Indian, namely their tribal affiliation. New Age neophytes who were

questioned about their tribal ancestry “seemed to pull a tribe out of the
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air” or told of a “long-held secret of Indian ancestry” in their family. At

the first Two-Spirit meeting I attended, I immediately noticed that

when we went around the room to introduce ourselves, everyone said

their name and their tribal affiliation. In this way, new individuals are

often publicly put on the spot. If others share that affiliation, they

would ask the newcomers about their family names to see if they were

related and no doubt test their claims. Individuals who did not have

believable connections with a tribe or basic knowledge of Indian social

customs, such as humor, drew the suspicion of other Two-Spirit people.

Native societies in general rely on an individual’s ability to express the

legitimacy of their claims through associations with specific tribal

communities or customs. These “Indian tests” serve as a way not only to

get a sense of another person’s experiences but also to ascertain some-

one’s motives for participating in Two-Spirit society.

Two-Spirit men are politely welcoming, but at the same time, the

presence of New Age lesbigays created a considerable amount of con-

flict among people in the Denver group. The conflict lay in how the

men viewed the role of newcomers, who may be Indians with little cul-

tural knowledge, New Age lesbigays with suspect claims to Indianness,

and non-Indian gays desiring a connection to Native cultural practices.

Some Two-Spirit men see the welcoming of non-Indians and New Age

lesbigays as an act of true traditionalism, in the spirit of the practice of

adopting people from other tribes or non-Indians into one’s commu-

nity. Others see the influence of non-Indians as diffusing Two-Spirit

society’s focus on the issues faced by gay and lesbian Natives. Two-

Spirit men who had direct knowledge of their culture, had grown up in

Indian communities or on reservations, and maintained participation

in Native social practices were often the most put off by the presence of

New Age lesbigays. However, Two-Spirit men who did not have access

to their tribal ceremonies and those who were not exposed to their

tribal religious practices as children were also drawn to New Age inter-

pretations of Native religious practices. Those New Agers who were rec-

ognizably Indian or enrolled were often given more opportunities to

gain the trust of the other men. They were at least seen as having had

some of the same racial and political experiences of other Natives.
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I became acutely aware of the conflict over New Agers at the Denver

Society gathering. As Robert and I walked up the hill to the camp, Jack

greeted us with “Finally some real Indians are here.” (I took my inclu-

sion into “real Indians” as more a sign of courtesy than anything else.) It

was day six of the ten-day gathering, and clashes over the New Agers

threatened to tear the camp apart. This gathering drew a larger number

of people than in years before. Publicity through various gay media

sources and word of mouth had brought almost 100 gays, lesbians, and

some of their non-Indian partners to the camp from around the United

States and Canada. Unlike the male-focused gcs gathering, the Denver

group included Native lesbians in their annual gathering, as their par-

ticipation was considered important to the indigenous gay rights cause.

Despite the effort at inclusion, there was an inevitable division between

the women and men at the camp. The women viewed the men as adher-

ing far too rigidly to the gender structure of contemporary Native soci-

ety, especially when it came to sweat lodges. The sweat lodge, as it is

practiced as a general ceremony in popular Native culture, has a taboo

against the participation of women “who are on their moon” (menstru-

ating), especially in “mixed lodges” of men and women. The taboo re-

stricting ceremonial access for women during their menses is fairly

common in multiple tribal societies.9 The issue of having menstruating

women in the sweat lodges held twice a day caused significant contro-

versy, so much so that a “council meeting” had to be called to put the

issue before gathering attendees. The men saw adhering to such taboos

as a traditional necessity. To make matters worse, Jacob’s father, who

had traveled from Arizona as a spiritual advisor, would not perform

mixed lodges. The women argued that if Two-Spirit people are in fact

of both male and female spirits, then the gender rules concerning cer-

emonies should not apply, especially in a Two-Spirit context. The

women took the men’s insistence on menstruation taboos as a sign of

their reinforcing the gender hierarchy that they all were attempting to

challenge. The result of these disagreements led to a division of the

camp into the “lesbian camp” and those men that sided with them, and

the “men’s camp” and the women who sided with them.
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The division in the camp had less to do with gender than with divi-

sions over those “who knew” and who did not. That is, the women’s

camp became associated with those people who did not have the ap-

propriate kinds of knowledge to be included in the symbolic param-

eters of the “knowing.” The people recognized as the “knowing” were

largely made up of the men and women who had grown up on reserva-

tions or in culturally active urban communities. They were also the

people who often led ceremonies such as sweat lodges. The men’s camp

came to view itself as a haven of cultural certainty. Inevitably, the wom-

en began having their own sweat lodges that included those women

who were on their moon. The effect of this division eventually led to my

not being able to talk with many of the Two-Spirit women, seeing as I

am a male and a “friend of the men’s camp.” The tension was finally

broken at the giveaway on the final day of camp when Andy gave the

women’s camp leader, Ida, his eagle-wing fan.

The ill feelings over gender rules were exacerbated by the men’s belief

that most of the New Agers were “colonizing” the Two-Spirit camp. No

more than 15 minutes after my arrival, Sheila and Jack were updating

me on the “wannabe behaviors” of the “New Age granolas.” One of the

first stories I heard was about a “possessed” hand drum. A few people

were hanging around the fire singing, as was the practice after dinner,

when a man became distraught and threw his hand drum into the

campfire, claiming “it was filled with demon spirits.” When telling the

story, Zach joked, “What kind of Indian throws a perfectly good hand

drum into a fire?” Eagerness to make one’s intensity of spirituality or

“medicine” known to others is something that divided the New Agers

from the men who identified themselves as the “real Indians.” Being a

“real Indian” did not reside only in one’s knowledge of ceremonial

practices. As Sheila mocked, “Let’s face it. Most of the stuff you need to

know about having a sweat lodge, you can find in books by anthropolo-

gists. These people have to have a ceremony every time a tree falls or a

pigeon feather hits the ground.” Sean saw a contradiction in the New

Agers’ intense interest in Native culture: “What’s puzzling to me is, why

are these vegetarians so interested in a culture based on the exploitation

of animals? I mean, everything from the traditional foods we eat to our
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regalia is based on animals. Indians respected nature, yes. But we were

also very violent people who had to do severe things to live in our

world. So I think it’s odd that those guys [New Agers] admire us so

much.”

By demanding vegetarian meals at camps and eating natural foods,

insisting on natural soaps, dressing in Birkenstock sandals and other

clothes associated with New Age hippies, and wearing “shaman bags”

with crystals in them around their necks, many people solidified their

New Age wannabe status. The men’s camp balked at these idealized vi-

sions of the “naturalness” of Native spirituality and culture. More im-

portant, however, than food choice or clothes was the fact that many of

the people marked as New Age wannabes were seen as displaying a nar-

cissistic view of their own spirituality, which is not considered a noble

value among most Native people. Sheila came to make fun of people

who had what she called “medicine man syndrome,” referring to the

New Age idea that everyone has the ability to become a medicine per-

son, and it is up to the individual to claim his or her own spiritual

power or “medicine” by whatever means necessary. In most tribal cul-

tures individuals gain their right to perform ceremonies through a se-

ries of interactions with the spirit world, through which they receive a

“calling.” Fulfilling the rights and responsibilities of their vocation is

then obtained through the process of learning under the tutelage of

someone “who knows.” Besides the sacrifices involved in learning the

required knowledge and living a life in service of the people, they also

must have the approval of their tribal society to effectively perform cer-

emonies. That is, they must be recognized by their fellow tribespeople

as having the proper knowledge and abilities.

However, for the New Agers, becoming a “medicine person” was

merely a process of studying and learning by whatever means available,

whether from a guidebook or a long weekend at a seminar. Most of the

people recognized as New Age lesbigays insisted on their being Indian,

yet they lacked access to the tribal connections necessary to obtain

community-sanctioned knowledge or the performance of ceremonies.

Rather, much of their knowledge comes from books on Native religion,
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instructional classes on performing ceremonies, and to the chagrin of

many tribal peoples, from medicine men seeking financial gain. On the

whole, they are instructed in Plains-style religious practices, particu-

larly the Seven Rites of the Lakota, also known as the Pipe Religion.

Through their studies they learn to perform sweat lodges, say prayers in

Lakota, conduct pipe ceremonies, and perform parts of the Sun Dance

and vision quests. Many times they will supplement these ceremonies

with other religious philosophies, mostly Eastern ones such as Bud-

dhism. Some of the New Age lesbigays, though recognized as having

ambiguous claims to Native ancestry, were quite knowledgeable about

tribal customs. In some cases they were recognized as having more

knowledge about ceremonial practices than people actually from that

tribe.

Despite their proficiency in Native culture, New Age lesbigays repre-

sent a contradiction for many of the people who not only grew up at-

tending ceremonies among their own tribes but also “grew up Indian.”

The men frequently reminded me that being Indian and Two-Spirit was

about more than one’s participation in ceremonialism. Being a Two-

Spirit man was also about one’s experiences as an Indian person, which

not only included being a member of a community with connections to

historical societies and cultural practices but also experiencing the dis-

advantages that go with being different in America. They saw the New

Agers as coming from a position of privilege and as completely lacking

in the class experiences caused by racism and ethnocentrism. That is,

Two-Spirit men assumed the New Age wannabes’ lack of outward signs

of Indianness, such as dark skin or historic surnames like Four Arrows,

had given them certain socioeconomic advantages. The men were con-

fused as to why the New Age wannabes mobilized this privilege to sup-

posedly choose their own race. It was then puzzling that they were ei-

ther lying about having Indian ancestry or exaggerating it simply to

gain access to Two-Spirit social activities. In one alcohol-infused con-

versation, Zach worked himself into a frenzy and asked me if I thought

“these wannabes were going to go to the reservation and start living in

shit holes, with no job and eat commodities?” I replied with a firm

“probably not.”
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Nonparticipant Viewers

Overeager New Age wannabes are countered by another category of

persons, which Ben referred to as the “nonparticipant viewers.” Non-

participant viewers are Two-Spirit men of Native ancestry who might

look Native and are enrolled or have explicit ties to a tribe but have no

significant knowledge of or participation in their tribal culture or

knowledge of popular Indian culture such as powwows. These men are

involved in Two-Spirit organizations but seek to draw different benefits

from the experience. The nonparticipant viewer is defined by his ten-

dency to observe but show no interest in being culturally Indian. That

is, these men would sit for hours watching powwows or stomp dances

but would decline to participate. They had no desire to learn to bead,

did not wear Native jewelry, and did not wish to participate in any kind

of singing or ceremonies. According to Ben, the absence of interest in

cultural knowledge is the result of several factors for these Two-Spirit

men. First, they grew up feeling ashamed of their sexual orientation

and as a result alienated themselves from tribal social life. Second, they

had a family that completely turned away from Native cultural prac-

tices for social and religious reasons. And third, they were raised at a

geographic distance from their tribal community. Ben saw that the

men’s lack of contact with tribal or popular Indian customs throughout

their lives had created “an entire generation of Two-Spirit men with no

idea what it means to be an Indian.” Nonparticipants had indeed expe-

rienced what it was like to be recognizably Indian by name, looks, and

enrollment, but lacked the kinds of experiences that would give them

the knowledge to understand Indian humor or know specifics of their

tribal social customs.

By Ben’s definition, the gcs had the largest number of nonpartici-

pant viewers, and these men shared similar backgrounds. Most were

brought up in intensely Christian homes, most were in the closet (some

were even married), and many bore a marker that tied them to Native

or tribal identity, such as appearance, surname, or tribal enrollment.

Despite self-identifying as Native, their lack of knowledge of historic

tribal culture or popular Indian culture created difficulties for the men.
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Other gcs members would often associate the nonparticipants’ mark-

ers of Indianness with cultural authority, particularly with what is

defined as “traditionalism.” Traditionalism in popular Native society

basically refers to the social and cultural practices seen as having the

closest connection to precontact Native culture. According to this logic,

a Lakota who practices the Pipe Religion would be considered tradi-

tional, whereas a Catholic Lakota would not. For example, in the begin-

ning of my research, I often made the mistake of assuming that some-

one who identified as Creek and lived in the geographic region where

Creeks were concentrated had experiences with Creek Stomp Dance

practices. My misstep was met with the statement, “We are Church

people,” meaning that their family was Christian and involved with an

Indian Christian church. Other times individuals gave sociohistoric

reasons, such as “My family are all city Indians,” for their own or their

family’s lack of knowledge of traditionalism or lack of participation in

certain practices. As a result of their Christian and urban upbringing,

most nonparticipants had little desire to take part in the non-Christian

rituals of traditionalism, such as smudging or singing at the drum. Ben

and Mick made numerous attempts to teach gcs members how to sing

at the drum, learn tribally specific practices such as the Stomp Dance,

or help them put together their powwow regalia. Most of these attempts

were met with a burst of enthusiasm that quickly petered out or were

resisted by a total lack of interest. gcs meetings that focused on learning

a traditional practice, such as singing or beading, were often met with a

lack of enthusiasm and poor attendance. As Ben pointed out in frustra-

tion, “Many of these queens are scared of traditional culture because

they were programmed to be ashamed of being gay as well as being

Indian.”

What troubled culturally active Two-Spirit men about the nonpar-

ticipant viewers was the disconnect they represented between being an

Indian and the kinds of social and cultural practices everyone felt

should embody Two-Spirit identity. The nonparticipant lacked the

kinds of behavioral attributes and social participations that symbolize

contemporary Indian and tribal identity. As we have seen, Two-Spirit

men distinctly believe that participating in Native social and ceremo-
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nial culture is a crucial aspect of Two-Spirit identity. Nonparticipant

viewers, however, showed little interest in incorporating ceremonial

knowledge and practice into their lives. It was assumed that these men

cared little about being Native and cared more about being gay. Yet oth-

ers more thoughtfully characterized nonparticipants as individuals

who chose to limit their participation in ceremonial activities deemed

Indian for religious reasons, or people who had yet to become comfort-

able with bringing their sexuality and racial identity into their notion

of self. Many men could not fathom why an individual who readily

identified himself as Indian would not be interested in participating in

Native ceremonial and social activities. As a counselor of Native men,

Ben was well aware that many of these men were simply scared to par-

ticipate. They were scared that they would embarrass themselves, that

other Indians would make fun of them for doing something wrong, or

they had made a negative association between the heteronormative as-

pect of Indian culture and their own sexuality and gender identity. Ben

saw the nonparticipant viewer as yet another example of the ways Two-

Spirit men have difficulty finding a place for themselves.

Ben inevitably placed the responsibility for gay Native men’s difficul-

ties in finding a place for themselves squarely on the shoulders of tribal

communities: “What are our people [Two-Spirit] supposed to do?

These queens don’t know anything because they were never given the

chance, and now they want to get back into their culture but are afraid.

They are afraid of the people that are supposed to be their relations.”
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The ways in which Two-Spirit men see themselves as unwanted by

their communities can overwhelm how they see themselves as Native

peoples. At the same time, Two-Spirit organizations such as the Green

Country Society and the Denver Society focus on giving Two-Spirit

men the opportunity to “be Two-Spirit.” Being a Two-Spirit man, as I

was often reminded, goes beyond simply being Indian men who have

sex with other men, which is how most non-gay Indians see them.

Rather, it is a way for people to be part of a historic gender-diversity

tradition, which is how the men see themselves. In order to do this,

Two-Spirit men are actively negotiating tribal and popular Native

American culture, as well as sexuality and gender difference, to create

cultural practices that are distinctly Two-Spirit. These cultural practices

are a syncretism of strict traditional tribal ceremonial practices, popu-

lar supra-Indian identity, and contemporary gay identity. This syncre-

tism proves to be a way for Two-Spirit men not to completely turn away

from their Native, or tribal, identities, but rather as a way to resist the

kinds of oppression discussed in the previous chapter.

Meeting Two-Spirit Needs with Ceremonialism

In all my discussions with Andy, from the very first, he emphasized un-

remittingly the need for Two-Spirit people to be involved in spiritual

activities. Andy was by far the most vehement about the necessity for

Two-Spirit people to connect with either their individual tribal spiritu-

ality or participate in a Two-Spirit ceremonial community. Andy’s ef-

forts were focused on providing opportunities for Two-Spirit people to

learn and be involved in ceremonial practices. The logic of Andy’s ap-

proach is that a spiritually committed Two-Spirit person was more

likely to find his/her way to self-acceptance. Also, Two-Spirit persons

who had specialized knowledge, such as how to conduct ceremonies,

would be less likely to be judged solely on their sexual orientation and
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would be more likely to find their way back into a significant role in

their tribal community.

As a result of Andy’s push for spiritual solidarity, the Denver Society

placed a particular emphasis on being a ceremonial community

through their perfection of ritual knowledge and practices. In fact,

many Two-Spirit societies across North America consider the Denver

group to be the religious specialists of the larger Two-Spirit commu-

nity. Often they would be invited to other Two-Spirit societies’ gather-

ings to “bring the spiritual component” by holding sweat lodge and

pipe ceremonies and advising Two-Spirit people on the ways they could

bring more spirituality into their social practices. One of the essential

functions of the Colorado society is teaching Two-Spirit people Native

spiritual ways through weekly meetings and their annual Wenakuo

gathering. Andy describes the purpose of providing this service for

Two-Spirit people:

We needed to begin the work. Start a school, if we can use that analogy. We

needed to actually begin teaching people how to go back to this spiritual

role. Realize that we had to go back to the basics for most people, such as

learning what the medicines are, how to interact with an elder in how you

treat them, how to show respect. We had to teach stuff that many people

learn and take for granted in our community. A lot of people hadn’t been

around their tribes; some had been adopted and raised by whites. Some of

them had parents who rejected Indian ways.

To help this situation, I went to some Two-Spirit elders and told them

that I wanted to start a camp for teaching, and I asked for their blessing.

And they told me that they would support such a camp.

Andy himself was one of the people who had “lost contact” with the

spiritual part of being Indian as a young man removed from his tribal

community. In an attempt to “do the work” of teaching people to fulfill

their traditional roles, Andy began to expand his own knowledge of cer-

emonial practices. Prior to organizing the Wenakuo gathering with the

input of Sheila and Glen, Andy had been studying under some Lakota

elders.
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— Andy: At this point I had already been assisting a woman who would

put people on the hill [vision quest] and other ceremonies. I had been

working side by side with her and she was teaching me all the ceremonies.

She was giving me the work to do, and I was also helping my uncle Will. I

had already gone on the hill, but I knew giving this knowledge to other

people was something we had to do.

Andy shared his knowledge with other people in the Denver group and

also relied on group members who had extensive experience with their

own tribal ceremonial practices. Eventually, with the knowledge that

Andy had gained from willing elders and the help of other Two-Spirit

people, in 1998 the Denver group held its first Wenakuo gathering north

of Colorado Springs. At the first camp they “put someone on the hill”

for a vision quest and held pipe ceremonies and daily sweat lodges.

Two-Spirit gatherings sponsored by other societies included activities

such as pipe ceremonies and sweat lodges, but they also included drag

shows and other nonspiritual components. Consistently, I was re-

minded that Wenakuo was only for ceremony and ceremonial training.

— Andy: We learned that this was something very much needed in the

Two-Spirit community. It was very different than the other gatherings be-

cause it wasn’t a place just to come together and laugh; it was a place of

prayer. Everything we did was teaching people how to not be destructive,

but to be prayerful.

Over the years we have had the camp, and many more people come each

year. What this told us is that we were doing things right. It was a space

where people were able to come together as a community, cohesively, and

learn the things they needed to learn so they could again walk the spiritual

path and take on those roles in their own communities.

The ceremonial culture of the Denver Society is decidedly Plains-

focused and relies heavily on the Seven Rites of the Lakota. Andy ex-

plained that the Lakota focus is influenced by three factors. First, Den-

ver was a major relocation city for Lakota people in the 1950s and con-

tinues to be a place where there is a significant accumulation of older,
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spiritually knowledgeable people and younger people (including gay

men) escaping reservations. Second, and more importantly, Lakota el-

ders and medicine people were the only Natives in the Denver area will-

ing to help Two-Spirit people find a spiritual focus. Third, the Lakota

people are one of the few societies that have a historical memory into

the 20th century of multiple gender roles. Therefore, some of the peo-

ple Andy worked with had knowledge (mostly through legend) of the

actual roles that gender-different people took in that tribal tradition

and could provide vital information on the “right way” to incorporate

their role into ceremonialism. Andy also assumed that a tribal culture

that most recently had an intact place for the gender different would be

the most likely to accept Two-Spirits becoming involved.1

My first experience with the Denver Society’s spiritualism came early

in my research, at the 1999 Wenakuo camp. There I attended a sweat

lodge conducted in the Lakota way. Shortly after the ceremony began, I

noticed that many of the men and women participants did not know

the songs or prayers of the Lakota lodge, me included. To keep the cer-

emony going, Andy passed a hand drum and asked specific people to

sing spiritual songs from their own tribal cultures. People who knew

the songs sang along, attempted to sing along, or sat reverently quiet.

There were no fewer than 15 tribes represented in that sweat lodge, and

of that number, more than half sang spiritual songs from their own

ceremonial cultures. I was impressed by the way Andy had used the

form of the Lakota sweat lodge as a foundation for a ceremony that

came to include such a diverse group of people. The lodge was con-

ducted much like any other Lakota sweat lodge in that the ceremonial

details were intact, such as the way the heated rocks had been gathered,

the order of entry into the lodge, the number of times the lodge door

was opened, and the sequence of events inside the lodge. Yet Andy had

effectively included tribal differences, such as having a female fire

keeper and smoking a “women’s chanupa” (pipe) after the lodge, with-

out disturbing, as he explained it, the fundamental values and content

of the ceremony.

Andy’s efforts at making ceremonial practices accessible to everyone
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was not without controversy. Some Two-Spirit men, particularly those

of Lakota and Dakota ancestry, criticized the ceremonial practices for

being incorrect and some of the participants and leaders for their lack

of knowledge. They felt that Andy’s attempts to include everyone had

greatly diluted the content of the ceremony and had the potential of

“doing harm.” Some people pointed to the Winds Dance held at the

Wenakuo as an example. I did not witness the Winds Dance, as I arrived

the day after it had been held, and Andy politely refused to discuss it in

detail with me. According to some of the other Two-Spirit men present

at the dance, it was based on fundamental components of the Sun

Dance. There was a center pole and other poles representing the four

directions. Dancers fasted the day before the ceremony, and a flesh of-

fering was taken. The singers performed Sun Dance songs, as well as

ceremonial songs from other tribes. One of the dissenters commented:

“This dance is made up. It is supposed to be some sort of Sun Dance,

but people were singing powwow songs. No one here even has permis-

sion to be doing something like this. Andy has just overstepped his au-

thority. I know he means well, but we have to consider that we are not

ready for this kind of thing as a community, and we can’t go around

making up stuff.”

Disagreements over the ways Andy attempted to make Lakota spiri-

tualism the “standard” Two-Spirit spiritualism do not overshadow the

ways he brilliantly adapted spiritual practices to Two-Spirit ideas about

gender and sexuality. The greatest impact of Andy’s vision of Two-

Spirit ceremonialism was the emphasis it placed on incorporating

the various gender and sexuality differences that Two-Spirit men and

women brought to Native society. Two-Spirit gender ideology is founded

on the fundamental idea that gender is fluid, and people can move in

and out of degrees of femininity and masculinity as a particular situa-

tion demands.2 Women and men therefore should be allowed to seek

social and spiritual roles within a community based on their felt gender

rather than the sexual dimorphic equivalent to their genitalia. In the

way he taught, spoke about, and practiced spirituality, Andy adapted

Lakota and broader mainstream Native spiritualism, with its specific
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gender roles for men and women, to Two-Spirit people’s gender and

sexuality.

In practice, Two-Spirit gender logic proposes that women at the

drum are not really women, but are women who have a manly spirit.

With Andy’s efforts, men who feel that they are more womanly, or

women who are more manly, have the opportunity to realize that feel-

ing within a Native ceremonial context. That is, the women who desire

to be a singer at a drum, which in many tribal societies and powwow

culture is seen as a male-only pursuit, are given the opportunity to

learn songs and sing within a ceremonial context. Women are also given

the opportunity to undergo the training to lead sweat lodges, go on

male-style humblechayas (vision quests), and dress in men’s regalia.

Men are also free to take on female dress and roles such as providing

blessings, singing women’s songs, and cooking ceremonial meals.

Within the context of Two-Spirit ceremonies and gatherings, men and

women are allowed to transcend the kinds of gender regulation and

bias against their sexuality that had previously made them reluctant to

participate in tribal society. Andy also emphasized that the Wenakuo

and other Denver Society spiritual practices give Two-Spirit men and

women an opportunity “to heal the forced separation between one’s

gender, sexuality, and indigenous identity.” The opportunity to act out

and live one’s felt gender is important, but it is also important for Two-

Spirit people to gain spiritual enlightenment from the ceremonial prac-

tices.

Ceremonial gender bending not only reorients Native cultural prac-

tices toward Two-Spirit ideals but also provides an opening for Two-

Spirit participation. Because Two-Spirit ceremonialism is adapted to

include gender and tribal differences, Two-Spirit men feel less self-con-

scious about their participation in tribal and mainstream cultural prac-

tices. Andy stated with pride, “Two-Spirit people are getting to practice

ceremonial roles in ways that they couldn’t among their own commu-

nities.” The benefit, according to Andy and others, is that Two-Spirit

people are being allowed to heal from the pain of alienation, homopho-

bia, and self-hatred. Ben added, “They also are building self-confidence
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that will allow them to stand up to their families and communities and

to no longer be ashamed.”

Men “Shaking Shells”

The inspiration of Andy’s ceremonial gender bending was also realized

in the ways the Oklahoma group members challenged the gendering of

the Stomp Dance. The Stomp Dance is a ceremonial dance practiced by

the peoples originally from the southeastern United States such as the

Cherokees, Creeks, and Seminoles. These societies brought the Stomp

Dance ceremonies with them to Oklahoma upon removal, and the

dances have become a point of solidarity.3 Stomp dances in Oklahoma

take place in the late evening at remote locales known as grounds. Gen-

der roles at most grounds are strictly defined. Men lead the ceremonial

songs and women “shake shells.”4 “Shells” refers to the rattles of turtle

shells or evaporated milk cans filled with river rock that women wear

around their calves. During the ceremony, a line of dancers snakes

around a ceremonial fire following a male song leader who calls out the

words to the songs. The women shake their rattles by stomping behind

the men. At most stomp grounds, dancers fall into the line alternating

between male and female. When dancing at their family’s grounds,

Two-Spirit men adhere to the structured nature of gender roles. Most

men assume that taking on the female role of shaking shells at the

stomp grounds would be met with considerable disapproval. However,

at Two-Spirit stomp dances the men are offered an opportunity to

change their ceremonial roles.

The only formally organized Two-Spirit stomp dancing, “stomp” for

short, takes place at the gcs annual gathering. Each night of the gather-

ing everyone slowly gathers in the courtyard outside the dining hall for

after-dinner stomp. After saying a short prayer, the first song leader,

usually Sean, begins by striding around the fire and calling everyone to

the dance with a loud “Ohhhh” and the sound of shaking shells. Most of

the leading falls to Sean because he is a frequent leader at his ancestral

stomp ground. Sean may mix gender roles at the gathering by shaking
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shells at the same time that he leads songs. In addition, he may mix the

gendered symbols of the Stomp Dance by wearing a skirt, shells, and a

hat with an eagle or crane feather attached at the top, which is a com-

mon symbol worn by a man to indicate he is song leader. As Sean begins

to circle the fire, other Two-Spirit men fall in behind him in no specific

gender-role order, calling out the words of the songs. Many of the men

wear shells and stomp skirts, while others readily adhere to the male

roles during the dance.

For some of the men, Two-Spirit stomp dances are the first and only

place that they stomp dance. Despite being of Southeastern descent and

having families involved in “grounds life,” some of the men never felt

welcome to participate in their ground’s dances. Zach, a Two-Spirit

Creek, told me that when he was a child and teenager he preferred the

work and ceremonial roles of his female relatives. As he grew older, he

felt continual pressure to perform male-defined roles such as learning

to lead songs. By the time he was to be initiated into grounds life as an

adolescent, he had lost interest in participating with his family in stomp

dances. As a young adult, he had stopped going to the grounds alto-

gether and had not been to a ceremony in ten years. Like many Two-

Spirit men, Zach felt that his family and his stomp ground’s community

did not accept his gender identity or sexual orientation and that there

was no place for him there. Before heading into the circle to shake

shells, Zach said, “I can dance here at the gathering how the Creator

intended me to . . . as a Two-Spirit person.” When I asked why it was

important for him and other Two-Spirit men to be able to wear shells,

Sean confidently stated that he sees his Two-Spiritedness as giving a

special meaning to shaking shells. Sean feels that by mixing gender roles

he is “bringing together” the spiritual separation between male and fe-

male in the Stomp Dance. He stated, “Two-Spirits shaking shells helps

create a balance between the female and male energies at the ceremony.

It is how it used to be at the grounds a long time ago.”

Ironically the multitribal environment of the Two-Spirit Stomp

Dance had brought Zach, Jason, Sean, and other men closer to their

Seminole, Creek, and Cherokee cultural heritage. Participation in any-
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thing tribally specific was a distant childhood experience for most. Yet

the freedom to dance created a noticeable change in the ways some of

the men viewed themselves and their ancestral communities. Jason, for

example, told me, “When I stomp, whether they are Creek or Cherokee

songs, I feel more Cherokee.” Jason went on to explain that he felt con-

nected to a past that was “taken from me personally” because of how his

family viewed his sexual orientation and his desire to be gender differ-

ent. Participating in the Stomp Dance also seemed to reconcile the

men’s feelings of invisibility within Native society and the inaccessibil-

ity of tribal cultural practices. Learning and perfecting the songs of the

Stomp Dance made Sean noticeably more confident and outgoing.

Over the three years that I had regular contact with Sean, I noticed, as

did others, the considerable effort he put into learning songs, shaking

shells, and making contacts among Stomp Dance people. Sean’s efforts

made him somewhat of a cultural authority admired by other Two-

Spirit men. People admired Sean for his knowledge but also his eager-

ness to get other men involved in Stomp Dance. As is traditional among

some Stomp Dance cultures, the leader gives a speech right before or

after the opening song. On multiple occasions, Sean took this opportu-

nity to encourage men of all ancestry, but particularly those of South-

eastern decent, to learn the ways of their people. He detailed the ways

Stomp Dance had helped him heal, and brought him closer to his fam-

ily. Stomp Dance had helped bridge the gap between him and his family

in a way that he had not known since before he recognized his sexual

orientation. In one oratory, Sean emphasized Two-Spirit people’s need

to accept “who we are” and be active in “finding our place within tribes”

through being socially and spiritually involved. For Sean, the path to

self-acceptance was one that led back to tribal society through “forcing

communities to realize their loss by not accepting Two-Spirit people.”

While Sean and others seek to be accepted by their communities as

Two-Spirit people, they also relish their time away from dominant In-

dian and tribal culture, because it allows them to be who they are in

ways that would confuse most non-gay Native peoples. That is, they can

be gay and Indian at the same time.
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Indian Camp

Two-Spirit men spend a considerable amount of time thinking about

and working toward involving themselves in Native social and spiritual

practices as a way to resolve their alienation. In a similar way, with their

own style of communication, humor, and conversation topics, Two-

Spirit men resist the regulations on their behavior imposed by non-gay

Indian social contexts. This resistance is found in the ways the men cre-

atively bring together popular gay and Indian cultural influences. De-

spite the men’s tendency to view the gay community as hostile, they do

not completely turn away from popular gay culture as an influence in

their lives. Remembering that most Two-Spirit men’s first experiences

as gay men were in their local gay community, it is no surprise that

many of the men have incorporated those influences into their atti-

tudes and behavior. At the same time, Two-Spirit men cannot help but

modify these cultural influences to meet their own need, which is to

make gay culture Indian. We further see their syncretistic approach to

being gay and Indian in the creation of what Sheila and I came to call

“Indian camp.” “Camp” or “campiness” is a common concept in popu-

lar gay culture. Camp often refers to a form of expression that flamboy-

antly exaggerates feminine verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Camp takes

on many forms such as exaggerated hand movements, tilting of the hips

when making a point, and the use of such terms as “sister” or “girl” in

reference to another male (Michasiw 1994). However, as Cameron and

Kulick (2003) and Harvey (1998, 2000) point out, camp talk is not sim-

ply substituting feminine terms for masculine ones. Rather the focus

should be on “how particular kinds of juxtapositions in language are

used creatively to actively construct particular identities and social po-

sitions” (Cameron and Kulick 2003:102). “Indian camp” can best be de-

scribed as Indian teasing and humor combined with the flamboyance

of popular gay attitudes. It is also where the dominant discourse of In-

dian male hypermasculinity is juxtaposed with the gender conceptions

of Two-Spirit men. It is through this juxtaposition that Two-Spirit men

tease loose definitions of what it means to be Indian from dominant
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ideology and make them available for use in alternative ways. Indian

camp not only provides a compromise between the seemingly different

discourses of mainstream Indian and gay cultures, but also negotiates

Two-Spirit differences with mainstream notions of gay behavior.

The essence of Indian camp resides in the creative ways Two-Spirit

men generate their own linguistic cues, style of humor, and topics of

discussion. Gay male themes, such as sexual conquest, are manipulated

by adding Native terminology and cultural context. For example, men

refer to having a sexual encounter with another man as snagging. The

word “snagging” is used widely among Native peoples to denote an inti-

mate encounter with another person, but it is a foreign term among the

gay community. Therefore, the phrase snagging would be unintelligible

to non-Indian gays, but the idea of referring to snagging as something

that occurs between two men is unintelligible to non-gay Indians. The

Two-Spirit use of the term to describe their own intimate encounters

bridges this cultural divide. Two-Spirit men’s expressions of Indian

camp relied on these nuanced juxtapositions of gay sexuality and cul-

ture with Native cultural influences. This interplay of gay and Indian

involved the creation of an attitude that was distinctly Two-Spirit.

Those people who were new to the social world of Indian camp

seemed lost when faced with laughing cues, punch lines, and teasing.

The first time I attempted to insert a quip into the milieu, all laughing

ceased and I received only blank stares in addition to a look of shameful

disapproval from Sheila. It was clear that I had learned how to interpret

the humor of Indian camp, but was not anywhere near (or welcome to

have) proficiency. The humor and teasing style most resembled that of

your average Indian community. Indian humor can vary from tribe to

tribe, but contemporary mainstream Indian humor parlays social and

economic struggles into the material of jokes and teasing. It has been

noted by numerous scholars that Native people use joking as a way to

deal with some of the hopeless aspects of their situation. Also, they use

teasing as a way to create community solidarity and as subtle cues to

control inappropriate behavior. As Keith Basso (1979:67) points out,

joking is a way to soften stiff interpersonal relationships over time.
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Two-Spirit men use the community-building aspect of Native humor

style in their own unique way through adding references to femininity,

teasing other men, and telling stories of sexual conquest.

I finally picked up the nuances of Two-Spirit teasing the moment

when Sean parlayed one of my unsuccessful joking attempts into teas-

ing Sheila about her hairstyle. I told Sheila, after she had been living in

Oklahoma for six months, that she was in danger of becoming a “perm

res,” as in “permanent resident of Oklahoma.” Sean saved my lame joke

by saying “Aaayyeee, but she sure does have a rez perm,” as in “reserva-

tion permanent” (hairstyle). The humor of the “rez perm” lies in its

reference to stereotypes about how people adapt on “the rez” (reserva-

tion), such as using bailing wire for a door handle to a house or driving

a car that only has one gear. Therefore any perm that one would get on

a reservation would surely be done at home and lack the up-to-date

style one would find in a salon. This expression of teasing would not be

out of place in any Indian social context, particularly among women.

However, what made the joke Two-Spirit was the fact that Sean crossed

a gender barrier to tease Sheila about a topic from a woman’s domain.

Furthermore, the joke was shared not among women, but it involved a

gay man using a feminine-oriented joke to tease a man living as a

woman. The use of a feminine joke in male contexts would no doubt be

used to challenge another man’s masculinity. In this way, however, Sean

had adapted the genre of teasing to fit within the more open gender

rules surrounding conversation and potential topics that Two-Spirit

men share.

Another memorable moment of teasing came while we were singing

a closing song after a gcs weekly meeting. Earlier, before the meeting

began, Robert was telling a story about a guy that he had snagged with

the weekend before. As the meeting progressed, people took every op-

portunity to make jokes about Robert’s promiscuity, inserting com-

ments about “needing to keep his skirt down and his legs closed” and

“cruising at the park.” The teasing came to a finale during a song con-

taining the phrase “hey ya ho.” Every time the men sang the word “ho”

(popular slang for “whore”), they pointed to Robert. This pointing at

Robert in synch with the word “ho” continued through their attempts
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to sing the song correctly despite being in the throes of laughter. Playing

off the word “ho” in the powwow song, the men were making fun of

Robert’s promiscuity.

Crucial to Indian camp are the ubiquitous references to femininity

and the use of feminine forms of address. Two-Spirit men often re-

ferred to one another as “sister” or “girl.” One of Ben’s favorite expres-

sions was to call everyone “chica” or use the drawn-out word “girrrllll-

ennnne” when replying to a shocking statement. Two-Spirit men

incorporated these forms of address into quips such as “Sister, I wanna

have his babies” when seeing an attractive man. Sheila, when asked by

someone going out if she needed “anything from the store,” would

make a reference to being “out of tampons” or say “bring me back a

fireman.” The Denver group, or the “Denver Divas” as they came to be

known, had developed several funny and linguistically contagious

feminized forms of address. They became most known for the falsetto-

pitched exclamation “Ahhhwww,” with an emphasis on the “Ahhh.” The

“Ahhhwww” was mostly used in response to a teasing remark and was

an integral part of group teasing where the men would try and outdo

one another’s quips. Usually the quips involved teasing someone for

being promiscuous, “trashy,” or “bitchy.” On most occasions these teas-

ing sessions involved four or five people sitting around telling stories.

One such session involved Sheila telling a sexual conquest story.

The sexual conquest story embodies all the crucial elements of In-

dian camp, such as references to femininity and a healthy dose of

parody. Sheila was always willing to provide a detailed and humorous

story about a sexual conquest. Sheila had so many sexual conquest sto-

ries that many men speculated on their factuality. Yet no one challenged

Sheila because it would be rude to call someone a liar, but more impor-

tantly, her storytelling was so good, and the incidents often outlandish,

that it was always a pleasure to listen.

Sheila always had a willing audience for her stories, and one particu-

lar night at Willey’s was no different. It was Sheila’s first time back in

Denver in four months. People were buying her drinks and it seemed

that every Indian in the whole bar was coming over to talk to her. This

guy came over and started talking to us. He was particularly interested
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in Sheila, especially after she told him she was part Hopi. After they

talked about where they were from, Sheila started describing a sexual

conquest with the fancy dancer the Hopi guy was talking about. She was

telling the story about hooking up with the guy in the camper on his

truck while she had her jingle dress on. The Hopi guy spread his arms in

the air like they were legs and said, “I bet those jingles were just going

‘swish, swish, swish’” while moving his body back and forth. A chorus

of ahhhwwws spread throughout the group, followed by intense laugh-

ter. Sheila replied, “Oh yeah, later I had his two friends. I rode up on my

pony [making the movements of daintily riding a horse and shyly

drawing a bow and arrow], captured them, and just took them back to

my tipi,” followed by a chorus of ahhhwwws and laughter. And Paul

immediately replied, “Yeah, she let them go back to their wives in the

morning. I don’t think they were going to be the same, girl,” followed by

another set of ahhhwwws.

In addition to the more campish “Ahhhwww,” Two-Spirit men also

make use of the “lulu,” which is a common form of exclamation used by

Native women. The “lulu” is a high-pitched trill where the tongue is

fluttered against the roof of the mouth. Among Native North Ameri-

cans this is a sound only made by women. Women “lulu” during the

singing of songs or when showing support to someone, and it is fairly

common within mainstream Native culture. For example, if someone is

being honored at a powwow, the women in the audience might lulu as a

sign of agreement with the honor. Women who are singing backup at a

drum will place lulus in specific parts of the chorus to add emotion.

Two-Spirit men make use of the lulu in similar ways. The men would

often use the lulu as a way to show support for a statement made by

someone or as a greeting. On the opening day of the gcs gathering, one

always knows that a chorus of lulus signals the recent arrival of attend-

ees. In this context the lulu is used as a greeting, but also, as Sheila said,

“Because it’s men luluing, it lets them know that they are in a safe place,

where things are different.”

The continuous bouts of ahhhwwws, teasing, lulus, and outrageous

storytelling seemed to have a transformative effect on any space Two-
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Spirit men occupied. Indian camp provided an attitude and a way of

interacting that was distinctly Two-Spirit, a “lavender lexicon” that

found its way into any space where Two-Spirit men were.5 Non-Indian

gays and non-gay Indians might recognize some of the fundamental

forms of Indian camp, such as cultural irony (Sheila’s riding the horse

and drawing a bow), but the combination of Indian cultural irony and

gay sexual irony is largely intelligible only to other Two-Spirit people.

In this way it becomes a vehicle to challenge their alienation but also

provides a grounding from which Two-Spirit men can innovate.

Miss Indian Hills Princess

In the same way that Two-Spirit men transformed camp by adding Na-

tive cultural context, they also worked their syncretistic magic in com-

bining the competition drag show with Indian princess titles. The Miss

Indian Hills competition is a longstanding tradition at the gcs annual

gathering and has developed into an all-out drag show competition for

the title of princess. On Friday night after the evening meal, the sand-

stone National Park Service meeting hall at the campground is trans-

formed into a stage and audience area. A karaoke machine is brought

in; someone is appointed dj and put in charge of coordinating music

with the performers. Performances themselves involve no reference to

Native regalia or traditions, except for the occasional intertribal humor.

Participants make a point not to “kitschify” traditions of female Native

symbols in the drag show. As one person pointed out, “As tempting as it

is, it would be disrespectful to do a Pocahontas routine because it would

involve using regalia.” Rather, participants’ parodies of women follow

typical drag show performances. However, unlike popular gay drag

shows that emphasize the perfection of parody, the Two-Spirit “no-tal-

ent show” relies both on the quality of the act and on the courage it

takes to perform. The routines use pop music by “divas” such as Bar-

bara Streisand, Diana Ross, and Celine Dion. The emcee introduces

each performer by a stage name, usually a feminized form of a name,

such as Christique for Chris.
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Popular gay society has city or regional titles for professional female

impersonators. Gay bars and social or political organizations will often

sponsor a drag competition or pageant and include their name in the

title, such as the “Miss Denver AIDS Coalition.”6 These competitions

follow the format of beauty pageants, award prize money, and require

the winner to appear at other gay community events for one year. In-

dividuals are judged based on their ability to parody women, their tal-

ents, and their commitment to the social and political causes of glbt

people. Among female impersonators, these titles hold a significant

amount of respect and are highly competitive.

Drag and other titles are not totally unlike powwow or Native organi-

zation princess titles. Native social groups, such as Indian veteran soci-

eties, as well as tribes and individual powwow committees, will sponsor

princess competitions. States such as Oklahoma even have a “Miss In-

dian Oklahoma” pageant. The young woman who is chosen to carry a

princess title must represent the organization at other powwows and

pageants. The women who win these titles are chosen in the same ways

as beauty pageant contestants; they are selected for their commitment

to tribal and Native social and cultural values. The girls who carry prin-

cess titles are held in high regard in their communities and are usually

given a place of honor during powwows and other events. The winner

of the Miss Indian Hills competition is given the same level of respect

among the Two-Sprit community and is expected to represent the gcs

at other Two-Spirit events and within the larger gay community.

Most of the performers in the Miss Indian Hills competition only “do

drag” once a year at the gathering and have no professional perfor-

mance experience. Some people begin practicing their routines and as-

sembling their outfits months before the gathering. Others are more

spontaneous and decide to perform hours before the contest. A few

performers do drag professionally in gay bars, but most do not. Non-

professional performers see the gathering as the only “safe place to do

drag.” Because popular gay culture is predominantly white-oriented,

Indian men are reluctant to draw attention to themselves through drag

performance. Gathering performers see the talent show as an opportu-

nity not to be judged according to their race, class, and social position,
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as they assume they would be within popular gay contexts. Instead, per-

formers assume that their acts will be judged according to a gay Native

standard.

The role of emcee at the Miss Indian Hills competition combines the

glamour of a drag show announcer with the subtle Indian humor of a

powwow emcee. Just as powwow princesses are held in high regard, so

too are the colorful and clever emcees who keep powwows lively and

moving in an orderly fashion. Older and experienced Indian men are

favored as emcees at powwows, in the same way that the gay commu-

nity draws on established drag queens to announce during drag show

competitions. In both of these communities, announcers can earn a

reputation for being funny and knowledgeable. Being a good and well-

liked powwow emcee or drag show announcer carries considerable cul-

tural capital, and can provide additional income in the form of tips for

the drag announcer and an honoring for the powwow emcee.7 The em-

cee of the Miss Indian Hills competition acts as a conduit to bring these

two traditions together for gathering participants.

For as many years as the gathering has been held, Jolene, whose off-

stage name is Joe, has emceed the Miss Indian Hills competition. Jolene

emerges from the back kitchen door to face vibrant pop music and

bright lights in the large dining hall–turned–stage. Jolene, a six-foot-

three Apache drag queen, who is a well-known drag show announcer in

the gay community, always begins the show with one of her own acts.

One of her favorite opening songs is “I Will Survive.” Besides doing per-

formances herself, Jolene’s job is to ensure that the individual acts get

properly introduced, that the audience remains entertained, and that

protocol is followed in judging. Jolene’s job is also to bridge cultural

worlds by introducing the performance of “the lovely Visa DeCarte”

and making a joke about “How do you get Indians to line up for a

photo? . . . You say cheese.” Jolene’s regular gig is announcing at her local

gay bar, where Native people are rarely found. However, at the Two-

Spirit drag show, Jolene combines the campish feminine references to

drag, such as “I can’t believe she can do that in heels,” with the tribal

jabbing and Indian humor one expects to find at powwows.

As the performers are announced and come on to the stage, the
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people in the audience clap along to the music, give dollar bills to the

performers, and raise encouraging applause. Performers are usually

dressed in sequined gowns, heels, wigs, and heavy makeup. While lip-

syncing to the words of the music, they walk and dance around the

stage using the mannerisms of female pop singers. The acts differ in

how well each person “pulls off” their parody of women. Some of the

men look painfully uncomfortable dancing and singing in women’s

shoes and dresses. Yet moving elegantly and naturally in women’s cloth-

ing is the sign of a talented drag queen, such as Jolene or Christique,

who have both won the competition.

During the show each of the contestants must perform two songs.

After the final contestant’s performance, Jolene tallies the judges’ scores

backstage while the performers change their outfits for the announce-

ment of the winner. While the audience waits, the reigning princess says

a few words about what the past year as princess meant to him. Alex

gave a particularly moving speech at the 2004 gathering. He told of how

he was “scared of his own shadow,” but the honor of being Miss Indian

Hills had inspired him to be more active in the Two-Spirit community,

which had helped him be more comfortable with his sexuality.

After the break, all the contestants line up and Jolene announces the

third- and second-place winners, who are given flowers. The winner is

given a sash that says “Miss Indian Hills 2002” in the style of powwow

princesses. In addition, the winner receives a crown, which sometimes

is a tall and elaborate beaded crown, similar to the ones worn by female

powwow dancers. During the convocation the exiting princess will

place the crown and sash on the new princess. The princess will wear

her crown and sash during the grand entry at the gathering powwow on

the following night. The rules of the competition also dictate that Miss

Indian Hills will make the sash and crown to be given at the next year’s

retreat. Although not all Miss Indian Hills princesses have done so, they

are expected to represent the gcs at the annual Eagleton gay pride pa-

rade as well as other Two-Spirit events across the country.

It makes perfect sense that Two-Spirit men combine the two worlds

of gay community (the drag show) and Native cultural performance

(the Indian princess). I was frequently reminded by the things Two-
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Spirit men did and said that they are products of two cultural realms

and that these two cultural realms were largely mutually exclusive until

the creation of Two-Spirit communities. Two-Spirit men may involve

themselves in their tribal communities as well as the gay community,

but neither social realm appears to contain all that Two-Spirit men

need. The cultural innovation of Miss Indian Hills challenges the

forced divide and sets the stage for other amalgamations of Indian

identity and difference.

Queering the Powwow

Two-Spirit men readily employ gay community influences when doing

drag or teasing one another, but they are as serious about their partici-

pation in Two-Spirit powwows as they are about their ceremonies. Just

as mainstream Native society uses the powwow as a means of empha-

sizing “Indianness,” the Two-Spirit powwow emphasizes both Indian-

ness and the sex/gender diversity of “Two-Spiritedness.” By dressing in

regalia, dancing, and simply being present, the men at the Two-Spirit

powwow reaffirm the traditional nature of their identity. In this way,

Two-Spirit powwows allow individuals to incorporate their sexuality

and gender identity into Native social practices, as well as to access the

cultural practices that generate traditional Native identity. As Two-

Spirit powwows are private affairs not advertised to the general public,

the men feel free to express their gender identity and sexual orientation

in a Native cultural context.

The powwow as a form of traditional cultural participation fits

nicely into the structure of the Two-Spirit men’s community based in

what Sanchez (2001:51) calls “intertribal negotiation.” While Two-Spirit

men may not come from the same tribal ceremonial traditions, most

have been to powwows and are aware of regalia categories and powwow

etiquette. Powwows do not require large amounts of specialized knowl-

edge; therefore, Two-Spirit men with various levels of involvement in

traditionalism can participate. This is important for many of the Two-

Spirit men who may have little experience with the traditions of their
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specific tribe but can relate to their “nativeness” through the powwow.

Also, because powwows are not tied to the specific practices of one

particular tribal tradition, they are easily modified to reflect regional

influence and social agendas such as sobriety, and can be varied in size.

In a similar way, the flexibility of the powwow as a cultural form allows

Two-Spirit men to modify the focus to reflect their specific needs, such

as making an explicit connection between their ideas about sex and

gender, and Indian cultural identity in public Native social contexts.

From the beginning of my time with the gcs, Ben had been talking

about his desire to dance in female regalia at the gathering powwow. I

was fortunate enough to witness his dream coming to fruition. The first

time Ben entered the gathering powwow arena in his female Southern

Cloth regalia, he beamed with satisfaction. Everyone seemed impressed

with the ease in which he stepped and his shawl swayed to the grand

entry song. Along with the recently crowned Miss Indian Hills, Ben and

other Two-Spirit men, dressed in both female and male regalia, fol-

lowed the flag and eagle staff into the dining hall powwow arena. The

drum made up of Two-Spirit men and friends or family pounded out

the grand entry song with the volume of a major contest powwow. Of

the men who wear female regalia at the gathering powwow, a few live as

women full-time, and for them this moment is not a switch. However,

for the other men who dress in female regalia, the gathering is an op-

portunity to express an aspect of their identity assumed to be unaccept-

able in Native social contexts or with their families. Ben had spent the

last year not only perusing pawnshops around Oklahoma looking for a

Southern Cloth dress, moccasins, and the other necessary items for fe-

male regalia but also seeking advice from female dancers on how to

properly assemble his regalia. Ben assembled a woman’s yellow trade

cloth dress, purchased matching moccasins, had a few things made, and

adapted a beaded belt from his male regalia. Knowing the significance

of this moment for Ben, a few people gave Ben shawls to match his

regalia at the gathering giveaway.

At powwows around Oklahoma, Ben is usually a male straight

dancer, but at this gathering he was fulfilling a long-held desire to pow-
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wow dance in female regalia. For Ben, this “switch” represented recon-

ciliation with years of struggling to adapt his sexuality and gender iden-

tity with his Native identity. Ben often pointed out that his family sup-

pressed his desire to dress feminine or participate in female-oriented

activities such as playing with dolls, sewing, cooking, and joining in

with women at social events. Ben saw his participation as a woman in

the gathering powwow as a way to take back the years of shame he had

endured because of his gender identity, and honor “the child who knew

what gender it wanted to be.” The switch also brought with it a change

in Ben’s usual role at the gathering powwow. By dressing in female rega-

lia, Ben had to change his role within the powwow from previous years.

For instance, he no longer carried the eagle staff into the arena during

grand entry, a role usually reserved for men. Ben’s switch also affected

the way I related to him during the powwow. After having gourd

danced with Ben for years, it was a difficult adjustment for me to have

him dancing behind me as a woman, instead of beside me as a male

dancer. However, Ben easily fell into women’s powwow roles and

seemed to be quite comfortable in his new regalia.

Two-Spirit men do not view gender mixing, or switching, in contexts

defined as Native, as a form of drag. Rather, redefining traditional gen-

der roles in gathering contexts is informed by the symbolic content of

traditional expressions of gender within Native culture. Therefore, Ben

adheres to the standards set by the dominant Indian community for

proper female regalia and behavior in the powwow arena. At the same

time, Ben does not completely forfeit certain male-defined roles. Even

though he now wears female regalia, he continues to freely address

powwow participants without speaking through someone else, as

women are often expected to do at mainstream powwows when they

want to make an announcement or honor someone. As Ben told me,

gender at the gathering is not as much about switching from one gen-

der to another as it is about feeling free to express one’s degree of male-

ness or femaleness outside the confines of contemporary Native gender

ideals. Two-Spirit men see their choice of regalia as a reflection of their

gender as well as something fluid that can be modified according to
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context. A few Two-Spirit men will switch to female roles or female

dress at different times during gatherings, while many will mix gender

components in dress and “women’s work,” such as preparing meals and

cleaning up afterward.

The men’s practice of mixing gender roles at the powwow closely

mirrors the situational conception of gender they employ. That is, most

Two-Spirit men (except those that desire to live as women full-time) do

not desire to completely switch to female roles. Rather, as I was re-

minded, the men are keeping with historical ideas of gender, where the

gender different drew on multiple sources of gender identity in any one

context. Accordingly, Ben wearing women’s regalia, but also taking on

the male role of “speaking for people” during the powwow, signals a

mixing rather than a complete transformation. The role that one takes

at the powwow is seen as a reflection of the degree to which they feel

more male than female or vice versa. This expression of gender is also

context dependent, in that someone may prefer to be more male at the

powwow while being more feminine in their choice of activities such as

sewing or cooking.

Like most powwows around Oklahoma, the gathering powwow has a

grand entry, round dancing, giveaways, emcee, and specials. However,

the gathering powwow is different in the ways traditional gender roles

are modified while adhering to traditional powwow activities. It is not

uncommon for Two-Spirit men to do the “Indian two-step,” a couple’s

dance usually with a partner of the opposite sex. During the dance the

man and woman stand beside each other and hold hands out in a cross-

ing manner in front of themselves. Usually the head lady and head man

dancers lead the two-step, guiding dancers around the drum, moving

randomly about the arena, and having people switch partners in a way

similar to square dancing. At mainstream powwows, married people,

dating couples, and people “eyeing each other” will be the ones to two-

step. Occasionally adolescent girls will dance together, but one would

never see two men two-stepping together, even in jest. Two-stepping at

powwows, holding hands, and the occasional peck are privileges the

heterosexual majority enjoy in Native social contexts. The Two-Spirit
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powwow not only gives the men opportunities to hold hands or dance

without fear, but more importantly allows them to associate their sexu-

ality with Native social practices in ways not usually available.

Being able to express one’s gender identity through the powwow is

important for Two-Spirit men because it is a culturally sanctioned re-

flection of their Native identity. Powwows are used to introduce people

“entering the circle,” for teaching traditional values, and as a tangible

source of Native identity (Mattern 1996). Accordingly, participation in

powwow dancing is a recognizable source of Native identity for most

people, Native and non-Native. By holding a powwow at the gathering,

Two-Spirit men are using this multitribal practice in the same way as

other Native peoples. However, Two-Spirit men are using powwow tra-

dition as a forum in which to express something particular to their situ-

ation as gay Native and gender-different men. Through Ben’s wearing

of female regalia, the powwow as a cultural practice is transformed

from a mainstream-Native-sanctioned source of identity to one that

emphasizes Two-Spirit interpretations of Indianness, both public and

felt. In this way, the gathering powwow, like any larger powwow, be-

comes a space in which traditional Native identity is reinforced and

made.

Ben dancing in Southern Cloth also creates a public space for repre-

sentations of Two-Spirit identity. Because the traditional public posi-

tions of Two-Spirit men are absent from most contemporary Native

ceremonies and practices, Two-Spirit men lack a public forum in which

to express their identity. However, the gathering powwow seeks to re-

solve the lack of such opportunities. At the gathering, Two-Spirit men

can be not only publicly Indian but also publicly Two-Spirit. Ben char-

acterizes his switch as carrying the same symbolic power as other forms

of public expressions of Indian identity. Two-Spirit men are being pub-

licly Indian in their regalia and redefining the meanings associated with

traditional practices. Forecasting a time when his gender switch will be

acceptable, Ben said, “Someday through our persistence we [Two-Spirit

people] will make it ok for me to go into the arena in my female regalia,

and I won’t have to fear other people’s reactions.”
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Better Women

Two-Spirit men’s attempts to bridge the divide between their gender

proclivities and their Native identity did not occur only at Two-Spirit

community events. Rather, it was something that they engaged through

their choice of hobbies and interests. Almost every conversation I had

with Sheila included a discussion of beading, crafts, or techniques of

regalia making. Sheila is well known in the Two-Spirit community as

the quintessential Indian craftsperson. Her beadwork is truly astonish-

ing and is coveted among Indians, Two-Spirit and not. Sheila is con-

tinually making new dresses, beading buckskin outfits, making medal-

lions for extra cash, and sewing regalia for other people. Almost every

Two-Spirit person I know who participates in Indian events that re-

quire a certain kind of clothing, fan, staff, rattle, or drum makes that

item himself. It seemed that every time I saw Ben, Sheila, Carl, Jeff,

Sean, or Glen, they had made a new piece of regalia, added to their rega-

lia, or were working on a project for someone else. The degrees of abil-

ity and style vary, but on the whole, people continue to perfect their

abilities in crafts and regalia making. In fact, several people criticized

my own beadwork for “not getting any better” and me for not trying to

come up with more intricate and difficult patterns. The perfection of

one’s regalia is common in Indian Country, especially when people are

competing in powwows. However, Two-Spirit people see crafting as

part of their historic role, and to some extent they see sharing their

abilities with others a responsibility. A lot of people would echo my

assertion that the best beadwork I have ever seen has been done by

Two-Spirit people.

Historically, gender-different people were often recognized as what

Lang refers to as “better women” due to their talents in sewing, potting,

weaving, cooking, caring for children, and other kinds of women’s

work (1998:241). Early anthropologists noticed among the Winnebago,

Hopi, Lakota, Mohave, Zuni, and Crow tribes that the gender different

were well known for their handicrafts as well as their hard work keeping

their families provided for (Lang 1998:201, 241–246). Because historic
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Two-Spirit people did not have the burden of child care responsibilities

or menstruation, their gender ambiguity allowed them to focus on per-

fecting handiwork and also permitted them a flexibility in the kinds

of cultural activities in which they participated (Lang 1998:241–257;

Roscoe 1991:166–169; Williams 1986:58–59,). Whitehead (1993:109) and

Williams (1986:59) have theorized that historic excellence at women’s

work was an attempt by “berdaches” to find a substitute for the prestige

that could be obtained in masculine domains such as war and hunting.

That is, berdaches were to have transferred their “standard male social-

ization emphasiz[ing] competition for prestige” to the work of women

(Williams 1986:60). For Whitehead, berdaches seeking prestige was a

device to reinforce biological male dominance through filching

women’s modes of production, thereby reinforcing structural inequal-

ity against women (1993:109). However, Lang sees excellence in wom-

en’s work more about individual gender ambivalence, not a substitute

for masculine prestige, and more representative of the kinds of activi-

ties available to particular individuals (1998:244–246). She states: “They

demonstrated masculine prestige-seeking behavior in the masculine

role components they retained, and they exhibited feminine prestige-

seeking behavior in the feminine role components they practiced”

(1998:245).

Within the debate over the historical importance of excelling in

women’s work, I tend to agree more with Lang’s interpretation that

seeking prestige is more of a common cultural value that crosscuts gen-

der lines and modes of production. However, within this book, being a

better woman in contemporary Indian society could be conceptualized

in yet another way. As I have argued, concepts of Two-Spirit identity are

steeped in the cultural performances that are required of one to be con-

sidered legitimately Indian. I would argue that being a better woman in

contemporary Two-Spirit society is also based in meeting the discursive

requirements set out by the Indian community. Therefore, contempo-

rary excellence in the performance of women’s work has as its goal a

connection with historic roles, as well as the goal of perfecting the kinds

of activities and symbolic content valued for Indian people. By perfect-
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ing beading, jewelry making, camp cooking, regalia making, and per-

forming female ceremonial and powwow roles, Two-Spirit people are

meeting the discursive requirements set out by the Indian community,

while articulating with a specific set of gendered activities.

As many Two-Spirit people have detailed in their stories, an affinity

with the female members of their family and activities associated with

feminine characteristics were very important at a young age and were

seen as promoting their perfection of women’s work. Historically, gen-

der-different people served to keep the elder women company while

learning to perfect tribal material traditions (Williams 1986:59). In

similar ways, contemporary Two-Spirit people draw a connection be-

tween their social involvement with older women and their proclivity

for women’s work.

— Ben: I was always around my grandmother and learning how to cook

and sew. When I was three years old there is a picture of me with a dress

and a shawl on. My mother told me that I was so comfortable in wearing a

dress and that role. If I got to be around grandma and those female things

all the time, then I probably would have been ok. But my parents made me

feel ashamed for liking women’s things.

Ben’s feelings were echoed in many of the stories I heard Two-Spirit

people tell. Most showed an interest in arts, crafts, cooking, and sewing

at an early age but were discouraged from such activities because they

did not meet the cultural expectations of their biological sex. Several

people recited how their parents openly discouraged their participation

in female-related activities through ridicule or physical means. Despite

parental efforts at discouraging feminine cultural behaviors, most of

the Two-Spirit people I knew could at least sew and cook well.

Sheila was particularly influenced by contact with the elder women

of her family. Sheila often detailed to me stories about how she began

beading and sewing at an early age with her grandmother. One after-

noon Sheila and I were at her sister’s house outside Denver, and she

began pulling beadwork items out of a large black garbage sack. She

began showing me beaded medallions, moccasins, vests, armbands,
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necklaces, and just about any item on which one could sew a bead. As

she pulled the pieces out of the bag, it occurred to me, as she explained

how each item came to be, that the pieces represented a stage in Sheila’s

personal development as a Two-Spirit person. She explained that she

would often go to her grandmother’s house and sew with her. She

learned the intricate details of Plains-style beading, regalia making, and

sewing Indian-style clothing from her grandmother. Many items in the

bag were ones for which she had received her grandmother’s instruc-

tion. During the time Sheila was learning from her grandmother, she

was not living as a woman, and was dancing male fancy and traditional

powwow styles. She showed me the boys’ regalia she had made herself,

and as we moved chronologically to her early teens she began showing

me the women’s regalia she had begun to wear and dance in. It was in

the powwow dance performances that Sheila began to locate her trans-

formation from publicly male to publicly female, but it was also in

the making of regalia, where she attempted to perfect traditional

knowledges.

Sheila characterized her attempts at perfecting traditional crafts and

public performances as becoming a better woman. Sheila’s ability to

bead, dance, and cook better than other Indian women is a point of

pride for her and often recognized by other people. She made the best

fry bread, managed to bring meals together with little food for large

numbers of people at gatherings, and would give consultations to other

people on the crafting of regalia. After she moved to Oklahoma she was

approached by many people to make regalia items and beaded princess

crowns. In one instance Jeff was making a pair of moccasins to trade for

an eagle bustle. However, the man with the bustle, after seeing Sheila’s fully

beaded buckskin, wanted Sheila to make the moccasins instead of Jeff.

Sheila, as well as other people, saw the demand for her work as an

affirmation of her Two-Spiritedness as well as her “better woman” status.

The ways in which people were recognized as better women or

worked within female-influenced traditions in some ways articulated

with stereotypes about gay men as the best hairdressers, decorators,

dressers, cooks, and listeners. Matt is recognized as being a “flawless
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hairdresser,” and many of the gcs group members would have him do

their hair before retreats and powwows. Sean not only beaded but also

made beautiful stained glass pieces, painted, and is recognized as a tal-

ented interior decorator. Ben is recognized for his abilities as a cook,

spiritual person, and an intent listener. Each person seemed to have a

specialty that he brought to the group, and in doing so, made his talents

available to other people. Therefore, at meetings, gatherings, and re-

treats, various people were called upon to be in charge of making meals,

saying prayers, emceeing the drag show and powwow, teaching crafts,

and organizing.

One example of making talents available to others was the six-month

collective effort to assemble Robert’s straight dance regalia. Sheila was

responsible for the sewing involved in making the broadcloth leggings

and trailer. Jeff and Carl assembled and beaded a dance stick and eagle

fan. Glen helped with making the beaded bandoliers, and Ben provided

the eagle feather worn on the top of the roach. Because Robert did not

have contact with many people in his family, and they did not partici-

pate in Indian society, the other Two-Spirit people pooled their efforts

so he could be ready for his powwow debut. These people fulfilled tasks

that would have been done by the female members of Robert’s family.

That is, most straight dancers’ mothers, sisters, or grandmothers tailor

their ribbon shirt, leggings, breechcloth, and trailers. They are also usu-

ally responsible for beading the dance stick, constructing the fan, and

making moccasins. As we watched Robert dance in the arena in his new

regalia, someone said, “Now everybody will want Two-Spirits to make

their outfits.”

The recognition of themselves as working toward the perfection of In-

dian material traditions goes far to legitimize Two-Spirit access to Indian

social worlds. As we see with the demand for Sheila’s handiwork, Indian

people recognize quality and distinctive craft traditions. However, most

important about the perfection of Native material traditions is its obvious

and distinct connection with the Indian community. That is, many Two-

Spirit people excel in designing, crafting, and performing according to

community standards of the ideal. They adhere to the unspoken rules sur-

rounding beading styles, dress patterns, and ritual performance.
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Self- and Social Acceptance through

Cultural Compromise

The conception of Two-Spirit as a different kind of person, separate

from mainstream gay society and connected with traditional Indian

culture rooted in the historical record and cultural memory, challenges

dominant Indian ideology about gender difference. It also requires

Two-Spirit men to actively make connections between their sexuality

and gender identity and contemporary Native/tribal cultural practices.

Because contemporary Native practices are seen as having historical

roots, Two-Spirit men must also reify the connection between histori-

cal gender diversity and their contemporary expressions of that iden-

tity. To people outside Native societies, a man “shaking shells” may lack

controversy, yet Indian people in general are resistant to alterations in

the cherished contemporary traditions that also happen to simulta-

neously endorse a heteronormative version of Native identity.

Throughout this book I propose that Two-Spirit men’s effort at com-

bating the heteronormative assumptions that alienate them involves a

cultural compromise between Native culture and gay desires. As we

have seen, the creative modifications that Two-Spirit men engage in,

such as the Two-Spirit powwow, do not have as their goal to completely

alter the fundamental values behind Native traditional social practices.

Rather, they are altering rules, such as gender regulations about who

can or cannot perform ceremonies and who has the right to be legiti-

mately considered a jingle dancer. In so doing, Two-Spirit men are

making room for their needs but maintaining the intelligibility of the

tradition.

The ultimate goal of making gender diversity and alternative sexuali-

ties intelligible aspects of Native traditions, and thus identity, is to lo-

cate a space for “Two-Spirit” within dominant assumptions about what

is rightly considered “Indian.” The path to social acceptance resides in

that association. As Two-Spirit men will tell you, accepted forms of In-

dian identity are inherent in the social practices that reinforce commu-

nity solidarity and individual identity. This, then, is why Two-Spirit
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men seek the acceptance of their families, tribal communities, and Na-

tive people in general, knowing as they do that the majority do not ac-

cept Two-Spirit men’s sexuality and lifestyle. For their entire lives they

have heard about the ways Native peoples have resisted cultural domi-

nation from outside, and they themselves have seen the ways their com-

munities have struggled to successfully incorporate change into their

cultural practices. They have also seen the ways that their community

members use their Native identity and community support to negoti-

ate their way through life. Within these struggles they have seen that

Native people are willing to change, adapt, and more importantly re-

cover traditional knowledges and practices.
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chapter six

Mending the Hoop
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Two-Spirit men’s efforts at cultural compromise go largely unnoticed

by their tribal communities. Two-Spirit men also feel that they have an

obligation to their individual tribes and Indian people in general. While

Two-Spirit sexuality and gender identity is structurally denied expres-

sion in mainstream Native society, the men are actively attempting to

make a place for themselves within contemporary Indian communities

by being useful. The goal of this engagement is to “mend the hoop.” The

hoop the men are referring to is the medicine wheel. Two-Spirit men

feel the hoop was damaged when Indian societies began to no longer

incorporate sexuality and gender difference into their cultural practices

and identities. For Native North Americans the medicine wheel repre-

sents the cycle of Indian life in space and time. Health advocacy move-

ments such as alcoholism treatment use the concept of completing the

hoop as a metaphor for individuals coping with their alcoholism. That

is, a portion of the circle is missing or damaged because an individual’s

medicine is not balanced as the result of internal strife caused by sub-

stance abuse.1 The only way for individuals to be at peace with them-

selves and their disease is to complete the hoop through recovery and

thus return to balance. Two-Spirit men feel that the hoop representing

Native society is thrown out of balance by homophobia and their es-

trangement. The hoop is also a metaphor of hope for a time when the

medicine wheel will be completed by the acceptance of Two-Spirit men

and women. Mending the hoop becomes a metaphor for a time in the

future when, as Ben pointed out, “Two-Spirit men can participate in

their communities without fear and can be helpful to Indian people.”

Being Useful

Two-Spirit men realize that non-gay Indians will not serendipitously

one day understand and accept sexuality and gender diversity. Rather,

they see the process of mending the hoop as one of empowering them-

selves. Part of this empowerment comes from creating roles for them-
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selves within their tribal communities and Native society. The men

conceptualize creating roles for themselves in terms of being useful.

Two-Spirit men feel they must make themselves useful to communities

through taking care of the needs of the people. Therefore, once they are

recognized as valuable members of Native societies, non-gay Indians

will see the value in accepting them, and attitudes will change. To reach

this goal Two-Spirit men critically engage Indian community values in

their attempts to address social issues they perceive are not fully dealt

with by Indian peoples.

Statements in previous sections explained that Two-Spirit men place

the blame for the decline in acceptance of sexuality and gender diversity

on the lack of public roles and incorporation for them in Indian society.

Two-Spirit men also clearly connect their lack of public roles to the so-

cial problems of Native communities. Many people feel that without

Two-Spirit men there to create balance, Indian society will continue to

suffer. Ron echoed this when he told me one night in an intense conver-

sation, “The spirit of the people has been broken by white ways. This is

why we don’t have Two-Spirit people anymore. This is why Indian

people have so many problems. You understand that life is a hoop, and

our people are a hoop. We need to repair that hoop.” Two-Spirit men

see part of Indian society’s ills or the lack of completeness in the medi-

cine wheel as a result of the intolerance for difference. Sheila, Glen,

Andy, and Ben all felt that Indian society’s domestic problems and the

problems of the youth were related to a lack of stability between mascu-

line and feminine energies in Native communities. A conversation with

Glen demonstrates this idea:

— Brian: Some of the people I spoke with tell me that the reason that

Indian people have problems is because they have lost a sense of diversity

in their communities and purpose for all kinds of peoples. Would you agree

with them?

— Glen: Yeah, I would agree with them. That reminds me of the guy I was

telling you about that runs the Sun Dance. He told me, “In the old times we

never had child abuse, we never had spousal abuse, because we had the

Two-Spirit men there to stand between the men and the women.” One of
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the roles of the Two-Spirit men was to protect the women and the children

from the men. We know how men can be aggressive. In the old days just the

presence of a Two-Spirit person in camp would calm the men down. Now

that there aren’t Two-Spirit men in our communities like the old days, we

have child abuse, spousal abuse, and so much divorce. One of the big rea-

sons for that is there are no Two-Spirit men in the communities to stand

between the men and the women because we know what it is to be both.

The theme of the medicine wheel is repeated through the ways that

Two-Spirit men’s presence and activities are felt to create a societal bal-

ance. By representing a combination of male and female traits, Two-

Spirit men seek to balance the forces that men and women bring to a

society.

As with Two-Spirit cultural performances, they conceptualize their

social roles as flexible according to the specific needs of the community.

Two-Spirit men see themselves as balancing not only the energies be-

tween men and women but also the various “things that need to be

done” in Indian communities. They see their ability to transcend the

gendered aspects of the social, spiritual, and political as allowing them a

freedom of movement between various roles that communities need

filled.

— Ben: If we can become people who can help ease the load on some of our

medicine people, politicians, chiefs, old ladies, then more power to us. It’s

what you do to benefit the society.

As I was frequently reminded, “It is not enough just to show up.”

Rather, Two-Spirit men assume Indian people are not going to wel-

come them without their having a function in communities. Therefore,

Two-Spirit men perceive that they must prove themselves to non-gay

Indians as a way to negate the complications created by their sexual and

gender identity.

— Glen: We have to prove to the community who we are. If people come

out first they may never get a chance to prove who they are. People may cut

them off and not let them be a ceremonial leader. When people find out

you’re gay, you already have so many strikes against you. If you come to
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people and they know you are gay, plus you are ignorant of your culture,

then it will be twice as hard. We have to prove ourselves, that we give some-

thing good to the community.

— Ben: We have got to get over the hurdles they present about us being gay.

It is almost like we need to do twice as much as everyone else, just out of

respect until we can get our foot in the door. I’ll do whatever it takes except

jeopardize who I am.

We have to start getting back involved with the Indian community. If we

are fortunate enough to have families and people to help us get back into

the community, we need to start by just being seen. Once they see that we

are honest about our feelings, then they will open themselves up to us hold-

ing a larger part in ceremony and powwow and society. Sharing a part of it

is the first step to healing that Two-Spirited hoop.

— Sean: Once the people see what we can do, then they will be like, “We

don’t really approve of it, but we will let you dance.” Then they’ll be like,

“They know what they are doing so it is ok.” Eventually it will be, “We are

glad you’re here to dance” and maybe it will someday be “Won’t you come

please dance with us?”

In an attempt to fulfill their commitment to communities and

thereby mend the hoop, Two-Spirit men actively engage social issues

within the Indian community. Although people such as Andy empha-

size the ceremonial role of Two-Spirit men, they have made more sig-

nificant progress toward community acceptance through their com-

mitment to social causes. Two-Spirit men have dealt with the absence

of traditional public social roles by becoming active in areas where

communities lack resources, interest, or knowledge. They are combin-

ing traditional Indian values with contemporary necessities to fulfill

the needs of their tribes and Native peoples in general. Taking up causes

for HIV programs and working with youth are not tasks assigned by

Indian communities. Instead, they represent areas where Two-Spirit

men have an interest and over time have developed their participation

and knowledge to a level that Native peoples have come to depend on.

Two-Spirit men would conceptualize this subtle assertion of their pres-
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ence in communities as a form of resistance having the potential to al-

ter attitudes toward their differences. As Sheila’s sister pointed out,

“They have to figure out what works for them. It may not be the tradi-

tional ceremonial route, but maybe more of a combination between the

traditional and the contemporary. This is a way they can achieve being

Two-Spirit and utilizing their medicine by helping to educate the

greater Native community.”

Caring for Children

Two-Spirit men further conceptualize their mending of the hoop by

taking on the caregiver role and teacher for children in their families

and in their communities. Historically, Two-Spirit men were known for

caring for children in their kin groups and taking on parental roles for

orphaned children in the tribal communities (Williams 1986:54–55).

Contemporary Two-Spirit men also feel a necessity to care for children

in their family, as well as to teach children about Indian cultural ways.

As is prevalent in many Indian communities, children are often cared

for by multiple family members. Many people I know had taken on the

role of aunt and uncle for children within and outside their families.

When they were called upon to help with the raising of a female child,

they emphasized their ability to teach young girls female cultural ways.

They were called upon as well to help with male children. For example,

Andy and Mike both were taking a major role in the raising of their

sisters’ fatherless children.

— Andy: We come from a matriarchal family, where women make all the

decisions. Most men who have married in can’t handle that and end up

leaving the family. We end up having to raise the children, which is fine

because we get to raise them properly.

In line with his statement, Andy has taken on a caregiver and teacher

role with his sister’s children. Since he has both a niece and a nephew,

Andy is required to instruct them on both male and female cultural

expectations. He taught the niece to sew, make regalia, cook traditional

Southwestern foods, perform female ceremonial tasks, and helped as-
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semble her dance outfit. Also, he taught the nephew the ceremonial and

social requirements of being a Puebloan man. His niece and nephew

frequently accompanied him to ceremonies and gatherings where they

would be given tasks such as gathering firewood and cooking. Andy

characterized this role as one requiring a Two-Spirit person because

their mixed gender roles made them more knowledgeable of both male

and female cultural expectations. Also, because a Two-Spirit person was

teaching them, young people were learning a respect for the diversity in

Native society to which they might otherwise not have been exposed.

Mike helping his niece through her rite of passage presents an excep-

tional example of a Two-Spirit person being called upon to fulfill a tra-

ditional role. Mike’s sister has a teenage daughter, Theresa, whose father

left when she was very young. Mike took on the role of providing

money, clothes, and support for the little girl. Since Theresa had no

aunts, Mike’s family called upon him to prepare her for “becoming a

woman.” As Mike explained it, his people’s tradition requires a young

girl approaching puberty to go through training where she learns to

pot, weave, cook, conduct domestic ceremonies, and accomplish many

other activities required of an adult woman. He told me it was expected

that he take on the teacher role with his niece since he was the Two-

Spirit person in the family. Mike said that traditionally, a Two-Spirit

person would teach young girls how to be women, since they had the

time and knowledge to nurture female children. Mike spent a year

teaching Theresa how to silversmith, weave, butcher meat, keep house,

put on makeup, and make her hair into a traditional style, as well as

various other female-oriented tasks. Mike’s family had not always been

accepting of his sexual orientation, and it was not until recent years that

they began to accept him. He felt that his teaching Theresa the “right

ways” helped demonstrate his knowledge of his tribal culture but also

proved that he was bringing particular gifts to the community.

The children that Two-Spirit men cared for and taught were not al-

ways in the men’s own families. Jeff ’s role in maintaining an Indian

youth organization is another example of the ways Two-Spirit men are

asserting themselves through meeting community needs. Jeff lived in a

small rural community where he worked with an Indian youth organi-
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zation primarily made up of teenagers. Part of his job was to counsel at-

risk youth, as well as organize cultural activities with an Indian focus.

Jeff went well beyond the requirements of his job to the extent of giving

up weekends and evenings in support of the youth. A considerable

number of Indian families in the area are among the working poor. As

with many Indian communities, alcoholism and child neglect are ma-

jor issues, as well as adolescent criminal activity, teenage pregnancy,

and substance abuse among youth. Part of Jeff ’s task was to use cultural

programs to help the teens work through their specific issues while

teaching them about Indian culture. Jeff told me that he saw his com-

mitment to this work as fulfilling his required role as a Two-Spirit per-

son. He saw himself as ideal for the job because he had the nurturing

aspects and cultural knowledge of women and the stern aspects and

cultural knowledge of men. Jeff was often also called upon for help

when youth group members needed emotional support. He looked at

his work as meeting needs not being met by the youth’s parents, fami-

lies, or the tribal community. Jeff put a considerable amount of time

into teaching the youth Native cultural ways, such as instructing the

girls on how to bead and assemble their dance regalia. He was also

teaching a group of young men to powwow sing so that they could start

performing at events. Despite seeing his work as fulfilling the roles of a

Two-Spirit person, he remained in the closet in his community and

with the youth. I heard that one of the active older people stated that he

knew Jeff was gay but did not care because Jeff had “gotten a lot of kids

off drugs and taught them about their culture.”

Some Oklahoma members took on teaching and mentor roles with

gay youth in particular. One of Ben’s adopted sisters had a son who had

recently come out. Ben was asked to talk to and help his teenage

nephew deal with coming-out issues, as well as instruct him on the role

of Two-Spirit men. Mick had a nephew who had recently come out, and

his family asked him to teach the child to be a good Two-Spirit person.

Ben and Mick both told me that they were glad to do the work of help-

ing these teenagers avoid the problems they had encountered when

they came out. For instance, Ben went to great lengths to ensure his

adopted nephew’s exposure to the healthy gay lifestyle promoted in the
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Two-Spirit organization and society. He was continually emphasizing

to the young man that his indigenous identity separated him from

mainstream gay society. Ben’s nephew went with us on numerous out-

ings to powwows and ceremonial dances. Ben was also working with

him to assemble his dance regalia. As he reiterated, “Part of our job as

older Two-Spirit men is to make sure that our young Two-Spirits don’t

get abused by the gay scene.”

Doing HIV/AIDS Work

Issues of HIV/AIDS were largely ignored in the Native community

early in the epidemic. Indian communities saw the disease as some-

thing associated with white gays and urban drug users, hence its desig-

nation as the “white man’s disease.” As Roscoe has pointed out, the

HIV/AIDS epidemic did not begin to be addressed among Indian gays

and lesbians until the late 1980s (1998:103). At that time, the concern

over HIV/AIDS was primarily focused in the urban gay and lesbian In-

dian communities and had made little headway into the rural and res-

ervation-based communities. From the beginning of the epidemic

through 1988, the Centers for Disease Control (cdc) did not have a

separate category for Native Americans with HIV/AIDS, which exacer-

bated the effects of an already underreported number of infected

Indian people. However, by 1990 the cdc established the National

Native American AIDS Prevention Center and urban activist groups

had begun addressing the needs of Native peoples with HIV (Roscoe

1998:105).

It is recognized that gay and lesbian Natives themselves had much to

do with the establishment of Native-specific HIV programming in the

United States. Since the late 1980s, several organizations designed to

support HIV-infected Natives have been established. Ahalaya in Okla-

homa City, the Navajo AIDS Network, and the San Francisco Native

American AIDS Project are just a few of the “model” organizations that

seek to provide counseling and testing services, meals, housing refer-

rals, and some medical treatment for people infected with HIV/AIDS.

In the early 1990s many of the aid organizations turned to issues of pre-
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vention, seeking to educate Indian people on the virus and issues sur-

rounding it. Individual tribes and Indian nonprofit groups began re-

ceiving funding for HIV/AIDS prevention, which led to the establish-

ment of many Two-Spirit groups such as the gcs. More recently, the

focus on HIV/AIDS has turned from a gay Indian focus to one includ-

ing all Indian people, particularly youth.

In the effort to educate Native people about HIV/AIDS, Two-Spirit

men have found an additional way to serve communities. Almost every

Two-Spirit person I interacted with had done some kind of AIDS work.

AIDS work was similar to that conducted by the non-Native gay com-

munity, which included caring for individuals infected with the disease,

visiting and providing food for incapacitated individuals, providing

rides to the doctor, giving donations, and volunteering for outreach

and fundraising events.

Early in the epidemic Andy and Mick began working to create aware-

ness among the mainstream gay communities, and eventually turned

their efforts toward indigenous gays and lesbians.

— Andy: Back in the early eighties when I began looking at how we were

going to get the prevention message out to the gay community, I realized

that there wasn’t really a community, because the only thing they have in

common is attraction to the same sex. What I realized was that in the

indigenous community, we already have a community. Then the question

became how we move within the indigenous community to create change.

Through my conversations with Andy and Mick it became obvious

that making indigenous people aware of the risks and issues involved

with HIV/AIDS is incredibly more difficult than doing outreach among

the gay community. The first obstacle is addressing the issue of sexual-

ity in public Indian contexts, particularly same-sex relations. Mick de-

tailed to me numerous occasions of encountering hostility toward gays,

lesbians, and individuals infected with the disease during his presenta-

tions. Mick found that many of his initial contacts with tribal health

organizations focused on the morality of the issue or its association

with same-sex relations. Nonetheless, Mick and Andy made it clear that

by the early 1990s, HIV/AIDS was taking a toll in both gay and non-gay
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indigenous communities and it was their role to address it through

public action.

Ben, Mick, Phillip, Andy, and Roberto all were employed in positions

that required HIV/AIDS outreach to indigenous communities with

mostly a rural or reservation focus. The clinic that employed Ben and

Mick required that they run the gcs, do public outreach at powwows

and other events, and travel to conduct training and information ses-

sions at tribal headquarters. Mike worked for a local interfaith Chris-

tian organization that provided public outreach and counseling for

Native and non-Native individuals who were at risk for or had con-

tracted HIV. Andy mostly worked within the Two-Spirit community

writing grants and organizing retreats and other Indian activities to

help in the prevention education effort. Roberto worked for his tribal

health agency and did public outreach on and off the reservation. The

public outreach work usually required some level of self-disclosure,

and all the people I knew who did this kind of work were openly gay

and often forthcoming about related issues.

Mick is one of the first people to have done public outreach with

tribal health workers and communities in reservation and rural areas.

He had numerous anecdotes about the homophobia and misunder-

standing that he encountered on these initial visits. Most of his semi-

nars were daylong workshops given for tribal health workers and youth

counselors and included basic information on HIV/AIDS, how it is

contracted, and who is at the highest risk of infection. Inevitably, com-

munity recognition that the gay men in their communities were at the

highest risk raised a certain amount of controversy. No one disputed

that gay men were at the highest risk, but rather they argued that there

were no gay men in their communities. Any outreach event that Mick

conducted included some form of discussion of the history of sexuality

and gender diversity among historic Native American communities.

Predictably, any discussion that Mick presented conflicted with popu-

lar opinion among attendees. Despite resistance, Mick has persisted in

his outreach and awareness activities. In many ways, programs such as

those sponsored by the Red Cross or cdc owe considerable gratitude to

early Indian HIV/AIDS activists for opening the door to education
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while risking their own alienation from their communities. Now that

issues surrounding HIV/AIDS are starting to become “de-gayed,” the

presentation of workshops is less controversial.2 Mick’s early efforts no

doubt made considerable strides in the acceptability of discussions of

sexuality and disease in Indian communities. In fact, presentations and

training on HIV/AIDS at tribal headquarters occur frequently with

little incident and are required for anyone working in health and youth

areas.

As Roscoe points out, “The fight against HIV/AIDS is of necessity a

fight against homophobia” (1998:107). In similar ways, Two-Spirit ef-

forts at making Indian communities aware of HIV/AIDS issues brings

sexuality and gender diversity into the public discourse. Through their

efforts at creating awareness about HIV/AIDS, they are also speaking

out on behalf of differences in the Native community. All the people I

know who did HIV/AIDS-related outreach included gender diversity in

some component of their presentation. They were using the public

space provided by communities as a way to not only create awareness

of their presence but also show their concern with Indian peoples.

Roberto’s effort at HIV/AIDS outreach within his own reservation

community is often recognized as one of the most dangerous situa-

tions. Working in his own community puts Roberto at a certain disad-

vantage that other people working in HIV/AIDS may not encounter, in

that he is making himself more vulnerable to community biases and

homophobia, which could result in alienation or violence. When we

were all sitting around discussing this issue, Roberto felt that it was his

duty as a member of the tribe and as a Two-Spirit person to make the

community aware of the risks. He also felt it was important to reach out

to the Two-Spirit men in the community and “let them know they

aren’t alone.” As in Roberto’s efforts, most HIV/AIDS work among In-

dian people involves some aspect of outreach to Two-Spirit men. The

goal is not only to help them remain healthy but also to relieve a sense

of isolation surrounding their identity. Roberto, as well as many other

people, felt that isolation on reservations and rural areas led Two-Spirit

men to live secret sex lives in cities and other places. Many also felt that

this secrecy and isolation was a major factor in HIV/AIDS infection
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among Indian gays and lesbians. Roberto brought HIV/AIDS and sexu-

ality issues to the people in his workshop through stories and by using

traditional methods for the teaching of knowledge. Using the compo-

nents of oral tradition, he would tell stories about the importance of

individuality, respecting one another, and respecting oneself, as well as

sing songs about Two-Spirit men and staying healthy.

Two-Spirit men were the first to address issues of HIV/AIDS in Na-

tive communities, and much of the burden of the early work fell on

their volunteerism. By asserting themselves through public outreach

efforts, Two-Spirit men have become the experts in the area of HIV/

AIDS work. It is often assumed that an individual who goes to a tribe or

other Indian organization to present a workshop or training on HIV/

AIDS will be a Two-Spirit person. One non-Two-Spirit person I know

who works with HIV/AIDS in Indian communities is often assumed to

be a lesbian. Ben was quick to point out that Two-Spirit men made the

best counselors for issues of sexuality since they could relate to both

genders and multiple sexual orientations. Now many tribal govern-

ments who are expected to provide some kind of HIV/AIDS training

for their workers and awareness for their youth are turning to the peo-

ple who are recognized to have the required knowledge for the work. As

a result, there are more openly gay individuals working as counselors in

Indian hospitals and clinics and in nonprofit organizations catering to

Native communities.

The clinic where the Oklahoma group is based always has a booth

among the craft and food booths at major powwows in the area. Ben

and Mick spend a considerable amount of time sitting in the booth

during the events, handing out brochures on safe sex, and distributing

condoms from a small basket on a table. The selling of crafts and food is

a major aspect of powwows, and people spend a considerable amount

of time browsing sales booths during events. A clinic booth handing

out condoms would previously have been a considerable disjuncture

within the world of Indian crafts and fry-bread stands. However, young

people are often the ones who stop and pick up condoms and bro-

chures. The distribution of condoms does occasionally bother some

people, but as Ben said, “That doesn’t keep us from going through two
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four-hundred-count boxes per powwow.” At one particular powwow, I

noticed a youth organization had begun handing out “snag bags” – pa-

per bags containing condoms and a brochure with information on

sexually transmitted diseases and birth control. When Ben and I walked

past the booth, he commented that “we were the first to do that,” but he

was glad other people had taken up the effort, as well as catering to the

youth through the play on “snagging.” Accordingly, it is often recog-

nized by Two-Spirit men and non-gay Natives that the early work on

HIV/AIDS by Indian gays and lesbians (and their families) helped

make awareness efforts such as handing out condoms at powwows ac-

ceptable.

In order to understand how recognized differences can be used stra-

tegically as a vehicle for resistance, I have illustrated the ways Two-

Spirit men use social and discursive opportunities in an attempt to

make their identity intelligible. Exploiting “openings” in the social

structure provides an opportunity for Two-Spirit men to make perfor-

mances of their identity part of the public discourse. For example, Two-

Spirit men use their knowledge about HIV/AIDS prevention to fulfill a

need in the community. By fulfilling the need, they are making their

identity part of social relationships and thereby making Two-Spirited-

ness a recognized social identity. In arguing that Two-Spirit men resist

social alienation by exploiting dominant ideology, I have attempted to

show how “Two-Spirit” has the potential to be recognized as an aspect

of “Indian.” In examining the ways Two-Spirit men exploit dominant

ideology, I also demonstrate that discursive forms of resistance compli-

ment other forms of resistance to challenge alienation and structural

inequality. In the concluding chapter, I draw heavily on the idea that

structural inequality frames the dialectic between power and differ-

ence, as well as between representation and social belonging.
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chapter seven

Difference and Social Belonging
in Indian Country
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As the members of the Green Country and Denver societies would

agree, Two-Spirit people do not represent an alternative form of

Indianness. Rather, they are and see themselves as committed to for-

mally accepted community standards of social behavior and moral re-

sponsibility. Nonetheless, Two-Spirit people represent a contradiction

with dominant perceptions of a masculinity that is inherited from his-

torical constructions of Indian men. Two-Spirit people, however, per-

ceive Indian societies’ endorsement of the masculinist standard as a

contradiction of the traditional values that emphasize the social accep-

tance of all differences. As we have seen, Two-Spirit identity is in part an

attempt to reconcile inherited and traditional attitudes toward differ-

ence within communities. Notions about difference are enfolded into

the ways all Indian people distinguish themselves from white society as

well as make distinctions between each other in tribal traditions, reli-

gious beliefs, blood quantum, politics, economics, social class, and

sexual orientation. In this way, Two-Spirit identity is representative of

the ongoing struggle between multiple forms of difference.

In an effort to reincorporate their uniqueness into contemporary

Native communities, Two-Spirit people strategically emphasize their

cultural sameness with Native communities while deemphasizing

sexual orientation as a personal defining characteristic. In doing so,

they make use of community-recognized historic and contemporary

tribal and supratribal Indian traditions. The use of these traditions acts

to ensure a recognized connection with the Native communities in

which they grew up or seek participation. The incorporation of domi-

nant Native ideology into notions of what Two-Spirit represents creates

a reliance on specific traits recognized as “Indian” within multitribal

notions of race, gender, and cultural practice. Despite their “perfection”

of Indianness, Two-Spirit people assume that any indication of their

sexual orientation will not go unnoticed, and as a result any gendered

or sexual transgression will generate hostility from their respective

communities. Two-Spirit people perceive that acceptance in Native
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communities hinges not only on the fulfillment of ideal Indianness but

also on how communities perceive their sexual orientation. In this way

sexual orientation as a socially recognized difference becomes the

single greatest alienating factor for Two-Spirit people in perception and

reality. As we have seen, members of the Oklahoma and Colorado

groups employ several strategies in dealing with alienation, which in-

clude (1) remaining in the closet, (2) changing rules governing perfor-

mance out of dominant community view, (3) outright public displays

of performative resistance, and (4) making oneself useful in Native

communities through HIV/AIDS activism and caring for children.

While these strategies have differing results, and are somewhat con-

tested among Two-Spirit people, they represent ways of finding a place

in communities. While finding a place in a community is crucial to

what it means to be Two-Spirit, it is also an example of the ways identity

is actively constructed at the intersection of difference and social be-

longing.

Notions about individual and group difference in the construction

of identity can be seen in the various ways Two-Spirit people interact

with each other and Native communities. Difference as a personal at-

tribute is manipulated as a way to emphasize sameness with the larger

Native community, while it is also used to signal individual uniqueness.

Individuals may at one time define themselves as simply Indian, while

drawing on representations of distinct tribal traditions. By using indi-

vidual differences as both an incorporating and exclusionary device,

non-gay Indians and Two-Spirit peoples unwittingly invoke power re-

lationships. That is, differences take on social meaning and are given the

power to include and exclude individuals based on a constant comparison

to ideal types of “Indianness,” “Creekness” (as a tribal example), or “Two-

Spiritedness.” As we have seen, ideal types of Indianness range from domi-

nant masculinist standards to Two-Spirit perfection of women’s work, and

from tribal membership to social participation. Whether we are speaking

of the dominant Indian community or the gcs and Denver Society, repre-

sentations of difference – racial classification, masculinity and femininity,

individual and collective behaviors – come to determine individual under-

standings of social belonging.
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As Two-Spirit men effectively construct ideas about their Native,

gender, and sexual identities in relation to dominant ideological stan-

dards, they also critically engage the several crucial contradictions in

Indian cultural identities. For example, many Indian communities per-

ceive a loss of cultural practice and values among their people, while

they are preventing and regulating the participation of individuals ea-

ger to commit themselves. This contradiction remains the most frus-

trating for Two-Spirit people who spend a considerable amount of time

perfecting Native practices and living according to Native values. Ac-

cordingly, many people who identify as Two-Spirit realize that they are

not wholly prevented from social participation, yet they perceive that

participation is dependent on adhering to dominant expectations of

male-bodied persons. As a result, Two-Spirit people’s identity embod-

ies not only dominant expectations but also the contradiction with

community standards that it represents. They may perform an ex-

pected role but their personhood still differs from dominant ideology.

As Glen pointed out after winning second place in men’s straight dance

competition, “If they knew I was a queen, they’d take away that honor.”

In this way we can understand Two-Spirit frustrations of continually

riding the edge of acceptance and alienation. Also, we can come to see

that acceptance and alienation become a set of experiences that depend

upon individual difference.

Epidemics of Difference

On a run into town to get more flour for fry bread, Zach, a Two-Spirit

Apache I was not very well acquainted with, told me a story about the

ways his community has reacted to his HIV status.1 Zach began by tell-

ing me that he had been in a coma and almost died several years before

when his T-cell count hit a devastating low. While in the coma he was

hospitalized in a reservation Indian Health Service facility near his

community. Zach’s family held ceremonies in his room throughout the

ordeal. As Zach tells it, the ceremonies resulted in his eventual recovery

and return home. He had spent several months resting at his parents’

house and came into very little contact with other people on the reser-
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vation. It was not until someone refused to shake his hand at a wedding

that Zach realized that the nurses at the hospital had broken confidenti-

ality and revealed his status to others in the community. Out of fear that

it would upset him and cause a decline in his health, the family did not

tell Zach that they had experienced ridicule from other people in the

community. They also did not want Zach to know that many nurses

and other workers would not care for him and that during his stay in

the hospital, Zach’s family had to bathe him and change the sheets. By

the time Zach discovered the talk surrounding his “status,” most people

in the community had already heard. I asked Zach how he felt about his

HIV status changing his status in the community. Holding back tears,

he responded that he was very angry at the people in the hospital for

telling everyone and not caring for him, but he was mostly disap-

pointed in “his people.” He pointed out that whenever someone is seri-

ously ill in his community, his people, even professional health workers

in the hospital, come to the spiritual and physical aid of the ill person

and his or her family. Zach said that he knew of only two community

members not related to him that attended ceremonies or cooked meals

and took care of children for his family while they were attending to

him in the hospital. For Zach, the community’s attitude about his ill-

ness was contrary to traditional values of helping out community

members. Also, Zach perceives that the social stigma he and his family

suffered due to his illness is the result of a breakdown in traditional

values, which in his words makes his community “no different than

white people.”

Homophobia and the stigma of HIV/AIDS challenge community

notions of care. In many cases, once individuals are infected they return

to their reservation communities to seek help and rely on the notion

that they will spend their last days with their families. However, I heard

of multiple occasions when individuals returned only to be ostra-

cized by their families. Although some families take care of their HIV-

infected family members, there is a considerable amount of shame in

the form of public social stigma. Fearing public shame leads many in-

dividuals to isolate themselves to the family home and limit their com-

munity participation. When communities become aware of a person’s
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declining health, family members refer to HIV as “cancer” or say that

“the doctors aren’t sure what it is.” As Ben and other HIV/AIDS workers

pointed out, disguising illness may save individuals and families from

experiencing additional grief, but it further perpetuates social stigma as

well as the silence about HIV’s effects on Indian people.

Also, as Zach’s story illustrates, seeking care in tribal hospitals poses a

further problem related to community perceptions of HIV/AIDS. Pa-

tient confidentiality is a significant problem at tribally run hospitals.

Fears about their HIV status being revealed and resulting social stigmas

make it even more unlikely that infected individuals will seek care in

tribally run facilities. Outside traditional healing, for many infected

Natives, tribally run facilities are their only health care option. There-

fore, few opportunities exist for infected people to get treated without

coming into contact with community members. Because tribally run

clinics and hospitals lack adequate funds, physicians and administra-

tors are often placed in the position of having to choose between outra-

geously expensive HIV maintenance drugs and other more widely used

medications. Inevitably, an institutionalized homophobia and judg-

mental attitude about the acquired aspect of HIV also become a force

in treatment availability.

Homophobia has played a significant role in the spread of HIV

worldwide as well as within the smaller communities of Native peoples.

I briefly touched on the ways in which Two-Spirit men are alienated by

their communities due to homophobia. Also, I briefly touched upon

the fact that the majority of gay Natives leave their communities and

reservations to seek acceptance and tolerance for their differences.

Many of the people who leave the reservation experience the sexual and

social freedom that large urban gay communities provide. In their

quest for sexual and social liberty, many Native peoples become in-

volved in the “gay scene,” which is well known to involve a considerable

amount of substance abuse. Substance abuse combined with a longing

for sexual freedom can lead to “risky behaviors” and potentially to HIV

infection. Many people are thought to leave the reservation and rural

communities with very little idea of the sexually related risk factors that

are more prevalent in urban areas. Furthermore, they are also thought
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to spread sexually transmitted diseases among a naïve reservation

population upon return visits.

The lack of open communication about sex, much less same-sex re-

lations and gender difference, among Native communities is consis-

tently recognized as a major factor in the spread of HIV among hetero-

sexual, gay, bisexual, and lesbian Indians. The framing of HIV as a gay

“white man’s” disease has had a considerable impact on Native commu-

nity perceptions. It is often noted that reservation and rural Native

communities, because of their size and general geographic isolation,

see themselves as immune to a disease explicitly associated with urban

white gay populations.2 I would suggest that the denial of differences

such as same-sex relations among Native communities is explicitly tied

to the lack of recognition for Native people’s risk of HIV infection. That

is, if there are no gay Indians, as some believe, then there is no risk of

Native exposure to HIV.

The stories of those infected with HIV/AIDS are similar to many

people who have experienced alienation from their tribal communities

based on sexual orientation and gender difference. Some of the life ex-

periences I observed centering around individual difference included

people coming out to their families, families and friends accepting sex

and gender difference, individuals learning of their HIV-positive status,

and public acts of discrimination. However, I was most affected by the

struggles of those who live daily life on the margins of death and deal

with the alienation and uncertainty of their disease. During the course

of my research, a couple of Two-Spirit people I knew died from compli-

cations due to AIDS, and a few others became critically ill and almost

died. Infection, illness, and death are common topics of discussion, and

in many ways become a part of Two-Spirit culture. Yet I came to learn

that despite the localized nature of Native attitudes toward the HIV-

infected, the socioeconomic and political aspects of HIV infection are

involved in broader groups of individuals and are perpetuated by larger

perceptions of difference.

In examining community reactions to HIV/AIDS, as well as to sexual

orientation, it is important to recognize the ways difference becomes a

set of experiences that can shape quality of life. Difference as a shaper of
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individual and collective experience can be seen across boundaries of

culture, sex and gender, class, and race. Inevitably we have to ask, How

do experiences of difference affect quality of life? And how does differ-

ence determine structured relationships in the contemporary world? As

I have attempted to demonstrate here, difference is about more than

representation. It is in fact a structuring quality that acts to socially,

politically, and economically structure peoples’ lives. Where there is no

tolerance for difference, individuals suffer certain consequences. Two-

Spirit people remind us that the consequences they face by identifying

as Indian, tribally affiliated, gay, mixed blood, and transgender also

have consequences for Indian peoples in general. That is, Two-Spirit

people perceive the lack of acceptance for multiple kinds of difference

among Indian communities as negating the continuation of Native cul-

ture as well as individual survivability.

After long conversations on issues of race, health, tribal politics, so-

cial participation, and just about anything Indian, Ben would always

say in almost the form of a prayer, “We need to take care of our people.”

I came to figure out that behind Ben’s statement was a desire to empha-

size the multiple differences among Indian peoples as a political and

social strategy, that is, difference as solidarity. In this way Two-Spirit

people are actively engaged in a complex negotiation of social, political,

and personal desires, much like mainstream Native society. They want

the same things as other indigenous peoples such as equal opportuni-

ties to self-determination, maintenance of their social relations, and

freedom in religion. Despite perceptions of alienation, are Two-Spirit

people representative of Native Americans as a whole? Two-Spirit

people would say yes. Although Two-Spirit people have no illusions

about the recognition of same-sex relations or gender difference as

solving all of Native America’s problems, they do, however, see it as part

of a larger solution, one that involves self-determination in reevaluat-

ing what it means to be a contemporary Indian person. The solution for

them also involves challenging the hegemony of representations of In-

dians, as well as resisting the ways representation is used to create poli-

cies that affect the basic human existence of indigenous peoples.
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Notes

1.  seeking self- and social acceptance

1. I use the term “Two-Spirit” as the men in this book use it, which

will become clearer and more specific as the book progresses. In this

same way I use the term “gay” in preference to the word “homosexual,”

which is a problematic term used to discriminate against and patholo-

gize same-sex relations.

2. A “lulu” is a trill where a person vibrates the tongue on the roof of

the mouth to make a “lululu” noise. It is a form of expression com-

monly used by women to express approval or intensity of emotion.

What is called “lulu-ing” is a common form of expression in Native

culture in general.

3. Walter Williams’s The Spirit and the Flesh (1986), Will Roscoe’s The

Zuni Man-Woman (1991) and Changing Ones (1998), and Sabine Lang’s

Men as Women, Women as Men (1998) fully and expertly document

gender diversity among the majority of Native peoples in North Ameri-

ca. Scholars have also pointed out that there were female-bodied per-

sons who fulfilled third-gender categories. However, a great deal less is

known about the female third gender. Sabine Lang (1998) gives the

most attention to this topic, and Roscoe (1998) devotes a chapter to it.

4. In describing the historical institution of male-bodied persons, I

will forgo the use of the term berdaches per Thomas and Jacobs (1999).

Instead, I will use the terms women-men from Lang (1998), or third-

gender men, for better understanding, because these signal both alter-

native gender status as well as bodily sex.

5. William Trexler (2002:9) argues that Natives “in effect were deter-

mining for an infant or young child, a gender that child could not pos-

sibly have arrived at by a free action of his other will.” And, “Wherever

we encounter parents or elders imposing gender upon children

through such alleged tests, this is really an exercise in parental or other

adult authority and not of the child’s free will.”

6. Early anthropological descriptions of the sexual behavior of third-
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gender men are vague, with the exception of works by Devereaux

(1937). For the most part, early anthropologists considered the gender

mixing and sexuality of the “berdache” to be pathological and abhor-

rent. An example is George Catlin’s description of the Sac and Fox

“dance of the berdaches”: “This is one of the most unaccountable and

disgusting customs, that I have ever met in the Indian country . . . and

where I should wish that it may be extinguished before it be more fully

recorded” (1973:215). The famous anthropologist Alfred L. Kroeber’s

(1902) descriptions of Arapahoe haxu’xan sexuality are written in Latin,

presumably to hide their explicit nature and get them past censors.

These biases reduce possible conclusions to simply knowing that sexual

relations between third-gender men and other men were recorded by

anthropologists and travelers and were part of the local lore among

some tribal peoples.

2. from gay to indian

1. The 1969 riot at the Stonewall Inn, a gay social club in New York

City, is considered the event that began the modern gay liberation

movement.

2. I use “supratribal” and “supratribal consciousness” in the same way

that Stephen Cornell (1988) uses them in The Return of the Native.

3. Reservations were broken up and allotted to individuals in the late

19th century after the U.S. Congress passed the General Allotment Act

of 1887, also known as the Dawes Act. Because of the local Native popu-

lation and tribal headquarters there, certain areas and cities in Okla-

homa are associated with particular tribes, such as Tahlequah for the

Cherokee and Anadarko for its association with the former Kiowa,

Apache, Comanche reservation.

3. adapting to homophobia among indians

1. All the major works on Native gender diversity emphasize the ways

in which some Two-Spirit people are accepted in their communities

(Lang 1998; Roscoe 1991, 1998; Thomas and Jacobs 1999; Williams 1986).

By emphasizing the rare occurrences of familial and community accep-

Notes to Pages 26–54
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tance, they are ignoring the majority of Two-Spirit people who see

themselves as not accepted in their tribal and local communities.

Weston points out that “intellectual projects” on the institutionaliza-

tion of variability in sexual practice and gender variation had as their

goal to document and assess the degree of tolerance for homosexuality

among “other” societies, and the correlation of social organization with

same-sex relations and cross-cultural “typologies” of homosexuality

(1993:342). Accordingly, by emphasizing historical manifestations of

gender/sex difference acceptance, scholars mentioned here have es-

chewed the contemporary relationship between social belonging, ac-

ceptance, and desire in Native society. Studies of Native North Ameri-

can gender diversity have yet to ask, In what ways do dominant ideas

about same-sex desire complicate Two-Spirit attempts at social and

self-acceptance?

2. Hobsbawm characterizes these shifts, or “inventions” (I prefer

“changes”), as follows: “We should expect it [change in what is per-

ceived as tradition] to occur more frequently when a rapid transforma-

tion of society weakens or destroys the social patterns for which ‘old’

traditions had been designed, producing new ones to which they were

not applicable, . . . when such old traditions and their institutional car-

riers . . . no longer prove sufficiently adaptable . . . or are otherwise

eliminated” (1983:4).

3. Owls have connotations of bad luck in certain tribes, while others

associate them in a positive way with transporting souls to the spirit

world. They are almost universally seen as omens, negative or positive.

4. Walters provides some insight on being Indian and coming out:

“The value of ‘coming out’ and being openly gay is valued as part of

healthy psychosocial development among the gay and lesbian commu-

nity. However, cooperation, a cultural value, emphasizes ‘security in

being a member of the group and in not being singled out and placed in

a position above or below others.’ The Indian value of cooperation is

opposed to the gay and lesbian value of being individualistic and plac-

ing one’s needs above the group and to self-identity as different and

out. [Another] related value held by Indian peoples is to strive for ano-

nymity where the needs of the group are considered over those of the

Notes to Pages 61–66
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individual. Coming out requires one to openly identify oneself and

draw attention to oneself, a process that is considered disrespectful

within the Indian community” (1997:51). Walters’s interpretation of the

ways in which coming out is not part of Indian values makes a valid

point. At the same time, it assumes that Two-Spirit men want to em-

phasize their “self-identity as different and out,” while in actuality they

go through considerable effort to emphasize their similarity with the

Indian community by perfecting performances of identity. Therefore,

they desire to be an equal part of the community. They also desire the

anonymity that social incorporation brings. That is, they desire formal

social roles in an Indian community where misapprehension about

gayness is negated by the incorporation of difference.

5. Most Two-Spirit people use the term “out” to designate its gay

meaning. I have used the term to designate a form of social and per-

sonal recognition that goes back and forth between Two-Spirit and

non-gay Indian social worlds.

6. The Kinaalda is a Navajo coming-of-age ceremony for women. It is

usually a multiday ceremony where a young girl is transformed from a

child to a full, functioning adult member of the society (Frisbie 1993).

7. Becoming an alternate gender is documented in countless contact-

and colonial-era writings and in early anthropological studies. Lang

(1998), Roscoe (1998), and Williams (1986) provide extensive reviews of

the documentation.

8. Rather, as Williams points out, “One merely accepted the child’s

non-masculinity as a part of the latent personality or potential with

which the child had been endowed by nature. Since a third gender sta-

tus was institutionalized in most of the Native American cultures . . . a

radical divergence and subsequent chasm between sex of birth (i.e. bio-

logical sex) and chosen gender role was not regarded as deviant and so

did not require an explanation” (1986:53).

9. Jacobs (1997) and Medicine (1997) note similar attitudes.

10. Foster 1991 details the ways that the Comanches attempt to save

face for themselves and their families by not transcending cultural atti-

tudes and mores. Shame is used similarly to avoid individuals drawing

negative attention to their family members.

Notes to Pages 66–69
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11. Beverly Little Thunder tells of her experiences: “As I became more

deeply involved in the ceremonies of my people and began to partici-

pate in the Sun Dance Ceremony, I become more and more terrified of

being ‘found out.’ I feared that if anyone knew of my desire to be with

another woman I would be stricken from the ceremonies that were now

such an important part of my life. My fears turned out to be real, but I

never expected that the same people who taught me so much . . . would

be some of those who would later reject me” (1997:206).

12. Timothy Sweet sees the emphasis on the hypermasculine warrior

tradition as the result of “the masculine gendering of the self as a war-

rior and the US government policy, also enacted by ‘warriors,’ that

sought to eliminate the Native American warrior tradition in order to

control and ultimately eradicate tribal cultural wholes” (1995:220–222).

13. “Girls” or “girl” is a word that men in the popular gay community

use to refer to one another.

14.“Camp” is a term used within the gay community and academia to

refer to male parodist performances of exaggerated female mannerisms

and language. Generally, camp behavior is reserved for social interac-

tions in gay community contexts, and is assumed to evoke a negative

reaction when used in “straight” social realms. According to Michasiw,

“What is constructed by the camp-performative is a set of limits . . .

fixing the viewers in ranges of ironic contract: those who do not know

at all; those who think they know but do not; those who know, but only

from without and are afraid really to know; those who do know but are

appalled, or are laughing, or are laughing at the wrong pitch; and you.

All of these limits depend, of course, on recognition on the part of the

viewer but these reconditions are structured by the individual viewer’s

relative ignorance or knowledge of a stable set of codes and on the atti-

tude characteristically struck by the viewer to that ignorance or knowl-

edge” (1994:4).

15. Antonio Gramsci tells us that individuals who participate in the

public social field where resources are exchanged “consent . . . to the

general direction imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental

group” (1971:12). Accordingly, by seeking access to symbolic resources,

one is obligated to perform according to accepted and regulated com-

Notes to Pages 73–81
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munity ideas. As we have seen so far, the community’s ideas about Two-

Spirit public performance have changed drastically through time, both

in physical existence and perception. Consent to these changes is “his-

torically caused by the prestige which the dominant group enjoys be-

cause of its position and function in the world of production” (Gramsci

1971:12). Through time, Two-Spirit identity became no longer available

due to changes in the world of ideological production. Accordingly,

these ideological shifts resulted in the alienation of certain individuals

from Indian society. In denying the existence of Two-Spirit men, Indian

communities “enforce discipline on those groups who do not ‘consent’

either actively or passively” (Gramsci 1971:12).

4. the aesthetics of an identity

1. Although Jeff and Carl had a powwow-size drum in the car, we had

been drinking and it would therefore have been inappropriate to sing at

a drum often used for ceremony or powwows. As anyone familiar with

49s knows, car hoods, trash cans, and coolers are often used to replace

drums in social drinking situations. Furthermore, the leader of the

drum (coffee table) made certain that no powwow or ceremonial songs

were sung because we had been consuming alcohol, despite the insis-

tence on some favorite dance songs on the part of other singers. Stigma

and the negative feelings about alcohol and Indians also play a signifi-

cant role in the separation of the bar scene from practices considered

traditional.

2. Two-Spirit as an identity making gay identity secondary is also

mentioned by Lang (1998), Roscoe (1998), and Thomas and Jacobs

(1999).

3. As previously pointed out by Thomas and Jacobs, “Two-spirit re-

flects the range of sexuality and gender identity derived from spiritual

contemplation of one’s place on this earth, this contemplation shored

up by the teachings from parents and elders about how to live as a two-

spirit person” (1999:95). Allen (1981), Jacobs et al. (1997), Lang (1998),

Roscoe (1993, 1998), Williams (1986), and numerous other scholars em-

phasize the goal of recognizing Two-Spirit (“berdache” to some) iden-
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tity as spiritual, thereby attempting to make it on the whole separate

from sexuality and sexual practice, especially when conceived of in

Euro-American terms.

4. Karina Walters (1997, 1998) has published extensively on Native

glbt issues concerning allegiances to one’s racial identity and their sex/

gender identity.

5. Peyote stitch is a style and technique for beading cylindrical objects

such as fan handles, dance sticks, and staffs.

6. Traditional looking is a way of describing an individual’s appear-

ance in comparison to popular ideas about the physical characteristics

of historic Native peoples.

7. The emphasis placed on individual tribal affiliation was crucial in

distinguishing Two-Spirits (and Indians) from non-Indian gays and

wannabes. However, more importantly, tribal affiliation became an in-

ternal litmus test for authenticity in individuals’ cultural beliefs and

practices. Often in mainstream Indian society, conceptions of identity

are tied to nationalist and essentialist interpretations of tribal identities

(Sturm 1998, 2002). Sturm found that “Cherokee identity is socially and

politically constructed around hegemonic notions of blood, color, race,

and culture that permeate discourses of social belonging in the United

States. . . . [R]acial ideologies have filtered from the national to the local

level, where they have been internalized, manipulated, and resisted in

different ways” (1998:230). Accordingly, dominant ideologies about

what racial and cultural characteristics qualify as legitimately Indian,

be that tribal or community affiliation, become “local” schemes in Two-

Spirit identity. In this way, tribal identities crosscut Two-Spirit identity,

creating a reliance on dominant racial ideologies for the inclusion and

exclusion of individuals. For Two-Spirit people, these ideologies trans-

late not only into a legitimate claim to tribal identity but also to com-

munity participation.

8. Jaimes and Halsey note the problematic appropriation of Indian

traditions by “radical or lesbian feminists and gay male activists”: “Par-

ticularly offensive have been non-Indian efforts to convert the indig-

enous custom of treating homosexuals as persons endowed with spe-
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cial spiritual powers into a polemic for mass organization within the

dominant society” (1992:333).

9. Historically, many North American tribes viewed menstruating

women as potentially “contaminating” or disruptively powerful. For

example, among some Siouan peoples and among the Mandans,

Hidatsas, and Arikaras, menstruating women were segregated in sepa-

rate tipis and not allowed to come into contact with men or men’s

implements of war and religion (Hassrick 1964:41, 124–125; Peters

2000:72). According to Frisbie, the Navajo see menstrual blood (and

most blood for that matter) as unsanitary. Women are restricted in the

tasks that they can perform and are sometimes segregated. They also

feel that menstrual blood becomes more dangerous as a women gets

older (1993:7–8, 351–353). Accordingly, most of the Two-Spirit men I

knew and interviewed adhered to their tribally specific taboos about

coming into contact with food cooked by women who were menstruat-

ing, as well as sharing sleeping quarters or ceremonial space with them.

5. cultural compromise at work

1. It is widely accepted among Two-Spirit people that the Lakota

winkte was one of the last culturally intact mixed-gender statuses to

exist into the 20th century. While I knew several people who identified

themselves as winkte, during my research I never met anyone who had

specifically identified roles as a winkte in their community. I frequently

heard rumors and legends of winktes with community-sanctioned

roles in the Sun Dance and other contexts on the Pine Ridge and Rose-

bud reservations. Walter Williams (1986) notes contemporary public

roles for winktes among the Lakota.

2. To arrive at this notion of gender, the Two-Spirit people of the last

15 years have no doubt drawn upon the theoretical works on Native

gender of Will Roscoe and Walter Williams.

3. See Jackson (2003) for a recent discussion of the significance of the

Stomp Dance.

4. Young men learning to lead will often wear shells to increase their

knowledge and ability. However, they would never wear shells in a com-
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munity Stomp Dance ceremony, as that would be seen as a woman’s

role.

5. The “lavender lexicon” is a phrase often used to describe gay men’s

speech as it reflects gay community speech patterns (Leap 1995; Zwicky

1997).

6. “Miss Denver AIDS Coalition” is a fictitious title.

7. Powwow emcees are often given gifts of cash or items such as blan-

kets for their services. These are seen as payments in the form of honor-

ing the person for their work.

6. mending the hoop

1. Paula Gunn Allen uses mending the hoop as a metaphor in her

feminist critique of the treatment of women (1981). In Allen’s way the

hoop represents the whole of Indian society as thrown off balance by

the decline in women’s status and by the lack of empowerment for Na-

tive women (1981). Therefore, Native society is out of balance because

respect for women is missing. Allen argues that women must become

respected for Native society to be whole again.

2. Roscoe (1998:107) and Two-Spirit informants have pointed out

that the “de-gaying” of HIV/AIDS issues has the potential to counter

the work done to create awareness in gay and non-gay communities.

7. difference and social belonging

1. Because of the nature of Zach’s disclosure, I am not identifying him

as a member of a particular Two-Spirit group.

2. Baldwin et al. (1996), Greeley (1995), and Weaver (1999) all point to

images of white urban gay males as the ethnic stereotype for HIV-in-

fected individuals.
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